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Abstract
This thesis is devoted to the study of rotor flows. A literature survey suggested that possible 
improvements can be achieved via better simulation of turbulence and prediction of the elastic blade de­
formation. While the limits of the currently used URANS turbulence models have been shown, accurate 
predictions can only be achieved if the blade elasticity is taken account due to the large deformations a 
rotor blade can undergo in flight.
An aeroelastic coupling strategy consists in three steps: computing the flow field, computing the 
structural deformation and transferring data between the CFD and CSD solvers. The transfer method 
also needs to deal with the different sizes for the structural and aerodynamic models. Most challenges 
come from the need to modify the CFD mesh following the blade deformation, and are linked to the 
higher refinement of the CFD grid. To tackle the problem, a new hybrid mesh deformation technique, 
adapted to rotor in-flight deformations was developed for the Helicopter Multi-Block solver of Liver­
pool. Demonstration of the method was presented for multiple test cases: hovering HART-II rotors and 
forward flying ONERA 7A and HART-II rotors. The method proved quick at deforming the mesh and 
able to deal with large rotor deformations without downgrading the mesh quality.
Another point of interest in this work was turbulence modelling. Aeroelastic calculations must 
capture the influence of the flow on the blade structure. Rotorcraft flows are complex and due to the lim­
its of the URANS models in predicting the frequency content in the flow, discrepancies in the structural 
forcing and the blade deformation might appear. Vibration levels might also see an improvement from 
a higher frequency content. The potential of DBS models for rotorcraft flow was demonstrated using 
the stalled flow around a NACA0021 wing as a test case. The frequency content obtained through DES 
was much wider and also allowed for better predictions of the mean flow field properties along with 
integrated loads. DES was applied to the HART-II rotor in order to assess the possible improvements 
coming from the use of DES. However, the difference between the URANS and the DES predictions of 
the flow field were limited, highlighting a grid or time step refinement need.
A strong aeroelastic coupling strategy was also demonstrated, using the UH-60A rotor in high­
speed forward flight. The key structural deformation was captured by the coupling strategy, and the 
dependency of the predictions to many flight and simulation parameters was highlighted.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Helicopters are the most versatile flying machines, capable of vertical flight, and for this reason, they 
have found use in many applications, such as search and rescue missions, police missions, fire fighting, 
pollution control and even electrical cable maintenance. Their high velocity associated with the ability
to hover and land vertically allows for multiple uses which no other mean could perform.
Main rotorrtaM rotor
Complex vortex j BtotWbp vortex 
weke structure Interactions
Transonic flow on
mi-4 ^ruiWf Mmadvancing otaoe up
V ■ 270* Blade stal on 
' retreating blade
Figure 1.1: Flow structure and aerodynamic problems for a helicopter in forward flight^1!.
Their aerodynamics is challenging due to the flow phenomena taking place at the same instant in 
time. Figure 1.1 shows some of the phenomena happening during a flight. Focusing on the main rotor
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only, on the advancing side, the blade tip reaches transonic regime and generates a shock on the upper 
surface, which may interact with the boundary layer. On the retreating side, at high-speed, the root of the 
blade sees reversed flow, and stall may happen at the tip of the blade due to the high incidence. Another 
important phenomenon is the blade-vortex interaction: the vortices created by the blades result in rapid 
changes of the blade surface pressure when passing close to following blades, increasing vibration and 
noise levels. The simulation of all these phenomena is a challenge for CFD due to the wide range of 
conditions encountered by the blades in these particular flows.
The rapid changes in loading on the blade due to the varying conditions imply changes in the 
blade shape. The blade stiffness, increased by the inertia from the rotational speed is not sufficient to 
make the blade rigid and the shape variation, particularly in torsion along the blade axis, has a strong 
influence on the rotor performance. Simulating such interactions is challenging, due to three require­
ments: accurate flow field has to be obtained from a CFD solver, a good structural model must be able 
to predict the dynamic deformation of the blade with the unsteady loading, and a good fluid/structure 
interface must be able to efficiently exchange information between the two solvers. The focus of this 
thesis is to introduce and demonstrate a rapid information exchange method between the fluid and struc­
tural solvers as well as a study of advanced turbulence modelling to increase the frequency content of 
the CFD predictions in the blade stimulations.
1.2 Literature Survey
This literature survey aims at presenting the current state of aeroelastic coupling for helicopter rotors. 
It is centred around six points. Firstly, structural blade modelling techniques are presented. Secondly, 
a description of comprehensive rotor codes is given. Current mesh deformation method for CFD grids 
are then presented. The current developments in CFD/CSD coupling strategies is then described. Wind- 
tunnel experiments and flight-test data, used for validation, are then detailed. The limitations of current 
turbulence modelling for rotorcraft flows are finally exposed.
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1.2.1 Structural Dynamics for Composite Beams and Rotor Blades
Hodges et al. ^ stated that modelling a structure as a beam usually results in a significant decrease in 
the number of degrees of freedom, and the structural dynamics of a composite beam such as a helicopter 
rotor blade may require special consideration owing to the presence of extension-twist and bending- 
twist couplings along with transverse shear deformation and warping degrees of freedom. A mixed 
finite element solution for the intrinsic equations of arbitrary deformation in initially curved and twisted 
composite beams was defined. This approach reduced the problem to the solution of one or more linear, 
two dimensional problems over the cross section together with a nonlinear one dimensional problem 
along the beam reference line.
Their modelling technique1^ was compared with analytical and experimental results. Firstly, 
tip deflections of a cantilever beam as a function of the forces applied at the tip were compared with 
analytical results and showed a difference smaller than 0.1%. Then, the authors studied aluminium 
beams with varying tip swept angles at multiple rotational speeds, showing a good correlation with 
experimental measurements. Finally, four different composite beams were tested at various rotational 
speeds and compared well with experiments, except some higher frequency modes. A reason provided 
by the authors was the poor 3-D characterisation of composite blades. However, the new method seemed 
to improve the results compared to previous numerical methods.
Wilkie et al ^ attempted to calculate the rotating blade frequencies for a generic model, he­
licopter rotor blade using the MSC/NASTRAN finite element code. Beam elements were used along 
the reference line. The simulation was done in two steps: firstly, a stiffness matrix was computed 
using NASTRAN solution 66 (large-displacement static analysis) method, taking into account the in­
ertial effects from the rotation, and then an eigenmode analysis using solution 63 (normal modes anal­
ysis) was performed. The standard code was modified so that effects due to the rotation of the blades 
could be accounted for by allowing the eigenvalue analysis to be performed using the stiffness matrix 
from solution 66. The results were validated against data obtained experimentally (see Section 1.2.5 
for further details about the experiments). The frequencies were obtained for rotating speeds ranging
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from 0 to 660 RPM. While the lower bending frequencies compared well with the experiments, the 
torsional frequency showed some noticeable difference (from 8% at ORPM to 13% at 660RPM). The 
reason provided by the authors was the influence of the simplified hub model on the torsional eigen­
mode.
NASTRAN was also applied to the UH-60A rotor blade by Hamade and Kufeld^. The rotor 
used for the flight tests (see Section 1.2.5 for further information about the flight test on the UH-60A 
rotor) was used as a reference, meaning that two blade models were developed: one for a normal produc­
tion blade and one for the instrumented blade containing pressure taps, in order to check the similarity 
of the dynamic behaviour between both blades. The models included 89 beam elements along the ref­
erence line. Experimental measurements were obtained for a blade that was hung to the roof using 
four strings, as shown in Figure 1.2. The strings were modelled as elastic elements. The NASTRAN 
model also included a model of the shaker that was used during the experiments for determining the 
natural frequencies. The frequencies predicted by NASTRAN agreed well with the experimental ones, 
with a maximum difference of 2.4% with experimental measurements. The pressure-instrumented blade 
frequencies were lower by 2 to 4% compared to the ones of the production blade.
Smith and Chopra^ modelled composite beams by idealising them as rectangular box-beams. A 
finite element analysis was performed where the composite beams were modelled with eight elements. 
Each of these elements had 19 degrees of freedom and was able to undergo flap and lag bending, elastic 
torsion and transverse shear deformations. The beam was to undergo only small strains and moder­
ate deflections making the formulation suitable for the modelling of hinge-less helicopter blades. As 
bearing-less blades can undergo large torsional deformations the proposed scheme was deemed unsuit­
able for their modelling.
The model was tested against experiments and detailed finite element results. For the exper­
iments, graphite/epoxy beams were tested under non-rotating and rotating conditions (up to approxi­
mately 1000 RPM) in a vacuum chamber. Their natural frequencies and mode shapes were measured 
for the first two flapping modes and the first lead-lag mode. The finite element analysis was based upon 
a method by Stemple and Leet6! and considers the first two flap and lag bending modes together with the
4
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(a) General view (b) Zoom on the shaker
Figure 1.2: Experimental setup for the measurement of the natural frequencies of the UH-60A blade, 
from
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first torsion mode. The analysis used five spanwise elements and four cross-sectional warping elements 
in each spanwise element.
The results from Smith’s analysis compared favourably with the experiments and the detailed 
finite element results, and errors for the natural frequencies were generally smaller than 10%. Six 
different configurations of the box beam were tested and it was also found that neglecting the transverse 
shear couplings resulted in errors of around 20% in the flap and lag frequencies for the 156 antisymmetric 
layup beam (fibres oriented at 15 degrees and fibre volume fraction of 0.6).
Another area of interest for structural modelling is the hub model influence. An example of such 
work was done by Ho et al The UH-60A blade was modelled using a beam finite-elements model 
with 13 beam elements along the span, and the blade was connected to the fixed hub with rigid bars 
connecting the articulations of the blade. However, the push rod was not kept rigid, but was considered 
as a spring, and two different stiffness were tested: 364 and 1090fUb/deg (493.5 and 1477.8Nm/deg, 
respectively). The blade natural frequencies were obtained with CAMRAD-II and RCAS. The com­
parison of the frequencies obtained by the structural solvers showed limited differences. On the other 
hand, the frequency of the first torsional mode increased with the pushrod stiffness (from 3.9/Rev to 
4.5 /Rev, at the nominal rotor speed).
More recently, 3-D structural models were used in an attempt to account for the blade sectional 
deformations, the anisotropic behaviour of composite hinge-less and bearing-less blades, and the more 
complex shapes of rotor blades. Truong^l developed a 3-D finite-element model in MSC/Marc of the 
ERATO blade. The ERATO blade has a complex planform, with variable swept angle and chord length 
along the span. Natural frequencies obtained from MSC/Marc were compared with experimental results 
for a hanging ERATO blade and showed good agreements: the relative error in frequency was under 5%. 
The blade modal frequencies were then computed as a function of the rotational speed and compared 
with a finite-element beam model used in MSC/Marc as well. The comparison between the two sim­
ulations appeared to be small for the five modes with the lowest frequencies, but differences occurred 
between the second lead-lag mode (sixth mode) and the first torsional mode (seventh mode) frequencies. 
The predicted shape of the third flapping modes by the two simulations were then compared and showed
6
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that while the flapping deflections were both predicted within the experimental measurements margins, 
the torsional deformation predicted by the beam model was much lower than the one predicted by the 
3-D model, which was closer to the experimental results.
Datta and Johnson^ used brick elements to represent a straight blade with a swept-back tip. A 
new method based on 3-D brick elements was compared to a finite-element beam model for a hinge-less 
and an articulated rotors. The comparison of the blade natural frequencies showed limited difference, 
mainly on the hinge-less rotor for high frequencies.
1.2.2 Comprehensive rotor codes
Yeo et al [i0] assessed wake models implemented in CAMRAD-II, aiming at predicting challenging 
flight conditions: a high-speed cruise flight and a low-speed flight in BVI conditions. A list of their test- 
cases is shown in Table 1.1. Apart from the SA 349/2 test case, which was modelled as a full aircraft, 
only the isolated rotor was modelled. All simulations were performed using CAMRAD-II. The rotor 
non-uniform induced velocity was obtained from a free-wake model. Two models were compared to 
generate the tip-vortex: a rolled-up model and a multiple-trailer with consolidation model. The trimming 
method varied with the test case, and the various methods used are shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Experimental data used for comparison by Yeo^10!
Test Case Advance-ratio Model Trimming Method
H-34 0.129
0.390
Isolated
rotor Matching the experimental thrust, shaft angle and 
flapping harmonics from experimentsPuma (SA 330) 0.141
0.362
Isolated
rotor
Gazelle (SA 349/2) 0.140
0.361
Full
aircraft
No force and moment on the aircraft with a
0 degrees slip angle
UH-60A 0.149
0.368
Isolated
rotor Matching the thrust and shaft pitch and roll 
moments, shaft angle from the experimentsBo-105 0.150 Isolated
rotor
The comparison between the results from the simulations and the experimental measurements or 
the flight test data focused on the flap-bending, the chord-bending and the torsional moment measured
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at about mid-span. Only the oscillatory part was taken into account, the mean was removed. In most 
cases, the influence of the tip-vortex model was limited. The agreement of the simulations with the 
experimental measurements varied, but no general rules could be extracted.
Due to the poor correlation in the chord-bending predictions, arbitrary changes were applied on 
the lead-lag damper, using the UH-60A rotor test case. The effect of such changes was limited, resulting 
in no improvements in the predictions. However, when the measured air-loads were applied instead of 
the ffee-wake model loads, the predictions improved significantly, suggesting discrepancies from the 
air-loads predictions using a free-wake model.
Tang and Dowellf1^ showed interest in the effect of the coupling between flapping bending, 
chordwise bending and torsional deformation. A Hodge-Dowell beam modelt12^ was used to model the 
blade structure, and two different aerodynamic models were compared. The first model was based on 
a set of first-order perturbation equations in the state vector which are solved as an eigenvalue problem 
for a linearisation in the pitch stiffness. The second model was the full non-linear ONERA aerodynamic 
model. Two different blade flutter test-cases were studied: one of the blade had a clamped root while 
the other had a root that was excited in pitching. The simulations were compared against experimental 
results. The first test consisted in a comparison of the static tip deformation, using the clamped blade 
in order to increase the flutter critical speed. While the results are similar at lower dynamic pressure, 
at higher dynamic pressure, the use of the full non-linear ONERA aerodynamic model improved the 
predictions, particularly the tip torsion. This difference mainly occurred when the flow around the blade 
was stalled.
The second case focused on the dynamic behaviour of the blades, and two major issues were 
identified. The first of these is the effect of geometric structural non-linearity on the flutter instability 
and stall response. It was concluded that the effects on both static deflections and dynamic aeroelastic 
behaviour are significant when the initial blade pitch angle or angle of attack is large or when stall 
occurs. The second issue is the effect of free-play structural non-linearity on dynamic stall behaviour. 
It was concluded that the free-play structural non-linearity leads to a bounded oscillation which can be 
either periodic, aperiodic or chaotic. The initial conditions are a significant factor in this.
8
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Tumour and Celtf13] attempted to couple the flap-lag-torsional dynamics of elastic rotor blades 
in flight dynamics simulations. For their model, a rigid fuselage was assumed and its motion was 
described by nine non-linear, rigid body Euler equations. The equations of motion for the main rotor 
were obtained using an implicit (numerical) approach. Structurally, the rotor blades were modelled 
as Bernoulli-Euler beams undergoing flap-lag-torsional motion. Quasi steady stall and compressibility 
effects were included through the use of look up tables for the blade airfoils and the inflow dynamics 
were modelled with a six state, two harmonic, finite state wake model. Each blade was modelled using 
four finite elements, the outermost element representing the swept tip. The aircraft modelled was a 
UH-60A operating at advance ratios of 0.19 and 0.28. These speeds were chosen to match flight test 
data.
The first five rotating natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes were calculated. It 
was shown that the second flap and first torsional modes were coupled containing torsional and flap 
components. For the case of the second flap mode, the coupling was thought to be caused by the 
swept tip. Frequency responses were plotted on- and off-axis responses using a range of modes, and 
these were compared to the flight test data. The correlation of the results with the flight test data was 
generally quite good for the amplitude and between frequencies in the range of 0.4 — 0.6rad/sec to 
50 — 55 rad/sec. However, the inclusion of blade flexibility into the model only had a very small effect 
on the vehicle dynamics. When looking at the off-axis responses, the phase prediction was poor, often 
with errors of around 180 degrees. Using higher harmonics in the dynamic inflow model appeared to 
have very little effect. Above a frequency of 0.8 rad/sec, the two inflow models produced very similar 
results. The authors concluded by stating that the results from this paper indicate that refining the main 
rotor model by including blade flexibility and a higher order dynamic inflow model did not improve 
the prediction of the off-axis response to pilot input or at least not for the helicopter considered in their 
study.
Tang and Dowell^141 carried out a study of the lead-lag damping predictions. An isolated hin­
geless 4-bladed rotor model with coupled bending/torsional motion was simulated, using the ONERA 
full stall models with a free wake model and a Hodges-Dowell beam model^12^ The free oscillations of
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the blade were first computed using time-marching simulations, with periodic cyclic pitch oscillations 
to simulate the swash-plate. The experimental rotor tested for the numerical method validation was 
trimmed to lower the flapping moment.
Firstly, a lead-lag stimulation was added to the rotor and once steady-state was reached, the 
forcing was stopped and the resulting oscillations were used to assess the modal damping when the 
blade was going back to the starting unforced oscillations. The proposed coupling of the ONERA stall 
model with a Peter and He’s wake model improved the damping coefficient predictions compared to 
more basic inflow models (uniform and Pitt and Peter’s 3x3 dynamic inflow model), particularly at 
higher advance ratios. The steady root flap moments were also found to be closer to experimental 
measurements. Because of the trim state, the stall-model influence was also found to be minimal. The 
inclusion of the time variation of the induced inflow influence matrix on the blade lag response was also 
found minimal, while increasing the computational cost by a factor of 5.
Smith and Chopra^ implemented their previously described model in the University of Mary­
land Advanced Rotorcraft Code (UMARC) and applied it to the Bo-105 with a hingeless rotor design. 
The rotor trim, the aircraft orientation and the blade deformation were solved simultaneously, because 
the rotor blade deformations modified the rotor loads in an important manner. At each iteration, the 
blade normal modes were recomputed around the mean blade deflection. A 3 x 3 dynamic inflow model 
was used to model the low frequencies of the rotor loads, coupled with quasi-steady aerodynamics for 
the stability analysis. Five different blade layout were studied: for each blade, the number and ori­
entation of the laminates was modified to assess the influence of such changes. A high advance-ratio 
p. — 0.35 flight condition was used.
The elastic coupling resulted in significant changes of amplitude and phase for the torsional 
deflections of the various blades when compared to the baseline case. The flapping and lead-lag deflec­
tions were similar. The vibratory constant of the hub loads was also changed, mainly in the yaw moment 
(from —25% to +30% compared to the baseline blade). The lag mode damping was also greatly affected 
by the coupling. The use of a fully unsteady aerodynamic model instead of the quasi-steady one used in 
the previous study showed amplitude and phase changes for the flapping deformation, but the changes
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were smaller for the lag and torsion responses.
In order to overcome the constraints coming from the use of basic aerodynamic models, Beau- 
mier et al studied the use of more advanced techniques used by the ONERA and the AFDD. The 
l/5th model of the Boeing Helicopter Vertol 360 rotorf16^ was used as a test-case to assess the aerody­
namic methods, and the simulations of three hover and three forward-fight cases were validated against 
experimental measurements done in the DNW wind tunnel. For hovering rotors, ONERA employed 
the Eulerian flow solver WAVES, and AFDD used the HELIX-I full-potential flow solver. In forward 
flight, different methods were tested, the ONERA coupled the R85/METAR comprehensive tool with 
the unsteady full-potential flow solver FP3D. R85/METAR is based on a lifting-line approach using 2D 
aerofoil tables and a prescribed wake geometry model. In slow forward flight, FP3D was initialised us­
ing a free-wake analysis performed with MESIR to improve the BVIs predictions. The AFDD method 
was based on the use of CAMRAD/JA, which uses a lifting-line theory coupled with a choice of wake 
models: an uniform inflow, a non-uniform inflow with a prescribed geometry wake or a non-uniform 
inflow with a free-wake model. CAMRAD/JA was coupled to the FPR potential flow solver.
The hover simulations resulted in a good agreement of the global thrust predictions as a function 
of the collective, but HELIX-I slightly under-predicted the thrust. However, when looking at the blade 
loading, WAVES tended to under-predict the loading on the main part of the blade while the loading at 
the tip was over-predicted. At high collective, WAVES showed a global thrust that was higher than the 
experimental one, which the authors thought to be the consequence of the lack of viscosity.
In high-speed forward flight, the trim state predictions were first compared. While R85/METAR 
control angles were in close agreement with the experimental ones, the collective from CAMRAD/JA 
was higher by 2.5 degrees. The shaft angles from both simulations were also under-estimated by 
2 degrees, which could be caused by the lack of correction for the wind tunnel effects. While the blades 
were expected to be stiff, R85/METAR predicted a tip torsion variation of 3.5degrees peak to peak, 
which had a strong influence on the sectional blade loading comparison with experimental measure­
ments at r/R — 0.95. The coupling of FP3D with R85/METAR instead of FP3D alone improved the 
advancing-side predictions of the differential pressure, and, more specifically, the drop around azimuth
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80 degrees. When comparing the sectional Mach-scaled loading from the ONERA and AFDD simula­
tions with the experimental measurements, the download around azimuth 140 degrees was well predicted 
by both methods, however, FPR predicted a strong loading variation around azimuth 290 degrees, which 
wasn’t present in the experiments. This problem was thought to come from a BVI prediction.
Two other forward flight conditions at lower advance-ratios and with BVI occurring at the rear of 
the disk were also tested. The loads variation due to the B Vis were over-predicted by both simulations by 
a factor of 2 or 3 compared to experimental measurements. Furthermore, a phase shift appeared between 
the simulations on the advancing side download, which was the result of different wake convective 
speeds.
These discrepancies call for advance aerodynamic models which are only reached by CFD. 
Therefore, in the next part of this literature survey, attention will be paid on the use of CFD for ro- 
torcraft flows and current CFD/CSD coupling techniques.
1.2.3 Mesh Deformation methods
The coupling of CFD and CSD calls for two solvers, one for the structural model, and another one for 
the fluid flow around the blade. These two solvers need to interact; the aerodynamic solver transferring 
the loads to the structural solver, and the structural solver transferring the blade shape back to the 
flow solver. The structural and fluid models of the blade surface tend to have different sizes, with the 
structural model generally being a beam model with a few nodes along the blade quarter-chord line, 
while the fluid model contains the whole blade surface with tens of thousands points on it. While 
a simple load integration allows for the blade loading to be converted to the structural model size, the 
transfer of the structural shape to the fluid blade surface requires more advanced techniques to interpolate 
the points displacements. In this section, mesh deformation methods are described. Two parts of the 
mesh deformations have to be separated: the blade surface mesh deformation, which is extracted from 
the structural deformation and the mesh deformation propagation through the whole fluid domain.
A common approach in rotor blade grid deformation is to use sectional deformations: all the 
CFD mesh points are associated with a the beam model on the quarter-chord line and are then deformed
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accordingly to the beam movement. The interpolation of the deformation inside a beam is usually per­
formed using splines. This method proved popular in the literature, and can also be used to deform 
the whole mesh around the blade in the case of overset grids. For example, Wake and Baeder^ used 
this technique to deform the UH-60A grid in hover, using a cosine decay function when getting further 
from the blade surface. A variant of this method was also used by Dietz et altlH] for their aeroelastic 
simulation of a complete helicopter configuration. The mesh deformation was only applied to the blocks 
around the blade. The blade surface was first deformed, using the quarter-chord line deformation inter­
polated from the structural model using Hermite polynomials at each section. Then the blocks around 
the blade are rigidly moved to match the root-tip secant. The inside of the blocks was then generated 
using the trans-finite elements interpolation, to reach zero deformation on the outer boundary.
A basic method to deform the mesh after the blade surface is deformed, is the spring-analogy 
method (SAM), as described by Blom[19h Springs are connecting each mesh node, having their equi­
librium length set to the undeformed mesh length, and the boundary deformations are applied to the 
boundaries. A new equilibrium position for all nodes is reached using an iterative method. Two meth­
ods can be used to compute the spring stiffness constants: in the vertex spring methods, the stiffness 
is the same for all vertices, while in the segment springs method, the stiffness is set as a function of 
the inverse of the spring length. However, this method proved costly in terms of CPU-time to deform a 
whole CFD mesh due to the high number of springs. In order to lower the CPU-time cost, Dugeait20^, 
in elsA, packed the cells (from 2 to 5 in each direction) and then applied the spring-analogy to the cell 
groups instead of the numerical cell themselves. The inner nodes were then interpolated inside each 
macro-cell. This method was applied to rotors by Ortun et al, f21i, and the blade deformation in the grid 
surface was obtained by using the quarter-chord line deformation.
Smith et al ^ carried out a study of six different models to deform a surface from a structural 
model deflection. The models were then assessed for various test cases.
The Inverse Isoparametric Method (IIM) interpolates the fluid grid deformation using shape
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functions. The fluid mesh nodes position can be assessed as follows:
Ns
* = 5>(x)xf (i.i)
i'=l
were % = (x>Tl) are the local Cartesian plane coordinates, x = (x,^) are the global Cartesian plane 
coordinates and Si are the shape functions. Ns is the number of structural nodes and xf the structural 
nodes location.
The Finite Plate Spline (FPS) is applying a matrix transformation to the fluid mesh displacement 
vector qa as a function of the structural mesh displacement vector qs:
q. = ‘J'.(A-|K + '}'[4',)~l'P,7q! (1.2)
where K is the stiffness matrix, A is the diagonal matric of the weighting constants, and 4^ and 4/a 
are the assembled matrices for the local shape functions evaluated at the structural and fluid nodes 
respectively.
The Infinite Plate Spline (IPS) methods is based on the superposition of the solutions for the 
partial differential equations of equilibrium for an infinite flat plate. Based on the deflection of N$ 
points in a planar surface, the vertical deflection H(\) of a fluid grid point can be expressed as:
Ns
H(x) = S I/4' + 5»llx“xfSI2 +^’llx-xfII2||x-xf||2] (1.3)
1=1
Aj, Bi and F-, are undetermined coefficients. This method is not restricted to rectangular arrays, but 
requires non-coincident points. The numerical error tend to increase with the number of points in the 
structural model.
The Multiquadric-Biharmonic (MQ) method can be used to represent irregular surfaces:
tf(x) = £ at [||x - xf II2 + r2] 7 (1.4)
1=1
r is a user-defined parameter: large r values give flat sheet-like functions, while small r values give a 
cone-like function, r can even be set to vary among the basis functions. It can be used with overlapping 
domains.
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The Thin-Plate Spline (TPS) method characterises an irregular surface by minimising an energy 
functional, and is similar to the MQ method. It is expressed as:
NS
H(x) = £0/ [Ux-xnPlogllx-xfll] (1.5)
/=i
This deformation is invariant with rotation and translation.
The Non-Uniform B-Splines (NUBS) uses a tensor product of two splines to represent the sur­
face. Generally, B-splines are used because rational splines create poles that deteriorate the numerical 
stability. It can be expressed as:
■SwW = x E PtjBik(x)BM (1-6)
/=1 7=1
where Sm is the surface deflection at any x, Py are the coefficients multiplying the splines to fit the data, 
and and Bji are the B-splines functions in the x and y directions.
Taking the IPS method as a reference, the resources required by each method were then com­
pared. The MQ, TPS, NUBS and IIM methods proved much less time- and memory-consuming (2% to 
3% of the IPS time and 3% to 20% of the memory used by IPS). The four methods in focus (MQ, TPS, 
NUBS and IIM) were applied to five test cases: the AGARD wing, an engine liner, a generic hypersonic 
vehicle, a wing strake configuration and a F-16 flexible wing with a rigid body. Furthermore, the flow- 
field around the wing and body in the last test case was simulated for the various methods. All methods 
were able to deal with all problems with the exception of the MQ which gave a folded mesh for the 
engine liner, for any value of the r parameter. The accuracy of the interpolation varied with the method 
and the test case, and all method had difficulties to deal with discontinuities in the structural model, 
which tend to be shifted when applied to the fluid grid. However, no comparison included aeroelastic 
coupling results, which would have allowed to compared the influence of the method on the fluid forces 
on the surface and the resulting deformation.
A study of the Radial Basis Functions was carried out by Rendall and Allen[23]. The structural 
nodes displacements were interpolated as:
NS
tffrHS^fllx-xflD+^Cx) (1.7)
/=!
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where <|> is the form of function adopted, ctj are coefficients recovered by an exact match at the structural 
locations, and p contains polynomial terms. The norm can be set to the euclidian norm, however, it 
can also be adapted in order to increase or decrease the influence of one direction. For example, this 
property can be used for wing cases so that the nodes displacement is mainly influenced by the structural 
nodes located on the same section and less influenced by the structural nodes located at other spanwise 
locations.
Multiple forms <}> of functions were compared, and the proposed mesh deformation methods 
were applied to multiple test cases. After a demonstration of the mesh deformation using a fuselage and 
a deforming wing with pylons and nacelle, a study was carried out on a wing with a static deformation 
along the span. The deformation amplitude was obtained by coupling a structural model based on the 
modal approach with a in-house CFD solver. The blade natural modes were obtained from the UNSI 
EU, FP4 project. The wing incidence was trimmed to match the lift coefficient. The vertical tip wing 
deflections varied between O.Ob^ and 0.089s, with s the wing span, for an euclidian norm and a support 
radius of 200. Variations of the norm coefficient and support radius introduced heavy changes in the tip 
deflections which then varied between 0.069s and 0.129s. The simulation was then switched to unsteady, 
with the wing freely oscillating. The resulting oscillations in the lift coefficient happened at the same 
frequency. However, the amplitudes of the oscillation varied: while some methods predicted decreasing 
oscillations, other predicted an increase. Equivalent variations in the behaviour were observed when 
modifying the norm or the support radius. The authors assumed that this was related to the behaviour of 
the shock on the wing surface.
For the DLR Tau solver, Gerhold and Neumann^ developed a method adapted to the use of 
unstructured grids, the spring analogy or linear elasticity analogy methods were too costly in CPU-time, 
therefore an algebraic method was used. The mesh surface is deformed using RBFs. All the points in 
the mesh were sorted according to their distance from the deformed surface. The mesh points are then 
moved, starting with the nearest points to the mesh surface and increasing progressively the distance 
from it. The new displacement of a point is computed as a scaled average of the displacements of the 
neighbour that are closer to the deformed surface and whose position has already been updated. The
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average of the displacement was weighted by the length of the connecting edges to the contributing 
neighbours as:
Di
Sj5 wiDi
J,%‘i Wj
(1.8)
where Dj is the current node displacement, Dj is the neighbour node displacement and N,ie is the number 
of neighbours that are closer to the deformed surface. The weight Wj is set as the invert of the edge length 
Wj =LJl. The scale is a function of the ratio between the local displacement and the cell sizes around 
the point: when the point displacement is smaller than a fraction K (K — OA was used in this work), 
the displacement was scaled by D — D/KL. For a parallel computation, this process was applied in 
each partition of the domain, and at the end of an inner loop in the partition, the displacements at the 
boundaries were exchanged between processors, and this process was repeated between 20 and 50 times. 
Furthermore, a repair method was implemented for collapsed cells to allow bigger deformations to be 
used, using a volume spline interpolation in the collapsed volumes surrounded by valid cells.
The proposed method was then applied to aeroelastic simulations of the AMP wing using an 
unstructured grid, a generic wing/flap configuration using a Chimera grid, and a generic aeroelastic 
simulation of the X31 aircraft during manoeuvres using an unstructured grid. The method proved to 
be able to deal with the high wing deformation levels and the normal deformations of the full aircraft 
configuration.
For the Fun3D solver, which uses unstructured grids, Biedron and Lee-Rauschi25^ used the linear 
elasticity equations, which is based on a Young’s modulus and a Poisson’s ratio. The Poisson’s ratio was 
set to 0. Two methods can be used to compute the Young’s modulus: it can be proportional to either the 
inverse of the closest wall, either the dual-cell volume. The latter method was chosen by Biedron and 
Lee-Rausch. The elasticity equations were solved at each time-step as a steady-state problem. The blade 
surface was deformed following the sectional quarter-chord line deformation, which were interpolated 
from the structural beam modes using splines. If overset grids were used, the linear elasticity problem 
was applied to the whole domain, and the points that should not be moved were marked and their 
deformation was not applied. This method was tested on the HART-II rotor in forward-flight, and 
results are described in the next section.
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A last possible approach consists in using Delaunay graphs as shown by Yoon et al ^26\ This 
deformation method was described in the work of Liu et al. ^21\ The mesh deformation consists in four 
steps. The first step generates the Delaunay graph from the selected points on the domain boundaries. 
The selected points must allow the whole domain to be covered with the Delaunay graph. The second 
step computes the relative surface/volume coefficients that are used to associate the mesh points with 
the Delaunay graph. This implies that all points in the domain are located within one element of the 
Delaunay graph. Each node is associated with the element it lies in. For a 2D grid, each triangular ele­
ment is divided into 3 triangles using the mesh point and the three element vertices, while a tetrahedron 
element in 3D is divided in four tetrahedra, using the mesh point. The share of the triangle surfaces or 
tetrahedra volumes is kept constant before and after the deformation. The boundaries are then moved to 
the deformed position in the Delaunay graph. A limitation arises from this movement: the surface/vol­
ume of each element has to stay positive, limiting the amplitudes of the displacements. The mesh points 
are then moved, ensuring that the ratio of the triangles/tetrahedron formed from the Delaunay graph and 
the grid points stay constant.
The method was applied to unstructured grids for various cases: a pitching multi-element aero­
foil, a multi-element aerofoil with large dynamic deployments, movements of a deformable sphere in a 
cube and deformation of a flexible 3D wing. It showed the ability of the method to cope with large dis­
placements. However, large movements had to be decomposed into smaller segments and the Delaunay 
graph was recomputed at each step in order to limit the applied deformation in one step and thus avoid 
negative volumes in the Delaunay graph. These steps are however bigger than what would be required 
for a CFD simulation. For a 20% artificial bending at the tip of the wing, no intermediate step was 
required to generate the deformed mesh and only one Delaunay graph could be used for the whole sim­
ulation. It showed as well that the Delaunay graph did not maintain the surface integrity. The proposed 
method was also compared to spring-analogy for a wing-body simulation. The Delaunay graph proved 
10 times faster but consumed 50% more memory.
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1.2.4 Previous Attempts to Couple CFD and CSD Codes
The coupling of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code with a computational structural dynamics 
(CSD) code is not a simple task. This is evident from the relatively small number of researchers who 
have successfully demonstrated this coupling in practical rotor calculations.
Research conducted in France
In 2001, Servera et al 1281 conducted a study, coupling the CFD code WAVES with the dynamics code 
HOST. A weak coupling strategy was used. HOST was used to supply the trim state, based on 2D- 
aerofoil look-up tables, and the blade deformation from the aerodynamic loads. The blade was repre­
sented as a set of rigid blade elements linked by Active articulations, and a modal approach was chosen 
to compute the blade in-flight deformation. WAVES solved Euler’s equations on multi-block grids.
A weak coupling procedure was used: at the end of each revolution, the rotor trim state was 
recomputed by HOST based on the error between the current global loads and the target ones, and the 
deformations were recomputed from sectional loads obtained from the CFD solver. This process was 
repeated until convergence of the loads and deformation. A comparison of the effect of the various loads 
was also carried out: the sectional loads transferred from the CFD solver to the CSD solver first only 
contained the normal force component, then the sectional pitching moment was included, and finally 
the sectional drag was also transferred.
The coupling method was applied to the ONERA 7A rotor in forward flight. The chosen test case 
was a high advance-ratio flight (j.1 = 0.4, M,iP = 0.646). This particular conditions were tested as part of 
the HELISHAPE program, allowing a validation of the simulation against experimental measurements 
(see Section 1.2.5 for more details). First, the use of HOST alone was compared to weakly coupled 
simulations. The difference between the two coupled simulations lied in the transfer of the sectional 
forces from CFD to CSD: in the first one, only the normal forces were transferred, while in the second 
one, the pitching moments were included as well. Four iterations allowed the first coupled simulation 
to converge. The addition of the pitching moments in the transfer allowed for predictions of the control
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angles that were closer to experimental measurements. Sectional loads at r/R — 0.975 were compared 
to experimental measurements. While the difference between HOST predictions and the first coupled 
simulation were limited, the inclusion of the pitching moment in the force transfer allowed only for 
a slight improvement of the normal force prediction. Also, large improvements were noticed in the 
sectional moment, with the down-peak on the advancing side being predicted at the right azimuth and its 
amplitude being slightly under-predicted. The improvement was also noticeable on the retreating side. 
The tip torsion was also extracted and compared to experimental measurements. The general shape of 
the twist variation with the azimuth was captured, but the strong 5/Rev component in the experimental 
measurements had a lower amplitude in the simulation, and its phase was also offset.
A new simulation was run, adding the drag force in the force transfer between CFD and CSD. 
The only noticeable difference in the sectional loads at r/R — 0.975 appeared on the drag force, with a 
lower drag coefficient on the back of the disk as a result. The lack of experimental results did however 
not allow to assess the possible improvements from this difference.
The ONERA 7AD rotor was also tested at the same flight conditions, using the three components 
of the sectional forces in the force transfer, and compared to the HOST uncoupled simulation as well as 
experimental measurements. The normal force predictions were not improved and the amplitude of the 
down-peak in the normal force was reduced compared to the uncoupled simulation, while both simula­
tions predict a lower amplitude and a different phase compared to experiments. While the predictions 
of the sectional moments were improved by the coupled simulation, the azimuth of the down-peak was 
offset by 45 degrees. The tip torsion showed some improvements in amplitude, but the 5/Rev compo­
nent was sill under-predicted and had a phase offset. To conclude, improvements were expected to come 
from the use of a Navier-Stokes solver, mainly due to the better ability of this model to predict sectional 
loads.
Table 1.2: Hovering flight conditions used by Beaumier et al. f29l.
Rotor Retip Map Collective (degrees)
ONERA 7A 
Bo-105
1.9 x 10*
4.5 x 106
0.617
0.641
5.97, 7.46, 8.94
3.3, 6.2, 8.0, 9.4
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Beaumier et al ^ carried out a study on hovering rotors, and compared the predictions from 
two CFD solvers: CANARI and FLOWer, with both solving the Navier-Stokes equations. FLOWer used 
the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model, and CANARI Michel’s algebraic turbulence model. Two rotors 
were chosen for this comparison: the ONERA 7A, a fully articulated rotor, and the Bo-105, a hingeless 
rotor. The flight conditions are summarised in Table 1.2.
A first comparison was carried out between FLOWer and CANARI using a rigid ONERA 7A 
rotor at a collective of Go = 5.97degrees. The integrated loads predictions agreed well, the difference 
between the thrust predictions was limited to 2% and between the figures of merit 0.01. The loading 
distribution along the span predicted by CANARI was higher at the root and lower at the tip compared 
to FLOWer. The vortex from the preceeding blade also showed higher vorticity in CANARI, which 
probably came from a lower numerical dissipation in the employed numerical scheme. Compared to 
experimental measurements, the thrust was overestimated by 18% but the error on the figure of merit 
was minimal (less than 0.01).
A second comparison was carried out to assess the effect of the structural deformations. These 
were obtained from a simulation from R85, based on the lifting line theory. The ONERA 7A rotor was 
first considered. The lift and torque coefficients at a given collective were lowered by the blade defor­
mation, getting in closer agreement with experimental measurements. However, the figure of merit was 
under-estimated in both cases by 0.05 for FLOWer simulations and 0.03 for CANARI simulations. Sim­
ilar results were obtained for the Bo-105 rotor. The over-estimation of the lift coefficient was divided by 
5 when including aeroelastic deformation. The tip torsion for the ONERA 7A reached —0.45 degrees at 
00 = 5.97 degrees, which was small but was expected due to the stiffness of the model rotor blade. How­
ever, in the Bo-105 case, the tip torsion reached -2degrees at 0o = 6.2degrees, explaining the higher 
difference between the thrust and torque coefficients from the rigid and elastic blades at a given collec­
tive. The effect of transition was also investigated on the ONERA 7A rotor, showing little difference in 
thrust, but lowering the torque coefficient, allowing for better figure of merit predictions compared to 
experimental measurements.
In 2008, Ortun et al ^ were interested in coupling a more complex 3D-FEM structural model
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developed for the ERATO blade by Truong^ and described in Section 1.2.1. The CFD solver elsA 
was coupled to HOST to obtain the rotor trim and MSC.Marc to compute the structural deformations. 
elsA solved the Navier-Stokes equations, using the algebraic turbulence model from Michel. An az­
imuthal step of AH' = 1.2 degrees was used, with a strong coupling approach. A first validation of the 
coupling strategy was carried out using the ONERA 7A rotor at an advance-ratio p = 0.4, from the 
HELISHAPE database, that was used previously by Servera etal t28i. A grid of 2 million nodes was 
used, and the 7A blade was modelled using a Timoshenko beam. The elsA/MSC.Marc/HOST coupling 
method was compared to a elsA/HOST coupling, where HOST was also computing the blade structural 
deformations. Nine revolutions were performed to reach convergence: the first three were performed 
by HOST alone to initialise the deformations, followed by six with the proposed coupled solvers. The 
blade deformation and sectional loading agreed well between the two simulations, demonstrating the 
ability of the new approach to perform aeroelastic calculations. The agreement of the sectional loads 
with experimental measurements was fair on the retreating side, but poor on the advancing side. The 
coarse grid was reported as the reason for these discrepancies.
The assessment of the coupling approach then moved to the ERATO blade, which has a complex 
geometry. A demonstration of the method was performed, using a very coarse CFD grid containing 
0.58 million nodes. The flow field was solved around the rotor flying at a high advance-ratio jx = 0.423. 
A 3D-FEM structural model, described by Truong^ was used. While the comparison of sectional loads 
with experimental measurements proved poor, this paper was only aiming at presenting the coupling 
method, using a 3D-FEM model. The CFD grid was extremely coarse, which did not allow for the main 
features of the flow (shock and stall) to be properly resolved.
Research conducted in Germany
In 2002, Altmikus et al. ^ compared weak and strong coupling approaches. Their study was performed 
using HOST to trim the solution and compute the structural deformations, and the FLOWer and WAVES 
CFD solvers were compared, both using Euler’s equations. The blade eigenmodes were obtained using 
a quasi-ID Euler-Bemoulli beam model, and were used by HOST to compute the blade deformations
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using a modal approach.
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Figure 1.3: Strong and weak coupling strategies used by Altmikus et al. t30^, from t30l
The weak coupling strategy is shown in Figure 1.3a. The control angles and blade deformation 
were first initialised using the HOST lifting line model. The flow field was then computed using the 
CFD solver, and the resulting loads extracted. HOST updated the blade deformations using these new 
loads, and a new trim state was also determined to achieve the required integral loads. The CFD flow 
was then updated with the new blade shape and control angles. This iterative process was repeated until 
convergence of the loads, control angles and blade deformations.
The strong coupling strategy is shown in Figure 1.3b. The structure and fluid solvers are offset by 
half a time step. A second-order Adams-Bashford-Moulton predictor-corrector scheme was used. The 
simulation was initialised using a HOST simulation based on the 2D-lifting line model. Modifying the 
control angles to trim the rotor was however more complex. Two trimming procedure were assessed: the 
manual and the automatic methods. The manual method involved linearising the relationship between 
the control inputs and the trim condition. At the end of the coupling scheme, new control angles were 
estimated from the present control vector and the desired control vector which was defined by the trim
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conditions. This is shown in equation 1.9 where J represents the Jacobian matrix of the trimming. With 
the new updated commands, a new aerodynamic integration takes place to give a periodic solution. If 
the new solution is still not trimmed then the process is repeated.
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The automatic method is a combination of both weak and strong coupling. The sectional aerodynamic 
loads are stored at each time step. After convergence was obtained for the original control inputs, the 
stored aerodynamic loads were harmonically decomposed and served as input for a new trim computa­
tion using the weak coupling approach. This means that a new data set of control inputs were obtained 
followed by a strongly coupled simulation until the aeroelastic system had freely developed periodicity. 
The weak/strong coupling procedure was repeated until a global trim was achieved.
Table 1.3*. Properties of the flight simulations by Altmikus et at.[30].
Rotor Re* Xltip xb zb
ONERA 7 A 0.4 0.856 x 105 0.646 1.6 12.5
Table 1.4: Flight conditions used by Altmikus et at. t3°i.
CFD code A'P (degrees) Grid size
WAVES
FLOWer
0.06
1
0.7 x 10° 
2.0 x 106
The ONERA 7A rotor in high-speed forward flight (|i = 0.4) was used to validate the strong 
coupling approach with both FLOWer and WAVES, and compare the effectiveness of the two trimming 
procedures. The flight conditions for the CFD simulations are summarised in Table 1.3 and the prop­
erties of the simulations in Table 1.4. The small azimuthal steps used by WAVES were justified by the 
lack of dual time stepping in its numerical scheme. A first assessment of the two CFD solvers was first 
performed without trimming the rotors, using control angles from HOST simulations. The resulting
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lift predicted by FLOWer was lower than the one from WAVES. This difference is also visible in the 
sectional loads, but the variations of the loads are equivalent in the two simulations. The elastic torsion 
at the tip of the blade was similar between the two simulations, but the down-peak at 'P = 130 degrees 
was not predicted, and the variations were generally smaller than in the experiments. The trim methods 
were then tested. The automatic trim method, used in the FLOWer simulation, needed 4 iterations and 
16 revolutions to reach convergence. On the other hand, the manual trim method, used in the WAVES 
simulation, needed 3 iterations and 23 revolutions to reach convergence. The difference in the sectional 
loads and tip torsion between the two trimmed simulations was low.
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Figure 1.4: Predicted Mach-scaled sectional normal force on the ONERA 7A blade in forward flight 
(|i = 0.4) by Altmikus et al. t28^, compared to experimental measurements.
A simulation of the same case using the weak coupling approach was performed using WAVES 
and HOST. Five iterations allowed the rotor trim and blade deformations to converge. The resulting trim 
state was very similar to the one obtained using the strong coupling strategy. The main difference in the 
sectional loads appeared around 4* = 0 degree and 4* = 180 degrees. However, this difference was lim­
ited and appeared to be linked to the difference in longitudinal cyclic between the two simulations. The 
comparison of the sectional loads with experimental measurements showed that the amplitude and the 
phase of the strong down-peak of the normal force on the advancing side were not predicted accurately 
as shown in Figure 1.4. The sectional moments amplitude was also under-predicted on the advancing 
side. The tip torsion also showed major differences: the peak-to-peak amplitude was lower when using 
the strong coupling (1.25 degrees compared to 1.75 degrees), but more importantly lower than the exper-
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imental measurements (2.4 degrees). The amplitude of the 5/rev content was under-estimated, and the 
phase was offset. The strong coupling approach, despite being more costly (about 2.5 times the CPU 
cost of a weak coupling), did not improve the predictions. However, the poor prediction of the moments 
and therefore of the tip torsion, was expected by the authors due to the use of Euler’s equations.
A weak coupling procedure has been documented by Pahlke and Van der Wall^311. The aim of 
this paper was to present a weak fluid-structure coupling technique between the CFD solver FLOWer, 
which uses RANS equations, with the DLR rotor simulation code S4. For the turbulence model, the 
algebraic Baldwin-Lomax model with a modification by Degani and Schiff together with two versions 
of the 2-equation k — (£> model (k— cof32^ and k — (£> LEA^ with Kok’s modification for vortices) were 
compared. The coupling methodology between the two codes was as follows. The S4 code using simpli­
fied aerodynamics calculated the trim state. This gave the elastic blade motion based upon blade element 
theory. Next the CFD code was applied with the previously calculated blade motion acting as prescribed 
boundary conditions. This provided a field of aerodynamic forces and moments for every blade element 
and azimuthal position. The difference between the aerodynamics computed by CFD and the S4 code 
was then calculated and added to the S4 aerodynamic model in terms of normal forces, tangential forces 
and pitching moments for the next iteration as a non-variable offset. A new trim state was then obtained, 
and the procedure was repeated until the blade motion between two consecutive iterations was within 
a specified tolerance. This approach was tested by using the ONERA 7A rotor in high-speed forward 
flight used previously by Servera et al. and Altmikus et al. ^30^. A first set of simulations were per­
formed using the range of turbulence models, using a single-bladed rotor to save on the computational 
time. It was concluded that for the moderate loading, high speed forward flight configuration in ques­
tion the differences between the Baldwin-Lomax model and the more sophisticated models were not 
significant. All computations were, therefore, completed using the Baldwin-Lomax model as this saved 
approximately 50 percent of the computational time compared to the more sophisticated turbulence 
models.
The 7A rotor results showed that five iterations were required to obtain a converged trim for the 
control angles. However, there was a 2.5degrees difference in collective between the experimental and
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computed values. The cyclic and rotor shaft angles showed a slight improvement with differences rang­
ing from 2 degrees to 0.1 degrees. The authors acknowledged this as only a fair agreement but stated that 
the differences could probably be explained by the simulation of an isolated rotor and did not include 
the nacelle or the wind tunnel walls. Comparisons of the results from the coupled FLOWer/S4 codes, 
and the uncoupled S4 code with the experimental data showed an improvement in the normal force dis­
tributions with the coupled code. The major improvement was in the phase matching of the tip torsion 
with experimental results. The coupled code also produced less overshoots than the uncoupled version. 
Comparisons of the elastic torsion at the blade tip showed that both coupled and uncoupled codes pre­
dicted the maximum torsion at the tip well, although the phase agreement was slightly improved for the 
coupled methods. The experimental results showed a 5/Rev effect in the blade tip torsion. This was 
captured by the uncoupled method but almost entirely damped out by the coupled methods.
The results from the 7AD rotor showed that the trim procedure was slightly faster for this rotor, 
requiring only four iterations to converge. The differences between the experimental and computed 
control angles were also slightly improved. Comparison of the coupled code with the experimental data 
for the normal force distributions only showed a fair agreement. When comparing the pitching moment 
distributions the coupled code also failed to predict the double peak character of the experimental data 
around 'E = 90 degrees. As with the 7A rotor blade, the coupled code did not predict the 5/Rev content 
in the torsion at the blade tip. It was found that for predicting the power consumption of the rotor, 
the agreement between the experimental and computed values was improved by the use of the coupled 
codes. Overall, the weakly coupled procedure gave an improvement in the solution when compared to 
experimental data.
A study by Fomin and Wagner[34] used both a strongly coupled procedure along with a viscous 
flow solver. The Navier-Stokes solver INROT was coupled with the finite element structural dynamics 
code DYNROT and both hover and forward flight configurations were modelled. DYNROT modelled 
the blades as quasi-one-dimensional, geometrically linear, Timoshenko beams. INROT computed the 
flow field, using structured Chimera grids. Euler’s equations were solved in the background grid while 
the RANS equations were solved in the near-blade mesh, using the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model,
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to save on the memory and CPU time. The location of the transition from laminar to turbulent was 
forced, using experimental measurements.
Structure
Figure 1.5: Implicit-implicit coupling scheme used by Pomin and Wagner^35!, from t35l.
The coupling between the flow and structural codes was defined as strong with information 
exchanged throughout the computation along the surface of the rotor blade. The coupling followed an 
implicit-implicit scheme shown in Figure 1.5. Firstly the aerodynamic loads from time step tn were 
transferred to the structural code. Time integration using the mid-point rule was performed taking the 
structural state from r"-1/2 to /w+,/2. A predictor step then determined the surface co-ordinates at /w+1, 
which were transferred back to the CFD solver. The grid was then deformed for the new time level of
jH+i
The coupling strategy was first tested for a hovering ONERA 7A rotor. The flight conditions 
were equivalent to the ones used by Beaumier et al. shown in Table 1.2. The CFD grid contained 
approximately 15.8 million nodes. The simulation was run as an unsteady simulation for the full rotor, 
and the azimuthal increment was set to AH' = 1 degree. The global rotor coefficients presented in the 
results have been averaged over the final four revolutions. The computed values of thrust for coupled 
calculations and the pure Euler calculations correlated well with the experimental values. The effect 
of the inclusion of the laminar-turbulent transition was small. The inclusion of the laminar-turbulent
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transition did, however, have an effect on the prediction of the torque coefficient as predictions were re­
duced by 7.7%, presumably coming from the 30% reduction in skin-friction-induced rotor torque. The 
inclusion of coupling reduced the predicted torque coefficient by 5.5% from the uncoupled results. Pre­
dictions of the rotor figure of merit were very similar between the coupled and uncoupled computations 
with both values agreeing fairly well with the experimental data. The inclusion of the laminar-turbulent 
transition caused a significant over estimation of the figure of merit, which was thought to come from 
the lack of hub or an error in the supplied location of the transition. Plots of the pressure distribution 
for the coupled Navier-Stokes computations correlated well with the experimental data with the only 
significant differences being deviations in the rear portion of the suction side at r/R — 0.50 and an over 
estimation of the suction peak at the tip.
The strong coupling method was then tested on the ONERA 7A rotor in high-speed forward 
flight (j.t = 0.4) presented previously. It was found that the rotor thrust predicted by the coupled Navier- 
Stokes analysis correlated far better with the experimental values than the uncoupled predictions did. 
It was also noted that the results from both viscous and inviscid calculations were veiy similar for the 
uncoupled codes, while for the coupled codes there was almost 9% difference between viscous and invis­
cid computations. This indicates that significant differences exist in the calculation of the blade motion 
and deformation between the Euler and Navier-Stokes codes. The authors^ stated that the coupled 
analysis underestimated the experimental drag and attributed this to not including the rotor head in the 
computations. The coupled Navier-Stokes analysis predicted the coefficient of torque to within 3% of 
the experimental value. Plots of the normal force coefficients over the entire azimuth for a range of 
blade radial locations showed that the data from the coupled analysis correlated reasonably well with 
experimental data. There was a slight phase shift between the data sets and the dip in the tip region 
of the blade at T' — 120 degrees was underestimated. The local normal force maximum that preceded 
this characteristic dip was predicted as a trend only. Comparison of the pitching moment distributions 
showed that both viscous and inviscid computations predicted the pitching moment well towards the 
blade tip although there were slight improvements when using the Navier-Stokes model. At r/R = 0.7 
the Navier-Stokes computation significantly under predicted the negative pitching moment on the ad-
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vancing rotor. However, the Euler calculation returned a positive value for the pitching moment for the 
first quarter of the azimuth. The correlation of the chordwise pressure distributions at the tip between 
experimental and coupled analyses was generally good, especially on the retreating blade side. The 
high advance ratio meant that a strong shock built up on the advancing blade and the most significant 
discrepancies appeared when the shock weakened and vanished. Further inboard, the correlation be­
tween computed and experimental results worsened on the retreating side owing to the region of reverse 
flow and low dynamic pressure which had to be dealt with by the compressible flow solver. The eddy 
viscosity model was also unable to predict accurately the dynamic stall on the retreating blade, which 
was needed to accurately predict the blade loads.
Finally, the authors stated that the correlation between the experimental and computed results 
could be further improved, albeit at a very high computational cost, by incorporating a trim capability 
in the aeroelastic analysis with the rotor trim provided by HOST used as the initial solution.
Dietz et al. t1were interested in the aeroelastic deformation of the main rotor of a full helicopter 
configuration using the GOAHEAD^ project configuration. FLOWer was used to compute the flow 
field using the RANS equations coupled with a —co turbulence model^, and HOST was used for 
the trim and the structural deformations, based on a quasi-ID Bemoulli-Euler beam model. A weak 
coupling approach was chosen. Only the main rotor was undergoing elastic deformations. The azimuthal 
steps were set to AH' = 2 degrees and the simulation was performed on a 14.2 million nodes grid. Low 
advance ratio flight conditions were chosen (p = 0.0956). In order to save CPU time, as a first step, the 
rotor was trimmed and deformed using the main rotor only, and this trim state and deformations were 
then used to initialise the simulation on the full helicopter configuration. Five iterations were needed to 
reach convergence of the loads and deformations on the isolated rotor, and an additional five iterations 
were then required to reach convergence on the full helicopter configuration. The effect of the fuselage 
on the flapping deformation proved limited: only the peak-to-peak amplitude was increased by 15%. 
However, the tip torsion saw a increase in the amplitude of the 4/Rev component by 50%. The phase of 
the torsion was kept similar.
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Research conducted in the USA
Potsdam et al ^ attempted to couple CFD with CSD using a weak coupling strategy. OVERFLOW-D 
was used for the CFD computations and the comprehensive code CAMRAD-II handled the the CSD 
analysis as well as the rotor trim. Four different flight conditions were simulated: high speed with 
advancing blade negative lift (flight counter 8534), low speed with BVIs (flight counter 8513) and high 
thrust with dynamic stall (flight counter 9017). The flight conditions modelled were chosen to match 
the flight test data from the flight testing of the UH-60A. Comparisons were also made against the 
comprehensive code CAMRAD-II with the addition of a multiple trailer consolidation wake model and 
an ONERA EDLIN dynamic stall model for the high thrust case.
The weak coupling procedure started with CAMRAD-II initialising the process using lifting line 
aerodynamics to trim the rotor. Quarter chord blade motions were then transferred to OVERFLOW- 
D. After 360/74 degrees of azimuth were simulated by the CFD solver, the normal force, pitching 
moment and chord force were passed to CAMRAD-II. CAMRAD-II calculated the difference between 
the aerodynamic forces and moments it yielded from lifting line theory and those obtained using CFD 
and this corrected value was used in the next iteration to continue to trim the rotor. This process was 
continued until convergence.
A mesh of 26.5 million nodes was used in OVERFLOW-D, with blade azimuth steps of A'F = 
0.05 degrees. The coupling procedure performed well, with convergence being achieved for all of the 
flight conditions in ten iterations. In general, the addition of a coupled analysis gave a much improved 
comparison with the flight test data than the uncoupled comprehensive analysis. The most significant 
improvement evident from this analysis was the reduction in the phase lag in the air loads which tends 
to persistently cause problems. In the high-speed and high-thrust flights a clear improvement of the stall 
predictions was noticed.
The effect of the grid coarseness was also studied. Removing approximately every other point 
from the original base line grid yielded large computational savings as it reduced the required time to 
approximately l/8th of the original. This increase in the grid coarseness had little effect on the predicted
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air loads apart from at the high thrust condition. However, this was expected as stall prediction using 
CFD is already known to be highly grid dependent.
Sitaraman and Rogeti38] simulated a pull-up manoeuvre of the UH-60A helicopter. The DY- 
MORE structural code was coupled with the UMTURNS CFD solver, using strong coupling. The flow 
around the airfoil was calculated through the URANS equations with a Spalart-Allmaras turbulence 
model, and the wake was calculated through vorticity transport equations allowing for a cheaper calcu­
lation. The DYMORE code used beam elements. In this simulation, the blade deformation was updated 
at the end of each time step, using the history of the blade aerodynamic loading. This new shape was 
used for the computation of the next time step flow field. This method degraded the accuracy of the 
results and was unstable for high time step values. Furthermore, due to the strong coupling, the lifting 
line theory was firstly used alone instead of the CFD and then progressively mixed with the CFD during 
the first revolution to avoid instabilities at the beginning of the calculation. Thereafter only the CFD 
code was used.
The fuselage and tail rotor effects were not included in this simulation, therefore the lift was 
underestimated. During the pull-up, the nose quickly went up during the 16 first revolutions, and after 
this first phase, the angle of attack rapidly decreased due to the increased vertical speed and the pitch 
angle gradually decreased. The shape of the lift curve was well captured, apart from the end of the 
manoeuvre where the calculated lift was too high. The magnitude of the stalls was under-predicted, 
and the separation, re-attachment and shock-boundary layer interaction were not well captured due to 
the URANS model. The structural deformations were well captured, apart from the edgewise bending 
at r/R — 0.5. The authors also suggested that some progress could come from a better turbulence 
modelling as well as the full integration with flight dynamic.
Biedron and Lee-Rausch^25] coupled the RANS solver FUN3D with CAMRAD-II using a weak 
coupling approach. FUN3D is an unstructured solver, able to use overset grids. The coupling procedure 
was based on a first run of three revolutions to initialise the flow field, and thereafter, the blade shape was 
updated every 2 x 360/V/, degrees of azimuth. The HART-II test case, described in Section 1.2.5, was 
used to assess the efficiency of the coupling method. First, a grid convergence study using prescribed
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blade deformation from the AFDD was carried out. Grids of 3.6, 6.9 and 13.6 million nodes were used, 
and showed that the BVIs were sharply captured by the finest grid only. The medium grid was however 
deemed interesting: while not predicting the high frequencies in the loads, their lower frequency content 
was equivalent to the one from the fine grid. Stating that the high frequencies do not influence the blade 
deformations, the authors decided to carry out the coupled simulation on the medium grid to save CPU 
time.
In the coupled simulation, an azimuthal time step of AVP = 1 degree was used. Eight iterations 
allowed to reach convergence on the loads. The deformations were converged after four iterations, the 
subsequent ones mainly updated the trim state. The tip torsion agreed with experimental measurements, 
but the peak-to-peak amplitude was lower. The resulting deformations from this simulations were then 
applied to the finer grid. The sectional loads at r/7? = 0.87 were compared with experiments: the 
vibratory part agreed well, but the mean normal force and pitching moment amplitudes were under­
predicted and over-predicted, respectively.
This study was completed in with a study of the UH-60A rotor in forward flight, using flight 
test measurements to validate the simulations. The sensitivity of the coupled simulation to multiple 
parameters was assessed. The studied test cases were a high-speed flight (flight counter 8534) and 
a high-thrust flight (flight counter 9020). The sectional loads from simulations using azimuthal time 
steps of A'P = 1 degrees and AT — 0.5 degrees were compared and showed no difference in the high­
speed case and slightly modified the high frequency variations when recovering from the first stall (the 
amplitude was increased for the smaller time step) in the high thrust case. The addition of a fuselage 
only modified the loads on the innermost stations {r/R <0.5), showing improvements when compared 
to flight test measurements. However, the mean air loads were not affected by this parameter. Finally, 
a turbulence model dependency was carried out, using the 1-equation SA modelthe 2-equations 
/c — co SST modelt41l and the hybrid RANS-LES HRLES modetf42^ The former model was expected 
to improve the results, but in the high-speed case, with an azimuthal time step AT = 1 degrees, no 
difference was noticed between the sectional loads predicted by the three models. For the high-thrust 
case, an azimuthal time step AT = 0.5 degrees was used, and the only loads difference appeared on the
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second stall at 4* = 330degrees, as shown in Figure 1.6. Surprisingly, while the k-(a SST and SA 
models were able to predict this stall, the HRLES model did not. The authors thought that the reasons 
for the limited differences between the loads came from either a too coarse grid or too big time steps.
M2^ - mean
-0.2
0.02 -
90 160 270 360
psi
-0.02
-0.04
M2Cm - mean
0.04
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-0.02
90 160 270 360
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90 180 270 360
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Figure 1.6: Predicted sectional loadings on the UH-60A blade in fight counter 9020 by Biedron and 
Lee-Rauschi39l
A summary of all presented coupling methods is given in Table 1.5.
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1.2.5 Experimental Data
There are limited experimental data in existence which can be used to validate computational results 
for aeroelastic rotors. Flight tests proved difficult to carry out: pilot inputs are constantly corrected to 
maintain the flight conditions and wind gusts or wind velocity changes in the atmosphere will alter the 
conditions. Flight testing is particularly difficult in hover where pilots tend to maintain a fixed position, 
countering the wind effect, and also keep correcting the helicopter unstable behaviour. Additionally, 
measurements in the flow field are hard to carry out. A way to overcome these limits is the use of a wind 
tunnel. However, wind tunnels tend to have a limited test section size and this creates other constraints 
linked to the use of a model rotor that are described in the following sub-section.
The Problems with Aeroelastic Scaling
Singleton and Yeager^43! studied the effect of three varying parameters when scaling rotor blades: the 
Reynolds number, the blade lock number and the blade elasticity. Several problems linked with scal­
ing rotors were highlighted. To duplicate compressibility effects, the blade tip Mach number must be 
matched on the scaled and full-scale rotors, which also minimised the reduction in the Reynolds number 
limited by the chord size that can be employed at model scale. Considering that many rotor aerofoils 
are selected owing to the relatively high Mach numbers encountered by the advancing blade, matching 
the tip Mach number was deemed important. As the model is geometrically smaller, a much higher 
rotor speed is required to generate the same tip Mach numbers, leading to higher centrifugal loads on 
the model, which, in turn, affect the structural dynamics. However, modifying the elasticity of the blade 
had little effect on a scale model, compared to the lock number and Reynolds number effects. Therefore, 
Mach-scaling was recommended, along with a similar lock number. The Reynolds number should be 
kept as high as possible, possibly through the use of a heavy gas environment.
Friedmann^ also carried out research into scaling for rotary wing aircraft, particularly focus­
ing on scaling for aeroelasticity testing. Friedmann recognised that classical aeroelastic scaling laws 
are inadequate for use in modem applications, because they do not allow for the presence of a control 
system. Non-linearities coming from the control system (saturation, free-play and friction) as well as
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aerodynamic non-linearities from the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations are not taken into account. A 
new approach to aeroelastic scaling was presented, combining the classical approach with a computer 
simulation of the problem. The computer simulation works by presenting a range of numerical sim­
ilarity solutions that can replace the analytical solutions. By combining the two sets of requirements 
based upon the classical approach and the computer simulation, a refined set of scaling parameters was 
obtained. Keeping the original tip Mach number and Froude number was shown to be only possible if a 
full-scale rotor was tested. Therefore, only one of the two parameters could be maintained. The Froude 
scaling was recommended by Friedmann for aeroelastic stability test on isolated rotors and aeromechan- 
ical stability tests on full helicopter configuration, otherwise a Mach-scaling should be used.
Wind T\mnel Experiments
The validation of Tang and Dowell’s^11^ effort to include the ONERA code with Hodges and Dowell’s 
non linear structural dynamics equations was achieved in the Duke University low speed wind tunnel. 
The model consisted of a blade section with a root support mechanism. The blade was constructed 
from an aluminium alloy spar with uniform mass per unit length. Styrofoam fairing elements covered 
the blade to give the aerodynamic contour of the blade. The blade was rectangular, untwisted, and 
flexible in flap, lag and torsion. The root mechanism was mounted to a very heavy support frame 
attached to the ground which allowed the blade to have a pitch motion degree of freedom with no flap 
or lag motion at the root. Stimulation in pitch was provided through an electric motor with variable 
speed through a cam. This enabled the driving frequency and amplitude to be adjusted. Strain gauges 
were glued to the spar to measure the bending-torsional deflections of the blade tip. The pitch angular 
displacement was measured through a rotational velocity/displacement transducer. This also measured 
the pitch and lateral displacement driving frequency and amplitude which are also partly measured by 
an accelerometer which was also mounted to the root mechanism.
As part of the HELISHAPE program, experimental data were obtained from the ONERA S1 
wind tunnel, using the fully articulated, 4 bladed ONERA 7A and TAD rotors described in Section 3.3.3. 
Forward flying rotors were tested. This high-speed forward flight proved popular for validating CFD/CSD
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coupling strategies, as shown previouslyf21,28,30’31’3^. The flight conditions were previously sum­
marised in Table 1.3. The rotor was trimmed using the Modane law, meaning that the non dimensional 
lift and propulsive forces had to match whilst setting the longitudinal flapping angle to zero and the 
lateral flapping angle to the longitudinal pitch angle.
0.875 0.8
r/R: 0.953 0.9 0.85 < 0.75 0.6 0.4; j i ; J I ; i
-fffiTrF ____i ...!.......... ^3-®
7AD1^H|
ir/R: 0.975 0.915 0.825 0.7 o!s
Figure 1.7: Location of the pressure taps on the ONERA 7A and 7AD rotors, from Schultz et al. t45^.
Chordwise pressure distributions were measured at spanwise locations given by 0.5/?, 0.7/?, 
0.825/?, 0.915/? and 0.975/?, as shown in Figure 1.7. These pressures were integrated and the data was 
corrected so as to isolate the hub forces and rotor stub forces from the total force in order to obtain the 
normal force coefficients and pitching moments at these locations.
These rotors were also later tested in the DNW wind tunnel by Schultz et al. t45l. The exper­
imental setup is shown in Figure 1.8. The rotors were tested in three flight conditions: in hover, in 
descent flight with BVIs (|i = 0.155) and in moderate high-speed level flight (|i = 0.336). The pressure 
distribution on the blade surface was measured at the same location as in the HELISHAPE program, but 
noise levels were also measured in a horizontal plane located under the rotor.
Wong et al. t46^ recently conducted a proof of concept study into using pressure sensitive paint 
(PSP) for measuring the pressure distributions on a hovering rotor. The aim of using PSP was to bet­
ter understand the pressure distribution at the blade tip and hence better understand the fundamental 
physics of the rotor blade tip. Instrumenting the blades with additional transducers to increase the spa­
tial resolution quickly becomes prohibitive owing to the cost and practicality of fitting a large number 
of sensors into a small area. It was hoped that PSP will yield a significant increase in spatial resolution 
together with a cost saving over discrete transducers. PSP contains luminophores which react optically
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Figure 1.8: Experimental setup for the ONERA 7A and 7AD rotors experiments, from Schultz et al. I45l.
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to the presence of oxygen. The presence of oxygen inhibits the luminophores ability to luminesce. The 
variation in luminesce over an area relates directly to the local oxygen concentration and this leads to 
the pressure distribution. The experimental setup consisted of a five bladed fully articulated hub with 
one cuff of the hub instrumented to measure the lead-lag and flapping. The hub was mounted on the 
US Army 2-metre Rotor Test Stand (2MRTS). The rotor blades had constant chord out to the tip where 
they become swept and tapered. The testing was conducted in the Rotor Test Cell (RTC) at the NASA 
Langley Research Centre Subsonic Tunnel. The model was tested in hover for low to moderate thrust 
conditions. Results from use of the PSP indicated a low pressure region forming with increasing thrust 
at the leading edge. This data compared favourably with aerofoil data obtained by Flemming^47! and 
suggested that the observed low pressure region was the suction peak of the blade. The authors ex­
perienced several problems during the testing but believed that the approach was very promising and 
recommended further research.
Noonan et al conducted an investigation in a wind tunnel using a model helicopter rotor 
blade with slotted aerofoils at the tip. It has been recognised that to improve the lift and drag charac­
teristics of an advanced single element aerofoil further, so called unconventional technology must be 
used. One such technology under investigation by the U.S. Army was the use of slotted aerofoils. Two 
dimensional aerodynamics suggested that the performance advantage from the use of slotted aerofoils 
was favourable. However, it was unknown whether the performance advantages would still be present 
in a three dimensional, unsteady, rotating environment as would be experienced in actual flight. For this 
reason a model rotor with slotted aerofoils was developed for experimental investigation.
The testing took place in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT). Freon 12 was used as 
the test medium, because its properties aided in the matching of the model Reynolds and Mach numbers 
with the full scale values. A further advantage of using Freon 12 was that its higher density allowed a 
heavier, less efficient structural design to be used whilst still having the required stiffness characteristics. 
The aeroelastic scaling of the model was representative of a full scale blade. The HIMARCS (High 
Manoeuvrability and Agility Rotor and Control System) rotor is described in Appendix A.l. Four 
different configurations were tested. The first (and baseline configuration) was a conventional blade with
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no flaps or slats. The second and third blades were forward slotted aerofoils with -6 and -lOdegrees 
slats respectively. The fourth blade used an aft-slotted aerofoil with a 3 degrees flap (trailing edge down). 
The blades were tested using the aeroelastic rotor experimental system (ARES) test bed, consisting in 
a streamlined fuselage shape which houses the rotor controls and drive system. The ARES is shown in 
Figure 1.9. This investigation made use of a four-bladed articulated hub with coincident lead-lag and 
flapping hinges and the pitch-flap coupling ratio was 0.5.
(a) ARES test bed, from l48^ (b) Schematic of the ARES test bed (dimensions in feet),
from <483
Figure 1.9: Experimental setup of the HIMARCS rotor.
The instrumentation on the model consisted of a strain gauge on one pitch link to measure the 
pitch link tension and compression loads. Rotary potentiometers mounted on the rotor hub measured 
the rotor blade flap and lag motions. A magnetic sensor determined the rotor shaft speed. A six com­
ponent strain gauge balance mounted beneath the pylon and drive system measured the rotor forces and 
moments.
The four different blade configurations were all tested with the same values of advance ratio, 
hover tip Mach number, rotor shaft angle of attack and rotor blade collective pitch. In forward flight, data 
was obtained at advance ratios from |i = 0.15 to 0.45. The blade tip Mach number was M,ip = 0.627. 
During hover, the height of the hub from the wind tunnel floor was 1.66/?, placing the rotor in ground 
effect. At each test point, rotor cyclic pitch was used to remove the first harmonic flapping with respect 
to the rotor shaft. This reduced the blade loads and made data acquisition simpler.
The results for the blade performance generally indicate that the 6 degree slat configuration has
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benefits over the three other rotor configurations at higher lift coefficients. In the hover, it can be seen 
that for lift coefficients greater than 0.007, the rotor with the —6degrees slat configuration has the lowest 
value of torque coefficient and the highest figure of merit. For lift coefficients lower than 0.007, the base 
line rotor configuration has the highest figure of merit and lowest torque coefficient. In forward flight 
the general trend appeared to be that the -6 degrees slat configuration had the lowest value of torque 
coefficient at higher lift coefficients with the baseline configuration having the lowest torque coefficients 
at lower lift coefficients. As the advance ratio increased the cross over point between the -6degrees 
slat and the base line configuration occurred at lower values of lift coefficient. The results for the rotor 
blade loads also seem to indicate an advantage with using the —6degrees slat configuration over the 
other three configurations.
Wilkie et al. ^ determined experimentally the rotating blade frequencies of a model generic 
helicopter blade mounted on an articulated hub. The blade properties are shown in Section 4.3.1. The 
experiment was conducted in the Langley Helicopter Hover Facility (HHF). The tests were conducted 
at sea level atmospheric conditions. The rotor blade geometry together with a photo of the experimental 
setup is shown in Figure 1.10. Results were obtained through strain gauges mounted in the flapwise, 
chordwise and torsional directions on one blade. These results were used to validate the results obtained 
using a finite element computer code, as shown in Figure 1.11.
(a) Rotor blades mounted on the ARES test (b) Rotor Blade Geometry Used in the Rotating Shake 
bed, from Test Experiment, from ^
Figure 1.10: Experimental setup for the rotating shake test experiment of Wilkie et al.
A l/5th scale model of the Boeing Helicopter Model 360 rotor was tested in the Duits Neder- 
landse Windtunnel (DNW)f l5l The rotor blades were instrumented with pressure transducers and strain
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Rotor speed, rpm
Figure 1.11: Comparison of the evolution of experimental and computed frequencies evolution with the 
rotor speed for Wilkie et al. ’s^ rotor, from
gauges and data was obtained from two different flight tests. The first test varied the speed from a hover 
condition to an advance ratio of 0.36. the second test increased the advance ratio up to 0.46.
Table 1.6: Properties of the model rotor used in the HART-II testf49^
Property Value
Number of blades (V/,) 
Radius (R)
Root cutout
Blade chord (c) 
Rotor solidity (a) 
Aerofoil section
Tab length
Linear twist 
Precone
4
2m
0.44 m 
0.121m 
0.077
NACA23012
5 mm
-8 degrees//? 
2.5 degrees
In 1994, the HART program was setup to investigate the effects of higher harmonic control 
(HHC) on rotor aerodynamics and noise radiation HHC consisted in adding a 3/Rev component to 
the blade cyclic. The main conclusion was that HHC reduces noise by increasing the blade vortex miss 
distance. HHC seemed to increase the strength of the vortices, yet the miss distance between the vortex
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Table 1.7: Basic conditions in the HART-II test^49]
Variable Nominal Value
Velocity (F„) 
Rotational speed (ft) 
Advance ratio (p.)
Tip Mach number {Mr,p) 
Thrust coefficient (Cf) 
Pitching and Rolling Moment 
Shaft angle(aj)
33m/s
1041RPM = 109rad/s 
0.1508
0.641
0.00886
0.0
5.3 degrees
and the blade resulted in reduced noise. It was concluded that to effectively simulate noise reduction, it 
is essential to be able to simulate the wake accurately. HART-II was subsequently setup focused on the 
rotor wake. Details regarding the model blade and basic trim conditions are given in Tables 1.6 and 1.7. 
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1.12.
The test was split in to four different parts, each requiring a different set of measuring equipment. 
The four parts were noise radiation, particle image velocimetry (PIV) of the advancing and retreating 
sides and blade position. The same test rig was used for each part.
The setup of the test rig was as follows. The rotor shaft was instrumented with a torque meter 
for measuring the drive moment and the power and measured strains were transmitted inductively to the 
non-rotating part. The balance upper plate was connected to the test rig base via seven force transducers 
(four in the vertical, two in the lateral and one in the horizontal direction). Swashplate actuators were 
mounted on top of the balance upper plate. These consisted of a lower electrical actuator for the collec­
tive and cyclic control. The HHC system tuned for 4/Rev dynamic motion was mounted on top of the 
lower electric actuators. It was decided to only make use of 3/Rev control for the test.
All of the rotor blades were equipped with six strain gauge pairs at the root (three for flap, 
two for lead-lag and one for torsion). Two of the blades were implemented with blade pitch sensors 
and two of the blades were implemented with a total of 51 absolute pressure transducers, enabling the 
leading edge pressure distribution to be measured between r/R — 0.40 and r/R = 0.97. At r/R = 0.87 
a chord wise distribution of 17 Kulites enabled the computation of the sectional aerodynamic loading. 
The distribution of the blade instrumentation can be seen in Figure 1.12e. Two strain gauge pairs were
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(a) General setup^49!
(c) SPR measurements setup^49^
SCHHiillg
ll|>lll shr
uimoras -
(ommon support
la.sr'is
/
(b) PIV measurements setupf49^
(d) Noise measurements setup^49^
reference blade (25 Kulites) 17
### # " * I
- x preceedlnq blade (26) ___________________ *________ J
I----------------- 1-----------------1-----------------1----------------- 1-----------------1-----------------1-----------------1----------------- ^----------------- 1----------------- 1----- ►r/R
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
* Absolute pressure transducers (51)
# Strain gages: flap (3), lead-lag (2), torsion (1)
(e) Location of Instrumentation on the HART-II Rotor Blade^49^
Figure 1.12: HART-II experimental setupf49]
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mounted on the shaft to measure the bending moments in the rotating frame.
The setup for the measurement of noise consisted of 13 microphones mounted laterally on a 
traverse, which was located under the rotor and swept along the helicopter flight direction. A further 
two microphones were mounted in the nozzle exit and three more beneath the ceiling. The measurements 
covered background noise, an angle of attack sweep from 6 degrees in climb to 6 degrees in descent, a 
complete sweep of 3/ rev HHC phase angles in increments of 30 degrees in phase angle.
The P1V setup consisted of directing the beams from the lasers vertically into the flow at a 
predetermined test matrix of positions. The cameras were positioned with two looking from above the 
observation area and two looking from beneath. The cameras were focused on the predicted vertical 
range of vortex locations.
For the stereo pattern recognition (SPR) measurements, the blades were painted black and 
equipped with 18 pairs of white markers on the leading and trailing edges of the lower blade side.
The markers were spaced equally between r/R — 0.223 and 0.997. The setup consisted of four widely 
spaced cameras on the ground, on pair focusing on the advancing disk and one the other pair focusing 
on the retreating disk. Two more cameras focused on the blade tips at 90 and 135 degrees of azimuth. 
These cameras captured the lead-lag, flap and torsional deflections of the tip relative to its non-rotating 
position at the same azimuths. The SPR data was recorded at increments of 15 degrees in azimuth with 
50 to 100 data sets taken at each location.
The data set from the HART-II is very detailed providing information on blade motion, aerody­
namics, and flow data to name but a few.
Flight Test Experiment
Flight test data were measured for the UH-60A in a level flight condition^51! and for transient manoeuvres^52]. 
The database provides details of aerodynamic pressures, control positions, rotor forces and moments and 
structural loads. The aircraft was fitted with a Rotating Data Acquisition System^51] with 242 pressure 
transducers, 50 temperature sensors, 25 strain gauges and 12 accelerometers, shown in Figure 1.13. 
Over 200 different flight conditions were flown, from hovering to high-speed forward flying rotors.
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SC1095 SC1094 R6
0.04 “1
x/R o -
-0.04-
Figure 1.13: Planform of the UH-60A rotor blade, showing the location of pressure transducers located 
at r/R = 0.225, 0.400, 0.550, 0.675, 0.7750, 0.865, 0.920, 0.965 and 0.990[5°J.
Figure 1.14 shows various tested flight test conditions.
Summary of the Available Experimental Data 
A summary of the available experimental data is shown in Table 1.8.
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(a) Level flights^37]
Ref. 2
PULL-UP (B927)
ROLL
REVERSAL
(8537)
PUSHOVER (8930)
(b) Manoeuvring flights^52!
Figure 1.14: UH-60A flight test conditions^501
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1.2.6 Current turbulence models for rotor flows
Rotor CFD calculations are complex and turbulent due to the high Reynolds number. These flows con­
tain many vortical structures interacting with the blades, and dynamic stall may also occur. Table 1.9 
summarises turbulence models currently in use in the rotorcraft domain, and as shown these are dom­
inated by the URANS 2-equation model k — co^32^ and its derivatives. However these models show
Table 1.9: Comparison of the turbulence models used by several research institutes.
Author CFD Solver Turbulence Model Test Case Institute
Pahlke etal.13 lJ FLOWer BL, k — col53J, k-
co LEAt33,54^
7A/7AD DLR
Dietz et al,l55J FLOWer k— to BK-117 rotor and 
full helicopter
Eurocopter
Borie et al. l56J elsA k-(0 NH-90 Eurocopter
Potsdam et al.l57J OVERFLOW SAL40J (near body)
and inviscid
Dauphin 365N AMRDEC
Khier et al.l58J FLOWer k-to NH-90 DLR
Renaud et al. elsA SA, k—l, k — (£> Dauphin 365N ONERA
Sitaraman et al.138 UMTURNS SA and wake model UH-60A National Institute 
of Aerospace
Min et al. ^ GENECAS SA DESL6,J and-
wake model
Bo-105 rotor Georgia Tech
Steijl et al. HMB k-(D Georgia Tech
Teetering-Rotor, 
ROBIN and
GOAHEAD
University of
Liverpool
Smith et al.l63J OVERFLOW SA, A:-CO SSTL4lJ,
HRLES-SGSf42)
NACA0012 and 
SC 1095 at high 
incidence or in 
reverse flow
Georgia Tech
deficiencies in several aspects of rotorcraft flows: in particular, the cutoff frequency of URANS is at 
about 500Hz, which could be too low to predict all the phenomena occurring in rotorcraft flow, with 
blades usually rotating at 300RPM and within a vortical wake. Other limitations come from the Boussi- 
nesq approximation. Boussinesq-based models tend to predict a turbulent stagnation, under predicted 
stall and over-predicted eddy viscosity at the core of vortices These problems can be partly solved by 
adding non-linear terms, however, the lack of numerical stability of such models make them impractical 
in the case of rotorcraft flows. Therefore, more advanced turbulence models could be used to improve
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the predictions.
Direct Numerical Simulation
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) is the best possible fluids simulation. However, it is very expensive 
as every structure of the turbulence has to be resolved, which implies very fine grids, particularly close 
to a wall. Capturing small time scales also requires substantial computer resources. Therefore a DNS 
simulation can only be realised for low-Reynolds flows.
Rotor flows are high Reynolds number flows, and the geometry can be complex. Therefore, 
DNS is un-affordable now and in the next years. Spalard65] assessed the order of magnitude of the 
computational cost for simulating a full airliner or a car. While the Reynolds number are slightly higher 
than in helicopter rotor cases, this case did not include the complexity of moving bodies and could 
provide an estimate for helicopter flows. Using DNS increased the required grid size from 107 to 1016 
and the number of steps from 103,5 to 107,7, making it un-affordable with the current computational 
capabilities and for another 70 years.
Large Eddy Simulation
The Large-Eddy simulation (LES) uses the Kolmogorov theory in order to reduce the DNS CPU re­
quirements. The theory of Kolmogorov says that the smaller scales of the turbulence are homogenous 
and isotropic, therefore the slope of the energy logarithm repartition in this scales is constant and equals 
— This part of the turbulence spectrum can easily be modelled and allows coarser grids compared to 
the DNS.
Two types of LES exist. The Quasi Direct Navier-Stokes Simulation models the small scales 
and calculates the anisotropic ones in the whole flow while the Wall-Modelled LES (WMLES) uses a 
model close to the wall, in order to reduce the cost of the simulation. The QDNS is almost as expensive 
as DNS and thus can not be used for rotor flows, while WMLES is cheaper and nowadays affordable at 
a high Reynolds number for usual basic flows like the flow around an aerofoil or in a channel. However, 
this simulation method is still not affordable for complex flows like rotor flows.
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Another problem with LES is the generation of a turbulent inflow. A randomly generated turbu­
lence would not be structured enough and would be dissipated early. A solution of this problem is the 
calculation of a flow where the turbulence can develop, and use the output of this calculation as the input 
of the new calculation. However this method is long and requires some heavy calculations. Therefore 
other inlet turbulence generation methods were developed. One of them is synthetic turbulence, like the 
model proposed in
In summary, only empirical simulation methods are left to predict the turbulence: the URANS 
methods and the hybrid ones. In the case of a lightly loaded hovering rotor, URANS methods work well 
and give good prediction of the flow properties. However if a blade stalls during the revolution or if BVI 
phenomena appear, then the URANS prediction may not be good and other methods have to be used.
Detached-Eddy Simulation
The hybrid methods like Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) have shown some improvements in highly 
detached flows like the one around bluff bodies, as shown for instance in i67l. These methods calculate 
a broader part of the frequencies and flow scales around a blade, allowing perhaps for aero-acoustic 
studies.
The original idea of DES was postulated by Spalart etal. [611. The RANS equations with a 
modified length scale are used in the whole domain. This length scale is now also depending on the 
mesh length scale. In the RANS areas, the usual RANS length scale will be used, but in the LES zones, 
the length scale will now depend on the mesh length scale, forcing the turbulence model to behave like 
a LES simulation. DES does not need an interface between the RANS and LES part.
A similar idea put forward by Batten et a/.[68] is called LNS: Limited Numerical Scales and 
has several advantages compared to the original DES. For instance, LNS claims to be ‘automatic* by 
detecting the areas of application of the RANS and LES without a priori knowledge of the location of 
walls or wall-distances. Furthermore, LNS approaches DNS as A —► 0 and reverts back to RANS at the 
far-field of the flow if the grid there is coarse. Ref. describes how to implement LNS. LNS is so far 
adopted by few authors.
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The DES can have some problems handling the transition between the LES and RANS zones. 
In the case of a coarse mesh around the wall, the DES will work as expected with a transition outside 
the boundary layer. If the mesh is very fine (A = 8 /20, with 8 the boundary layer thickness and A 
the chosen grid length scale), then the simulation will behave like a Wall-Modelled LES (LES with 
a wall model, RANS in this case). The problem appears for mesh size in between these two cases. 
The transition takes place at about the first third of the boundary layer, and the two upper thirds of the 
boundary layer will then be in LES mode. This will reduce the turbulent viscosity and therefore the 
Reynolds strains. Therefore, Spalart^70^ developed the Delayed Detached-Eddy simulation. A limiter 
will force the transition between RANS and LES outside of the boundary layer.
Recently, Deck^71! worked on the turbulent inflow for Detached Eddy Simulation. The problem 
is caused by the calculated structures of turbulence that are not created at the inlet. If this turbulence 
is not structured enough (which is the result for example if we apply a randomly generated fluctuation 
of speed at each point and time step) then the energy that will go to the smaller structures will be more 
important and it will dissipate this turbulence too quickly. Therefore, a model to generate structured 
turbulence on the inlet is proposed.
On another hand, Shur[72J worked on the transition between RANS and LES in the case of the 
DDES. The position of the transition in the logarithmic region create a mismatch between the slope in 
the RANS and LES part of this layer. This mismatch lower the friction coefficient of about 15 to 20%, 
which is not acceptable. A blending function is added to make the two part match, and the model is 
calibrated for a channel flow.
Interest for hybrid turbulence models is starting to appear for rotorcraft flows. Smith et ah 
studied the behaviour of a hybrid RANS-LES model HRLES-SGS^ at predicting the flow field around 
the NACA0012 and SC 1095 aerofoils at high incidence (between —180 degrees and 180 degrees). The 
simulation was validated against experimental results and proved able to predict the lift, drag and mo­
ment coefficients within the experimental margin. A high grid dependence was however shown in re­
verse flow condition when switching from a C- to an O-topology, showing an increase in lift coefficient 
of 25%. The ability of hybrid turbulence models to improve the predictions at high angle of attacks
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or in reverse flows was highlighted. An improvement of rotorcraft flows predictions, particularly in 
high-speed forward flight, was therefore expected by the authors.
1.3 List of the test cases in this thesis
Considering data availability, restrictions on geometries and popularity of test cases in the literature, a 
summary of the test cases used in this work is shown in Table 1.10.
Table 1.10: List of test cases used in this thesis.
Test Case Available data Interest
HART-II Experiments comprehensive dataset available, including PIV measure­
ments, pressure transducers, structural data, blade defor­
mation, noise levels
UH-60A Flight Tests Only flight test data available, containing pressure trans­
ducers and strain gauges
SO-1 Experiments Rotor developed by Westland in order to test structural 
modelling techniques, integrated loads from tunnel test­
ing
PM3-PM4 Experiments BERP tip rotor, integrated loads from tunnel testing
7A-7AD Experiments Very popular in the rotorcraft research
Caradonna-Tung rotor Experiments Pressure measurements available for various tip Mach 
numbers
HIMARC Experiments Comprehensive structural dataset
Model main rotors none High aspect ratio rotors
Tilt-Rotors Experiments Low aspect ratio rotors, and high rotation speed, data ob­
tained as part of the NICETRIP project
1.4 Objectives
Based on the literature survey, the objectives of this work include:
• the development of a mesh deformation method suitable for rotor blade analysis,
• the coupling of the mesh deformation method with blade structural dynamics,
* the evaluation of DES for rotor flows.
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1.5 Novelty of the current research
A hybrid mesh deformation method was developed for cases with the large displacements encountered 
by the rotor blades. The method can be used for multi-block structured grids and parallel computations. 
It proved able to cope with strong rotor blade deformations and preserves the mesh quality of the original 
grid. Furthermore, the ability of DES to be used with rotors in forward flight and deforming grids was 
demonstrated.
1.6 Thesis outline
In the next chapter, the HMB CFD solver will be introduced, followed by a description of the meshing 
techniques used for rotor blades. The structural modelling technique is then described in Chapter 4 and 
applied to rotor cases. The mesh deformation method description and assessment as well as the coupling 
strategy follow in Chapter 5. The assessment of various DES-based turbulence models is then shown on 
a stalled NACA0021 aerofoil in Chapter 6. The mesh deformation method is then used and validated 
for a hovering UH-60A rotor using steady-state calculations in Chapter 7. The coupling methodology 
is then assessed on a forward-flying UH-60A rotor before the method is tested on the HART-II rotor 
coupled with the use of a DES turbulence model in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Models for Rotor Flow 
Simulations
2.1 The Helicopter Multi-Block CFD Solver
All computations were performed using the Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB) flow solver developed at the 
University of Liverpool. The flow solver has been revised and updated over a number of years and has 
been successfully applied to a variety of problems including cavity flows, dynamic stall, rotors, wind 
turbines and full helicopter configurations amongst others. HMB is a 3D multi-block structured solver 
for the Navier-Stokes equations in the 3D Cartesian frames of reference. The Navier-Stokes equations 
consist of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) describing the laws of conservation for:
• mass (continuity equation),
• momentum (Newton’s 2nd Law), and
• energy (1 st Law of Thermodynamics).
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The continuity equation simply states that the mass must be conserved. In Cartesian coordinates, Xj, this 
is written as
dp d (ptt/)
d/ dxf = 0 (2.1)
where p is the density of the fluid, t is the time and w/ is the velocity vector. In the above, Einstein’s 
notation is used, which implies summation for repeated indices.
The second conservation principle states that momentum must be conserved. It is written in 
Cartesian coordinates as
d dfouilll) dn dT;:
(2.2)d (ptt/) ,  f p . lijdt * dxj PJ' dXi^dXj
where f, represents body forces, p the pressure and in the Newtonian stress tensor, which is defined as
In = p /dw/ dwA 2 duk' \dxy Bxi) 3 dxic_ ’ (2.3)
with p the molecular viscosity and bn the Kronecker delta, defined as
1 if i=j
(2.4)
0 otherwise 
The third principle can be written in Cartesian coordinates as
dpii d r / d . .-Jr + .S-[UI(PE+P)]- — (unj - qj) = 0.
where E is the total energy of the fluid per unit volume, defined as
E = 1e+-UjUj
(2.5)
(2.6)
and e is the specific internal energy with «/«,- representing the kinetic energy. 
The heat flux vector, qi, is calculated using Fourier’s Law
„ t ST 
q> = -kTiIl (2.7)
where kr is the heat transfer coefficient and T is the temperature of the fluid.
An ideal gas approximation is used, and the adiabatic index is set to y = 1.4. Sutherland’s law 
is used to calculate the viscosity:
/ T Tref -f Tsuth
T + Tsuth
(2.8)
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2.1.1 Vector Form of the Conservation Laws
These three laws of conservation can be combined and written in the equation shown below, which is 
referred to as the Navier-Stokes equation of viscous flow. For brevity, vector notation is used
aw 3(f/+fv) d(Gt+Gv) a(H,+Hv)_ + — +------ ---------+------- -------------SNs
where W is the vector of conserved variables and is defined by
(2.9)
w= (p,pM,pV,pW,p£)5 (2.10)
with the variables p, w, v, w, p and E having their usual meaning of density, the three components of 
velocity, pressure and total energy, respectively. The superscripts / and v in Equation 2.9 denote the 
inviscid and viscid components of the flux vectors F (in the x-direction), G (in the y-direction) and H 
(in the z-direction). The inviscid flux vectors, F/, G' and H', are given by
F; = (pu^u2 + pipuv^uwptipE + p))T ,
G'= (pv)pnv)pv2+/7,pvw,v(p£'+^))r , (2*11)
H' = (pw,p»w,pvw, pw2+jE?,w(p.£'-|-/?))r ,
while the viscous flux vectors, Fv, Gv and Hv, contain terms for the heat flux and viscous forces exerted 
on the body and can be represented by
FV = + + >^x.Y2 + ^v)r ,
G — (0, T.vy, Tjy, U'lxy “1“ VXyy H- WXyz “b (jy) j (2.12)
H1 = ~ (0,TM,iaxz + VXyz + WTzz + gz)T •
Sns represents source terms. In most calculations, these terms are set to 0, however, for hovering rotors, 
a fixed grid approach is used and a source term is then added;
Sns = [0, “pc5 x r (2.13)
where it/, is the local velocity field in the rotor-fixed frame of reference.
Although the Navier-Stokes equations completely describe turbulent flows, the large number 
of temporal and spatial turbulent scales associated with high Reynolds numbers make it difficult to
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resolve all the turbulent scales computationally^65!. jn such circumstances, the number of turbulent 
scales are reduced by time averaging the Navier-Stokes equations to give the Reynolds-Averaged Navier- 
Stokes equations (RANS). This results in additional unknowns (called Reynolds stresses) which must be 
modelled^73!. The fluid stress tensor mentioned in Equation 2.12 is then approximated by the Boussinesq 
hypothesis^74!, more description of which is provided in the following sections.
2.1.2 Numerical Methods
The HMB solver uses a cell-centred finite volume approach combined with an implicit dual-time method. 
In this manner, the solution marches in pseudo-time for each real time-step to achieve fast convergence. 
According to the finite volume method, the RANS equations can be discretised for each cell by
d
dt (ww^)+R,v,t = o. (2.14)
where denotes the cell volume and represents the flux residual.
The implicit dual-time method proposed by Jameson^75! is used for time-accurate calculations. 
The residual is redefined to obtain a steady state equation which can be solved using acceleration tech­
niques. The following system of equations are solved in the implicit scheme during the time integration 
process
AFWft.1 - APW" t AFW?t). - AFW?,,+ R7 (2.15)AKAt ' AKAr ‘ ^'k
where AV is the change in cell volume, Ax is the pseudo time-step increment and At is the real time-step 
increment. The flux residual R"t| is approximately defined by
t)RM
RS * rZm+(w?,3 - wu*) (2-16>
By substituting Equation 2.16 into Equation 2.15, the resulting linear system can be written as
(s+(H)")AW—(217)
where the subscripts itj,k have been dropped for clarity and AW is used for ^W"t^ — ^.
Osher’s upwind scheme [76! is used to resolve the convective fluxes although Roe’s flux-splitting 
scheme t77! is also available. The Monotone Upstream-centred Schemes for Conservation Laws (MUSCL)
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variable extrapolation method^78] is employed in conjunction to formally provide second-order accuracy. 
The Van Albada limiter is also applied to remove any spurious oscillations across shock waves. The cen­
tral differencing spatial discretisation method is used to solve the viscous terms. The non-linear system 
of equations that is generated as a result of the linearisation is then solved by integration in pseudo-time 
using a first-order backward difference. A Generalised Conjugate Gradient (GCG)[79] method is then 
used in conjunction with a Block Incomplete Lower-Upper (BILU)^ factorisation as a pre-conditioner 
to solve the linear system of equations, which is obtained from a linearisation in pseudo-time.
The flow solver can be used in serial or parallel mode. To obtain an efficient parallel method 
based on domain decomposition, different methods are applied to the flow solver An approximate 
form of the flux Jacobian resulting from the linearisation in pseudo-time is used which reduces the 
overall size of the linear system by reducing the number of non-zero entries. Between the blocks of the 
grid, the BILU factorisation is also decoupled thereby reducing the communication between processors. 
Each processor is also allocated a vector that contains all the halo cells for all the blocks in the grid. 
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is used for the communication between the processors in parallel. Most 
computations undertaken in this work have been performed on the Beowulf Pentium 4 130-processor 
workstations of the CFD Laboratory at the University of Liverpool. For very large grids, however, 
calculations were conducted on different supercomputing clusters such as HECToR^8^ in Edinburgh, 
UK, and the necessary porting of the code onto these facilities performed. HECToR is based on the 
Cray XE6 system and comprises 3712 12-core AMD Opteron 2.1GHz Magny Cours processors in 1856 
XE6 compute nodes, delivering a peak-performance of 373 Teraflops.
A number of linear and non-linear statistical turbulence models have been implemented into 
HMB. The one-equation SA turbulence modeh40! to realise the turbulent properties for DES com­
putations, and the DDES approach as well as the SALSA modification of the SA turbulence model 
were implemented for this project. Options for DES with two-equation Wilcox A: - co[53l and Menter’s 
/c — to Shear-Stress Transport (SST)[411 turbulence models are also available. All these turbulence mod­
els and indeed the simulation techniques are described in greater detail in the following sections.
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2.2 General Description of Turbulence and its Modelling
Turbulent flows contain structures which show rapid fluctuations in time and space. A broad range of 
scales are observed to exist at high Reynolds numbers where turbulence develops as an instability of 
the laminar flow. Starting with the laminar flow, fluid layers slide smoothly past each other and the 
molecular viscosity dampens any high-frequency small-scale instability. At high Reynolds number, the 
flow reaches a periodic state. The character of the flow also changes and becomes more diffusive and 
dissipative. This flow has increased mixing friction, heat transfer rate and spreading rate. Boundary 
layers consequently become thicker and less susceptible to separation^82].
The non-linearity of the Navier-Stokes equations leads to various interactions between the tur­
bulent fluctuations of different wavelengths and directions. Wavelengths extend from a maximum com­
parable to the width of the flow to a minimum fixed by viscous dissipation of energy. A key process that 
spreads the motion over wide range of wavelengths is called vortex stretching^82]. Turbulent structures 
in the flow gain energy if the vortex elements are primarily orientated in a direction which allow the 
mean velocity gradients to stretch them. This mechanism is called production of turbulence. The kinetic 
energy of the turbulent structures is then convected, diffused and dissipated.
Most of the energy is carried by the large scale structures, the orientation of which is sensitive 
to the mean flow. The large eddies cascade energy to the smaller ones via stretching. Small eddies 
have less pronounced preference in their orientation and statistically appear to be isotropic. For the 
shortest wavelengths, energy is dissipated by viscosity. This description corresponds to what is known 
as isotropic turbulence. For this flow, the ratio of the largest to smaller scale increases with Reynolds 
number]82].
If the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations are used to calculate the flow, a vast range of length 
and time scales would have to be computed. This would require a very fine grid and a very high 
resolution in time. This approach known as Direct Numerical Simulation of turbulence (DNS) is by 
today’s computing speeds applicable only to flows at very low Reynolds number. One technique called 
Large-Eddy Simulation explicitly resolves the scales away from the wall and exploits modelling in
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the near-wall regions. A sub-grid scale (SGS) model is used to model the smaller scales which are 
assumed to be more isotropic. Although less computationally intensive than DNS, this is still expensive, 
especially for higher Reynolds number flows.
A turbulence model therefore needs to account for some part of the fluctuating motion in order to 
keep the computing cost down. The optimum model should therefore be simple to implement, general 
and derived out of the flow physics. It is equally important that the model is computationally stable 
and co-ordinate invariant. These statistical turbulence models are applied to a special form of the equa­
tions of motion called the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. These are obtained by 
Reynolds averaging the Navier-Stokes equations.
2.3 Reynolds Averaging
In a turbulent flow, the fields of pressure, velocity, temperature and density vary randomly in time. 
Reynolds’ approach involves separating the flow quantities into stationary and random parts. The quan­
tities are then presented as a sum of the mean flow value and the fluctuating pard82!:
(p = (p 4- tp/ (2.18)
This formulation is then inserted into the conservation equations and a process known as Reynolds 
averaging is performed. Three averaging methods are possible:
• time averaging,
• spatial averaging,
• ensemble averaging.
2.3.1 Time Averaging
Time averaging is the most common averaging method. It can be used only for statistically stationary 
turbulent flows, i.e. flows not varying with time on the average. For such flows, the mean flow value is
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defined as
-------- 1 fi+TiMe
Ui(x)=lim— Ui(x,t)4t (2.19)
T-*ee linte Ji
In practice, 7}rt/e <» means that the integration time Tinte needs to be long enough relative to 
the maximum period of the assumed fluctuations.
2.3.2 Spatial Averaging
Spatial averaging can be applied to homogeneous turbulence, which is a type of turbulent flow that is 
uniform in all directions, on average. In this case, a parameter is averaged over all the spatial directions 
by performing a volume integral. The mean flow value is then defined as
«/(/)= Hmp J j j^Uiixrfdt (2.20)
where V represents the volume of the domain.
2.3.3 Ensemble Averaging
The most general type of averaging is called ensemble averaging and is applicable to flows that decay 
in time, for instance. This method of averaging is similar to time-averaging but rather than dividing by 
the integration time, Tj„tef the mean flow value is obtained by taking a sum over all the measurements or 
samples, N, and is defined by
w^x) = lim J- £ «/(*,/) (2.21)
For turbulent flows that are both stationary and homogeneous, all the three types of averages 
mentioned above are assumed to be equal. This assumption is referred to as the ergodic hypothesis^82!.
By time-averaging the mass, momentum and energy equations, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier- 
Stokes (RANS) equations are obtained. The continuity equation remains the same since it is linear with 
respect to velocity. However, extra terms appear in the momentum and energy equations due to the 
non-linearity of the convection term. These extra terms are called the Reynolds Stresses, and are 
defined in tensor notation as being equivalent to —pThe time-averaged momentum equation then
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takes the form
3(pw/) dfattiuj) dp . $ (t .tr\
+-pfi~si,+d7j w+%) (2.22)dt Ar. ^Vi • v-v ' '/Jj
where the overbar has been dropped from the mean values for clarity. A similar result is obtained for 
the energy equation (Equation 2.23):
TT + ^ 1“'(pB +p)1 “ 51/ ^'J+~ = °' (2.23)
where c/j is the turbulent heat flux. The main problem in turbulence modelling involves calculating the 
Reynolds stresses, from the known mean quantities. One common approach is based on Boussinesq’s 
approximation.
2.4 Boussinesq-Based Models
The Boussinesq approximation is based on an analogy between viscous and Reynolds stresses and ex­
presses the Reynolds stresses as a product of the eddy viscosity (pr) and the velocity gradient. Boussi­
nesq’s eddy viscosity hypothesis states that
diii dnj\ 2c ditk
dxj dxj ) 3 ^ dxk_ fpS/A-pwj«y = Pr
where k represents the specific kinetic energy of the fluctuations and is given by
(2.24)
k = (2.25)
The key idea behind Boussinesq’s hypothesis is that the Reynolds stresses can be calculated as a product 
of the dynamic eddy-viscosity, pr, and the strain-rate tensor of the mean flow, i.e.
-pz'X = 2prS// h,jk (2.26)
where
1 fdtii
2 V Bxj dxj
. duj 2 duk
dxk (2.27)
The eddy viscosity, p^, is a scalar and consequently the Reynolds stress components are linearly propor­
tional to the mean strain-rate tensor. What is also implied here is that compressibility plays a secondary
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rate in the development of the turbulent flow-field. According to Morkovin’s hypothesis t83^, compress­
ibility affects turbulence only at hypersonic speeds.
To compute jir, further modelling is required and it is at this point that turbulence models come 
into play. Turbulence models are classified into categories based on the number of transport equations 
required to calculate fif. According to the number of transport equations needed for the calculation of 
the eddy viscosity, the Boussinesq-based models are classified as:
• algebraic or zero-equation models, such as the Cebeci-Smith[84] and Baldwin-Lomaxt85] models,
• one-equation models, such as the Spalart-Allmaras (SA)[40] and Baldwin-Barth (BB)t86] models.
• two-equation models, such as the k—co^53^, k — , /r—co baseline (BSL) and shear-stress trans­
port (SST)t41! and k - models.
• multi-equation models: three-equation^89"91^ four-equation^92^, five-equation ^ and multiple 
time-scale t94-96! models.
An additional family of models solves equations for all components of the Reynolds stress tensor. These 
are also known as Reynolds Stress Models (RSM), second-order closures or second-moment closures.
2.5 Viscosity-Dependent Parameters
Non-dimensionalised wall distances for turbulent flow, y*t and non-turbulent flow, y+, are defined by 
the following
y*
ynk1/2 ynux (2.28)
where yn is the distance from the nearest wall, ht = >/th,/p is the friction velocity and iw represents the 
dynamic wall shear stress. Turbulent Reynolds numbers for the k — E model (denoted by Rt) and for the 
A' — co model (denoted by R®) are given by the following equation
R,=
it2
ve
Ri,\ =
vco
which represents the importance of the eddy over molecular viscosity.
(2.29)
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2.6 One-Equation Models
This type of turbulence model was designed to improve the ability of algebraic models to account for the 
convection and diffusion of turbulence. This was accomplished by employing an additional transport 
equation, usually for the realisation of the kinetic energy of turbulence, k. The general form of this 
transport equation takes the following form
d/c U
dt dxj
diij d |.l d/C 1 "vj-y
----------P dx;
-p'W' (2.30)
The first term in Right-Hand Side (RHS) represents the production of turbulence. From
the terms in the square brackets, the first ( p J*)) is the molecular diffusion term, the second is
the turbulent flux of the turbulent kinetic energy, modelled as a function of the gradient of the turbulent 
kinetic energy, and the third is the pressure diffusion term, which is usually neglected due to
its small contribution. The term 8 is the dissipation rate of k per unit mass of fluid, and is usually defined 
by
|l diif du'j
p dxk dxk
(2.31)
Eddy viscosity for one-equation turbulence models is usually calculated by
Mr — pCp lnux^~k (2.32)
where Cp. is a coefficient specific to the model.
BB^ and SA^ are the most common types of one-equation models. History effects of the 
turbulent kinetic energy profile are better accounted for in one-equation models due to the additional 
differential equation. Specifically tuned for aerodynamic flows with adverse pressure gradients and 
transonic flow conditions, one-equation models also work well for flow regions where the mean veloc­
ity gradient is zero. Better prediction of near-wall effects and transition, for instance, can simply be 
integrated into the model’s formulation by adding extra relevant terms because of its modular design. 
For these reasons, one-equation models have gained much popularity in aerospace applications. The 
disadvantage of one-equation models is that no mechanism for the computation of the length scale, /, is 
included, making the prediction of highly turbulent flows (with a broad range of length scales) difficult.
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In that respect, one-equation models are still similar to algebraic models^82].
Many modifications have been undertaken to one-equation turbulence models, especially to the 
SA model, with the view of extending their range of applications. Extensions to compressible super­
sonic flows over complex configurations have been addressed by Deckt97! while rotational and curvature 
effects to account for the change on turbulent shear stress have been addressed by Spalart and Shur^. 
The SA model has also been modified to be used in DES computations^98^.
2.6.1 Spalart-Allmaras Model
The one-equation SA turbulence model ^ solves a transport equation for the undamped eddy viscosity 
directly. The kinematic eddy viscosity, (V/), in the SA model is calculated by
V/=v./vl (2.33)
where
fr, = A and x=^ (234)
In the above equations, and hereafter, the term / refers to a function, c refers to a constant, 
v is the molecular viscosity and v is the undamped eddy viscosity that obeys the following transport 
equation
^ = CM (1 -/i2)5v + ^- (v• ((v + v) vv) + 0,2 (vv)2
-(ewi/w-fr/a) (^)2+./iiA£/2
The first term on the right-hand side is the production term, the second is the diffusion term and 
the third is the near-wall term. The last term models transition downstream of tripping. The subscript 
b stands for basic, w for wall and t for trip. The parameter G/v represents the turbulent Prandtl number 
and d is the wall-distance.
The term S in Equation (2.35) is defined by the following equation, where S is the magnitude of 
vorticity
5=s+^- (2-36)
)
(2.35)
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The function fv in Equation (2,35) is given by
U = g
1_i_c6 \ i/<5 
1 + cw3 g = r + c1W2 , r (2.37)
.w3 / v / Sk2cfi
For large r, the function fw approaches a constant value. Values for r where this occurs can be 
truncated to approximately 10. The wall boundary condition is satisfied where v = 0. In the free-stream, 
0 is the best value to use for the working variable (v), provided that numerical errors do not push v to 
negative values near the edge of the boundary layer (the exact solution cannot go negative). Values 
below v/10 are also acceptable. The same applies to the initial condition. The fa function is defined by
/,2=C,3-f? C'4-3C (2.38)
The trip function f\ is defined as
yil=Q,&-<rc'2^+e?d?) (2.39)
where dt is the distance from the field point to the trip, co, is the wall vorticity at the trip, AC/ is the 
difference between the velocity at the field point and that at the trip and gt = min(0.1,AC//cO/Ax), in 
which Ax is the grid spacing along the wall at the trip.
Values used in HMB for the SA turbulence model constants are given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Closure coefficients for the SA model
Coefficient Cbl CTp,. Cb2 K cw2 ^w3 Cyl Ctl Ct2 Ct3 Ct4
Value 0.1355 2/3 0.622 0.41 0.3 2 7.1 1 2 1.1 2
The constant cw\ is defined as
cwi = + !l.±Cfr2? = 3.2391. (2.40)
k2 apr v '
A value of 2/3 has been used for the turbulent Prandtl number, Opr.
2.6.2 Strain-Adaptive Linear Spalart-Allmaras
The SA model showed deficiencies in the predictions of the vortex cores. These are predicted as ex­
tremely turbulent which is not physical. Therefore, a limiter was added to the production term by Rung
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in and the new model called Strain-Adaptive Linear Spalart-Allmaras (SALSA). The production
term was consequently modified in order to limit the turbulence production. The new production term 
is defined as a product of a shear-stress function, the undamped viscosity and an adaptation factor Ct\:
P*,=1$Cbi (2.41)
The new coefficient Cm is defined as:
CM=0.1355\/f (2.42)
withF — minfl^S^ax^O.TS)], Y = max(oci>a2), oti = [1.01 (v/k^S*)]0'65, (X2 = max[0,1 — tanh(%/68)]°‘65 
where S* = yJlSjjSij,
The ott term allows the damping of the excessive production in high strains, while the «2 term 
avoids unwanted wall damping.
2.7 Two-Equation Models
By far the most popular type of turbulence model used is of the two-equation type. Two-equation 
models are ‘complete’, i.e. can be used to predict properties of a given flow with no prior knowledge 
of the turbulence structure or flow geometry. Two transport equations are used for the calculation of 
the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and turbulence length scale, /, or a function of it. The choice of the 2nd 
variable is arbitrary and many proposals have been presented. The most popular involves using:
• e — specific dissipation rate of turbulence.
• to — fc-specific dissipation rate.
• x — turbulent time-scale.
A description of the different types of two-equation models is provided in Table 2.2 below. As well as 
indicating the variable used for the second transport equation, Table 2.2 includes the equation used to 
calculate the eddy viscosity.
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Table 2,2: Different types of two-equation turbulence models and the corresponding second variable.
Two-Equation Model Equation 2nd Variable Used
Kolmogorov (c. 1942) Ll00j FTJF co (Frequency Length Scale)
Rotta (c. 1950) A
Harlow-Nakayama (1967) t101] e (Energy Dissipation Rate)
Spalding (1969) t102] kl~2 co/2 (Vorticity fluctuations squared)
Speziale (1992) ^ ik-1/2 t (Time-Scale)
Nee Id kl {k times length scale)
Harlow-Nakayama ik-1/2 Vf (Eddy viscosity)
One of the most widely used two-equation turbulence models is the & — e model. One of the 
original versions of this model was developed by Jones and Launder [871 in 1972. The turbulent scale in 
the /c — e model is calculated using a second transport equation for the turbulent dissipation rate, e. The 
eddy viscosity for the Ar- 8 model is typically derived from
Ltr = Cup
/c2
(2.43)
where is the model coefficient. The advantage of the k~z model is that it performs well for attached 
flows with thin shear layers and jets but fails to predict the correct flow behaviour in many flows with 
adverse pressure gradients, extended separated flow regions, swirl, buoyancy, curvature secondary flows 
and unsteady flows.
The other class of two-equation turbulence models that is widely used is the A: — CD model. In 
1988, Wilcox^53! developed the famous Ar—co model originally conceived by Kolmogorov. The k — 
co model is similar to the A: — e model but instead uses the /c-specific dissipation rate as a second variable 
to compute the turbulent length scale. The eddy viscosity is obtained by
Pr = p — (2.44)
co
Although the /c -- co model provides better performance in adverse pressure gradient flows, it suffers 
largely from the same problems as the A: - e model. Hybrid versions of the A: - co and A: —e models 
called the Ac — co baseline (BSL) and Ac — co shear-stress transport (SST) models were later introduced 
by Menter[41h These, in particular the & — co SST version, perform well in separated flows. The idea 
behind the A: — co BSL model is to exploit the robust and accurate formulation of the A: — co model near
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the wall but to also take advantage of the lack of sensitivity to free-stream values of the £ — e model 
away from the wall. Menterl41! achieved this by transforming the — e model into the same format as 
the & — (o formulation. This process generated an additional cross-diffusion parameter in the to transport 
equation. For the SST model^, the idea was to improve the k — <S} BSL model by including terms to 
account for the transport of the principal shear stress. This term is incorporated in Reynolds Stress Mod­
els (RSM) and was also applied in the Johnson-King model!104], its importance was realised based on 
the significantly improved results for adverse pressure gradient flows!41].
2.7.1 Model Equations: Linear £ — co Model
Mathematical formulations of the different types of the linear k — ta two-equation turbulence models 
discussed in the previous sections are described here. More information on the & - e and k-g models 
can be obtained from !69].
Since the introduction of the linear Ar — to model by Wilcox in 1988!53], the other notable mod­
ification to the /r — G) model came from Menter in 1994!41] who proposed the hybridisation of the 
Ar —to model with the A: - e model, as described previously. Table 2.3 lists the four notable versions 
of the k — tb models and further describes if they include parameters to compute the low Reynolds 
number properties.
Table 2.3: Different types of linear A: — to turbulence models
Type of Model Low-Re
Wilcox (1988)!531 Yes
Wilcox (1994)!32] Yes
Menter (1994)!41] — (i) BSL Model Yes
Menter (1994)E411 — (ii) SST Model Yes
Turbulence transport equations used in the formulation of the A: - to models are given by the
d_
dt (p*)+^(pw=^[(^gg;
-ipt0)+-{pUja))=- iXrN dco
<W d*/J + P
+ p(/fc-P*©*) (2.45)
(2.46)
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In the transport equation for k and co above, the production of turbulence, P, and the dissipation 
rate specific to /c, Pw, is defined by
Pk
rR^l _ ot _ Pe> = p-Pk-vt
(2.47)
Values for the coefficients used in all the four types of linear & — co models discussed here are given in 
the Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Values of constants used in linear /c — co models.
Type of Model a* P*
Wilcox (1988)^ 1 ...."100
Wilcox (1994)f32]
.l i./fa 9 i 
100“
Menter (1994)t41] (BSL)1 1 0.09
Menter (1994)t41J (SST)2 min(l,^|) 0.09
P
"IT
40
JL
40
5 TO + fty
9l+W
B
B
0.553 \ b( 0.075
0.440 ) 0.083
0.553 \
B\
' 0.075
0.440 ) 0.083
Type of Model Ok tfco Si
Wilcox (1988)^ 2 2 0
Wilcox (1994)t32] 2 2 0
Menter (1994)^ (BSL)1
Menter (1994)^ (SST)7
t i
0.5
1.0
i
0.5
0.856
1
0.85
1.0
0.5
0.856
B
B
^V/oVco
mv/c-vco
Menter’s models^41! are constructed as a ‘blend’ of the /c — co and k — z models. Here the k — 
e model is phrased in the same form as the /c- co model so as to exploit its independence of free-stream 
values. Blending of the k — z and it — co model values for a, p, 0,“' and g^1 is (in this notation) given 
by the following equation
B
\
\b)
The blending function is defined by
= (1 —F[)b.
F\ = tanh (arg4),
(2.48)
(2.49)
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where
argi = min
f k{/2 500v\ 2k(Q
maX y%(i) J ’^max(V/:-Vco.O.O) (2.50)
The k — (£> SST model places an additional vorticity-dependent limiter on the shear-stress
P + w „2\ f2kl/2 500V \F2 — tanh (argfy , = max I 1. (2.51)
Note that this model also uses a slightly different value of a*.
For low-Reynolds number versions of the k-m model and Menter’s k-co BSL and SST models, 
the following boundary conditions are assumed for a direct integration to the wall
For£: ^ = 0, flnx{k)w = Q , (2.52)
For to: (0 = 0, //ux(co)h. =-vVco . (2.53)
where the subscript w denotes the value at the wall.
2.8 Detached-Eddy Simulation
2.8.1 Original Detached-Eddy Simulation
Despite its potential, the need of fine grids close to the wall does not allow the use of LES in complex 
flows. Therefore, some hybrid simulations have been developed, including Detached-Eddy Simula­
tion (DES). The main principle of these models is the use of RANS close to the walls and LES further.
The original idea of DES was postulated by Spalart et a!. t6ll. The RANS equations with a 
modified length scale are used in the whole domain. This length scale is now also depending on the 
mesh length scale. In the RANS areas, the usual RANS length scale will be used, but in the LES zones, 
the length scale will now depend on the mesh length scale, forcing the turbulence model to behave like 
LES. This concept is called Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES). DES does not need an interface between 
the RANS and LES part.
Spalart introduced the mesh length scale A as a function of the cell size following the three axis
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Av, Ay and Az:
A = max(AT,A>,,A2) (2.54)
The new length scale for DES is then:
Ides = ^^{!rans,Cdes^) (2.55)
where Cdes is an arbitrary constant. For example, in the case of the Spalart-Allmaras model, the scale 
length d is the wall distance. In the new DES model, the length scale <r/is defined as:
d = min (d, CDEs A) (2.56)
Therefore, when close enough to the wall, the model will use the RANS equations, and, further from 
the wall, the length scale will switch to the grid length scale and the model will behave like LES.
This modification aims at increasing the dissipation term of the turbulent kinetic energy and thus 
decrease the production term. The dissipation term is now equal to:
(2.57)
This process can be generalised to other RANS models, like the k — co ones as described by
Strelets^105]. In this case, the length scale is changed from ^ to:
(2.58)
A similar idea put forward by Batten et al [68] is called LNS: Limited Numerical Scales and 
has several advantages compared to the original DES. For instance, LNS claims to be ‘automatic’ by 
detecting the areas of application of the RANS and LES without a priori knowledge of the location of 
walls or wall-distances. Furthermore, LNS approaches DNS as A —> 0 and reverts back to RANS at the 
far-field of the flow if the grid there is coarse. Ref. ^ describes how to implement LNS.
For DES with the two-equation & — co model, the only modification, as with the one-equation 
Spalart-Allmaras DES variant, is in the dissipation term
—P*pco/c (2.59)
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The turbulent length scale is defined by
£1/2
p*a)
Re-arranging for J3*g) and substituting into equation 2.59 gives
(2.60)
?DES
(2.61)
where Ides is given by
Ides = min (/, CdesA) . (2.62)
Cdes is set to 0.78 and A is as before.
2.8.2 Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation (DDES)
The DES can have some problems to handle the transition between the LES and RANS zones. In 
the case of coarse mesh around the wall, the DES will work as expected with a transition outside the 
boundary layer. If the mesh is very fine (A = 5 /20, with 6 the boundary layer thickness), then the 
simulation will behave like a Wall-Modelled LES (LES with a wall model, RANS in this case). The 
problem appears for mesh size in between these two cases. The transitions takes place at about the first 
third of the boundary layer, and the two upper thirds of the boundary layer will then be in LES mode. 
This will reduce the turbulent viscosity and therefore the Reynolds strains.
Therefore, Spalart [7°1 developed the Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation (DDES). The DDES 
introduces a limiter in the length scale (^ in the & — co model) that ensures that the transition will not 
take place in the boundary layer. In the Spalart-Allmaras model, this limiter modifies the parameter r 
(root of the ratio between the length scale and the wall distance):
V/+V
(2.63)
with k the Kitrm&n constant. The term v, + v can be replaced with v in the Spalart-Allmaras model. 
Now rj equals 1 in the logarithmic part of the boundary layer and equals 0 outside the boundary layer, 
v avoids this term to tend to 0 very close to the wall. A new function is defined as:
(2.64)
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f(i equals 1 in the LES zones and 0 elsewhere. The “8”and “3”values are arbitrary and set the shape of 
fy. These value were chosen in order to obtain good results for a planar wall flow.
The new value of the length scale un the Spalart-Allmaras model is now set at:
d = ci~fd max (0, c/ - CDEs&) ■ (2.65)
The RANS zone is defined by fcj = 0 and the LES zone by /'/ = 1. In the case of highly detached flows, 
the detached zone is calculated in LES mode and the transition is quicker, allowing a smaller grey zone.
2.9 Summary of the Turbulence Models Used in this Thesis
A list of the turbulence models used in this paper and the acronyms used to designate them is shown in 
Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: Summary of the turbulence model used in this thesis, as well as their acronyms.
Acronym Description
SA Spalart-Allamaras modcl1^
SALSA Strain-Adaptative Linear Spalart-Allmaras^9^
DBS Detached-Eddy Simulation^61]
DBS SALSA Detached-Eddy Simulation^61]!! with the Strain-Adaptative Linear 
Spalart-Allmaras^"] production term modification
DDES Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation^70]
DDES SALSA Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation^70] with the Strain-Adaptative Lin­
ear Spalart-Allmaras^"] production term modification
/c —CO Wilcox’s £ — co (1994) model13^
/t-co BSL Menter’s & — co Baseline modelt41]
/c-co SST Menter’s k - co Shear-Stress Transport model141]
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Chapter 3
Fluid Domain Modelling Strategy
The use of the HMB solver requires a CFD domain with boundaries far from the rotor. This domain is 
discretised using multi-block structured grids. A meshing method compatible with HMB, and adapted 
to rotor flows, has been used in this work. It uses multi-block topologies, which allow for easy sharing 
of the computational load over multiple processors and can also account for complex geometries. This 
method is described in this chapter followed by the description of the geometric properties of the rotors 
used in this work. The mesh generation was done using ICEM from Ansys.
3.1 Meshing Technique
3.1.1 Computational Domain Geometry
The computational domain is defined as a cylinder around the rotor. The cylinder’s height and radius 
are set between 5 and 10 rotor radii, and 3 to 10 radii respectively, depending on the flight profile, as 
explained in the the following paragraphs.The origin of the reference frame is located on the rotor centre. 
The first blade is located at the positive X-axis, which corresponds to an azimuthal position of VF = 
0 degrees and the rotation is about the Z-axis. For forward flying rotors, the wake will be concentrated 
near the rotor disk plane, and this allows for a narrower domain in the Z-direction. However, a wider
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domain is needed (with respect to a hovering rotor) to accurately capture the wake structure. An example 
of such a domain is shown in Figure 3.1a. The blade is shown in blue, the far field in green and the hub 
in red. The mesh around one blade is first generated and then copied Nt, times to create the complete 
computational domain. A flattened sphere is used to model the hub, limiting the interference with the 
flow field while still generating a wake and interacting with the flow field. The hub is not connected to 
the blades to allow for easy modification of the control angles of the rotor and account for some of the 
vorticity shed near the rotor hub. The hub can be modified to better approximate a real rotor head for 
test cases like the simulation of a complete helicopter. An example of hub shape is shown in Figure 3.2.
For hovering rotors, only a part of the rotor is modelled and higher wake resolution below the 
rotor plane is needed to predict the rotor performance. Since the wake tends to contract below the rotor 
disc, the far field boundary on this side of the domain can be located closer to the rotor (about 3 or 4R). 
High quality wake predictions require the boundary under the blade to be moved down at about 5 to 
1R away from the disk^106^. The spatial flow periodicity allows to compute the flow around one blade 
only, and periodic conditions are used on the planes T = -^ degrees and ^ degrees. The fluid
domain is then reduced to an angle of ^ degrees as shown in Figure 3.1b, with the periodicity planes 
shown in green. The rotor hub is modelled in hover flight by a simple cylinder along the full height of 
the domain. Furthermore, a Froude boundary condition^107! shown in orange and purple is used instead 
of a far field boundary condition to bring the domain boundaries closer to the blade and thus decrease 
the computational costf106i. This boundary condition shown in Figure 3.3 is based on the momentum 
theory and the outflow boundary is located on the lower surface of the cylinder. The velocity on this 
boundary depends on the thrust coefficient and the radius of the outflow part is set as:
^^=0.78 + 0.22exp(^^) (3.1)
with the notations shown in Figure 3.3.
In order to apply the control angles, the blade is rigidly moved to its new position. This ap­
proximation is acceptable since the blade is already missing all the actuators and the exact geometry 
of the hub, which would be too CPU-costly to represent and analyse. Their effect is also expected to
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r (a) Forward flight
Blade
Hub
Foude boundary
condKion:
inflow
Foude boundary
condition:
outflow
Symetry plane
(b) Hover for a four bladed rotor
Figure 3.1: Computational domain geometry for forward flight and hover simulations.
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jP-------- Y
(a) Basic rotor hub geometry
(b) More realistic rotor hub geometry 
Figure 3.2: Hub geometries for forward flight cases.
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Blade
D
^outflow
Figure 3.3: Description of the Froude boundary condition.
be secondary since near the centre of rotation the flow speed is substantially reduced and the resulting 
dynamic head is low.
The geometrical and computational differences are summarised in Table 3.1.
3.1.2 Blade Topology
The rotor multi-block topology was developed in a step-by-step fashion. The starting topology is a C- 
topology around a 2D aerofoil grid as shown in Figure 3.4a. A C-topology allows an adapted mesh to fit 
an aerofoil, following the properties of most sections: a smooth rounded leading edge and a truncated or 
sharp trailing edge. This grid is extruded in order to obtain the mesh around an infinite wing as shown 
in Figure 3.4b. However, to mesh a finite wing with a blunt tip, a structure is required to fit the void 
present in the C-topology from the wing tip to the far field. A double-A topology shown in Figure 3.4c 
is therefore inserted in the hole and projected on the wing tip as shown.
This wing topology is then generalised for rotor blades. The C-topology is embedded in an H-
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V
(a) 2D Aerofoil Section (b) 3D Infinite Wing
Figure 3.4: Multi-block topology for 2D-aerofoils and wings.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of geometry and the computational methods for hovering and forward flying 
rotors.
Flight
Type
Inflow
Height
Outflow
Height
Far Field 
Distance
Hub
Geometry
Hover 2R -4R to -5R 3R to 4R cylinder
Forward 2R -2R to -3R 5R to 107? sphere
Flight Calculation Boundary Number of Blades Inertial
TVpe Type Condition in the Domain Forces
Hover steady Fronde 1 Source term/fixed term
Forward unsteady Far field Moving mesh
O-block structure in order to fill the computational domain. The O-topology is used around the rotor 
rotation axis. Due to the blade-to-blade periodicity of the rotor geometry, the topology around a blade 
is first created and the full grid is then obtained by copying and rotating the grid by 360/jV/, degrees 
(Nb - 1) times.
An example of hover topology is shown in Figure 3.5. The four bladed ONERA 7A rotor is 
chosen here. The tip blocks are projected on the far field as shown in Figure 3.5a with the C-part of the 
mesh in blue. Due to the blunt tip of the blade, a double A-blocking is used from the blade tip to the 
far field. The H-0 blocks embedding the C-blocks and filling in the computational domain are shown in 
white. When looking at slices perpendicular to the blade axis in Figure 3.5b, the C-part is also shown in 
blue and the blade surface in red. The projection of the double A-part (shown in detail in Figure 3.4c) 
on the blade tip is shown, as well as the use of this double-A topology between the root and the hub in 
green.
In the case of sharp blade tips like the ones used on the BERP-tip blade, the block topology was 
modified so that only one block, located on the leading edge of the blade, is added near the tip. This 
block is then extended to the far field. The rear of the C-part is then merged with the sharp trailing 
edge in order to avoid holes in the computational domain. The additional block is needed to keep the 
quality to a reasonable level and this quality could not be reached by just merging the C-blocks located 
around the leading-edge. The modified mesh topology is shown in Figure 3.6. An O-topology can also
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(b) Highlighted multi-block topology near the tip and hub of the rotor
Figure 3.5: Multi-block topology for hovering and forward flying rotors.
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be added inside the leading-edge block at the tip as shown in Figure 3.6c. This addition increases the 
computational cost but allows a better quality of the cells located at the leading edge. This topology is 
used, for example, with DES turbulence models due to their high-quality mesh requirements.
(c) Blunt Tip with O-blocking at the Leading Edge 
Figure 3.6: Multi-block topologies for several blade tips.
In forward flight, the main differences in topology are located close to the hub, with the rest of 
the computational domain unchanged. The new O-H-part over the hub is shown in green in Figure 3.5a. 
The double A-part from the blade root is now projected on the hub as shown in Figure 3.5b. The 
projection of the O-topology on the top surfaces of the hub is also shown. An O-topology can also be 
added around the hub to deal with more complex hub shapes as the one shown in Figure 3.2b.
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3.1.3 Blade Meshing
The various blocks are then meshed. ICEM offers a choice of laws for distributing the nodes along an 
edge. For rotorcraft meshes, four laws are mainly used. L\ denotes the spacing at the first end, L-i the 
spacing at the other end, r\ and r2 the growth ratios at the first and second end of the edge respectively, 
Sj the curvilinear abscissa of the i-th node, N is the number of nodes and / the index of the current node. 
The law is described for an edge with a length of 1.
Exponential law This law distributes the nodes along the edge using the first spacing. The nodes 
location is defined by Si — The R coefficient is set as /? = . This law
allows for an appropriate nodes distribution in the logarithmic part of a viscous boundary layer.
Bigeometric law This law distributes the nodes based on the spacings and the growth ratios at both 
ends. The ratios are applied to the spacing until saturation is reached. If the growth ratios are too 
small to reach saturation, a hyperbolic law is applied instead.
Hyperbolic law This law computes the distribution of the nodes using a hyperbole law and by spec­
ifying the spacings at both ends. The nodes position is computed as 5/ = 2A+^-a)u, ^ =
1 + 3fff’ *1 = M - !• ^ = Vziandb is ob,ainedhy soIvin8 sinhi = ffiTifag-
Half-cosine law The spacing pattern follows a half cycle of a cosine function. The spacings can be set 
at both ends, however due to a possible high growth ratio at the second end, it is recommended not 
to enter any spacing at the second end (spacing set at 0.0). This law is mainly used for clustering 
the nodes around the stagnation point and the trailing edge.
The preceeding laws were applied to an edge with an unit length with 20 nodes, using a length of 0.01 
and a growth ratio of 1.3 at both ends were applicable and the resulting nodes distributions are shown 
in Figure 3.7.
Most of the spacings are defined using the chord length c on the main part of the blade as the 
reference length. The most important spacing is the first wall-distance: this has to be low enough 
to allow capturing the blade geometry and have enough resolution in the boundary layer for viscous
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Half-cosine law:
Bigeometric law
Hyperbolic law:
Exponential law
Figure 3.7: Nodes distribution laws in ICEM.
calculations, while being large enough to keep the computational cost at a reasonable level. Experience 
at Liverpool shows that wall spacing of 10“3c for inviscid flows and 10-5c gives enough resolution in 
the boundary layer and allows fory+ < 1 in the first layer of cell for viscous flows, while keeping the 
cost of the calculation affordable. An exponential law perpendicular to the wall is used. On a blade 
section, at the leading and trailing edges, a half-cosine law is used in order to refine the grid close to 
the stagnation point and the trailing edge. The spacing used for this law is between 10_4c and 10-3c 
depending on how refined the grid is and if the flow is viscous or not. The mesh is also refined in the 
span-wise direction near the tip and the root. Spacings of 10~3c for inviscid cases and 10“4c for viscous 
cases are used with a bigeometric law at moderate coefficients between 1.5 and 1.7, if the target grid size 
allows. A hyperbolic law is used perpendicular to the hub with equivalents wall spacing compared to the 
blade. The use of a hyperbolic law allows smaller spacings at the other end of the edge but the spacing 
increase on the wall side will be high. This allows for the creation of a wake which will interact with the 
flow field around the blade at the back of the disk. Because of the high growth ratios perpendicular to the 
hub surface that the hyperbolic law may result in, the boundary layer may not be well capture, however 
the simulation is not aiming at accurately predicting the flow field and forces on the hub, therefore this 
approximation is acceptable.
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The spacings are then smoothed inside the grid: the spacings at block boundaries are matched 
between adjacent blocks and the spacings are set on the edges using bigeometric laws with low ratios, 
near 1.3 if affordable. The ratios have to be increased behind the trailing edge with the increase of the 
radius due to the small spacings on the trailing edge side, and due to the need of a good quality grid 
coupled with the O-topology, which requires the cell edges to be almost parallel to planes at constant 
azimuth.
(c) dc = 0.45c, Lmax = 0.12c (d) dc = 0.225c, Lmax = 0.06c
Figure 3.8: Effect of an exponential distribution perpendicular to a wall with varying edge length, using 
a typical number of nodes along the edge, dc is the height of the far field and Lmax longest spacing in 
the exponential law.
Care is also needed when locating the face opposite to the blade surface for the blocks in contact 
with the blade. These should be located close to the blade surface to avoid long spacings at the top of it 
due to the exponential distribution, as shown in Figure 3.8. However, it needs to be high enough in order
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to accommodate the blade structural deformations as will be explained in Section 5.1. A recommended 
distance would be between 0.25c and 0.5c and the number of points perpendicular to the blade is set so 
that the spacings due to the exponential law preferably don’t exceed 0.1c.
The requested flow definition also has to be taken into account: the grid has to be fine where 
resolution is needed. In hovering cases, the grid density has to be high along the path of the tip vortex 
in order to give a good resolution of the wake and thus of the rotor performance. The grid must be fine 
enough to accurately capture the tip vortex shed from the preceeding blade without too much dissipation. 
Preferably several vortices should be captured. In forward flight, the propagation of the tip vortices must 
be accurately predicted around the rotor disk due to the strong influence of the wake to the rotor. The 
field outer from the blade tip should also be refined in order to avoid too strong dissipation of vortices 
that may come back in the rotor disk area and influence the flow.
The mesh technique has been applied to multiple rotors and proved flexible enough to deal with 
a whole range of rotors available in the literature. A summary of the rotor grids developed using this 
technique is shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: List of rotors meshed using the multi-block grid techniques of Section 3.1.2.
Rotor Type Blades Tip Geometry
HART-II model 4 blunt
ONERA 7 A/7 AD model 4 blunt
UH-60A main 4 blunt
Tilt-rotor, ADYNE blade propeller 4 blunt
Tilt-rotor, TILTAERO blade propeller 4 blunt
HIMARCS model 4 blunt
SO-1 model 4 blunt
PM-3/4 model 4 sharp
Model main rotor 1 main 5 blunt
Model main rotor 2 main 5 sharp
Tail rotor model 1 tail 2 sharp
Caradonna-Tung model 2 blunt
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3.2 Mesh Topology for the Tilt-rotor Test Case
(b) ADYNE Blade
Figure 3.9: Comparison of the TILTAERO and ADYNE blade planform shapes.
To further demonstrate the flexibility of multi-block grids, the meshing technique developed in 
Section 3.1 was also used to create the mesh around tilt-rotor blades.The tilt rotor grids have to allow 
for large collective settings when used in propeller mode and therefore, the technique had to be adapted. 
The TILTAERO and ADYNE blades were used in this work. The ADYNE blade geometry was obtained 
out of an optimisation process by Beaumier et a/.(|08l The blade planforms are compared in Figure 3.9.
Due to the configuration of the blades of the tilt rotor and the input direction of the flow, the 
block topology had to be adapted. The C-blocks were turned by 90 degrees around the blade axis on 
the far field and now face the top of the cylinder. This allows better mesh quality at high pitch angles 
in propeller mode. The topology can be seen in Figure 3.10. Furthermore, a spinner connected to the 
blades has been added. Without sliding planet62^, HMB can not rigidly rotate the blade to change the
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Figure 3.10: Edge projection on the far-field for a tilt rotor with nacelle. The non-rotating blocks around 
the nacelle are shown in green, the double-A structure from the blade tip in blue, the C-blocks around the 
blade in red and the blocks on top of the spinner in yellow. For the case without nacelle, the projection 
of the blocks is similar.
collective of the blade and this has to be done when the mesh around the blade is created in ICEM. The 
spinner starts with a conical shape as shown in Figure 3.1 la and the cylinder at the bottom of the rotors 
goes along the spinning axis all the way to the far-field. On top of the spinner, the same block structure 
as the one used in forward flight was used.
A nacelle was later added using the sliding plane method available in HMB. The nacelle shape 
was representative of the geometry used in the experimentstl09]. The geometry of the nacelle is shown 
in Figure 3.1 lb. The sliding surface is located very close to the rotor blade due to the proximity of the 
nacelle’s thick upper part with the spinner of the rotor and the root of the blades. The sliding plane 
location can be seen in Figure 3.12.
The new topology was tested for both tilt rotor blades geometries (TILTAERO and ADYNE 
blades) without and with nacelle. Appendix C shows some CFD results for this case.
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(b) Blade and spinner with Nacelle
Figure 3.11: Geometry used for the TILTAERO rotor in the case with and without nacelle. The blade is 
shown in blue, the (rotating) spinner in yellow and the (non-rotating) nacelle in green.
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Figure 3.12: Location of the sliding plane in the grid around the TILTAERO rotor, with the mesh around 
the blade, the nacelle and the sliding plane. The rotor is in green, the nacelle in blue and the sliding 
plane in red (rotor side) and black (nacelle side).
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3.3 Rotor Blade Geometries
3.3.1 The HART-II rotor
Figure 3.13: HART-II blade properties.
The HART-II^49' rotor consists of 4 rectangular blades with a 2 m radius and a chord of 0.121 m. 
The blade properties are shown in Figure 3.13. The blades have a built-in twist of —8 degrees/radius. A 
NACA23012 section is used along the span, and a 5 mm long tab is added at the tip of the blade. The 
shape of the aerofoil as well as the blade planform are described in Figure 3.13. In order to simplify the 
blocking topology, the blunt tip was made sharp. The root cut-out is located at rjR = 0.22.
3.3.2 The UH-60A rotor
The UH-60A11101 rotor has 4 rectangular blades with a swept-back tip. It has a radius of 28.63 ft (8.73 m) 
and a chord of 1.735 ft (0.529 m). The blade properties are shown in Figure 3.14. The tip of the blade
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SC1095SC1095 SC1094R8
SCI095 
SC1094R8
Figure 3.14: UH-60A blade properties.
is swept back at 20 degrees from rjR = 0.93. Two aerofoil sections are used, with linear transitions in 
between: the SC 1095 from rjR = 0.1925 to rjR = 0.4658 and from rjR = 0.8540 to the tip, and the 
SC1094R8 from rjR = 0.4969 to rjR = 0.8230. The blade twist is shown in Figure 3.14.
3.3.3 The ONERA 7A and TAD rotors
The ONERA 7A and ONERA 7AD^45J rotors are 4-bladed with a diameter of 4.2 m and a chord of 
0.14m. The 7A blade has a rectangular planform with a square tip, while the 7AD blade has a swept- 
back parabolic tip with a small anhedral from rjR — 0.925. Blade planforms and properties are shown 
in Figure 3.15. Both rotors use the same aerofoil distributions based on the OA213 from the root to 
0.75/? and the OA209 from 0.90/? to the tip. Linear blending is used between the two sections. The 
twist distribution of this rotor is shown in Figure 3.15.
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OA213 OA209
OA209
OA213
>» 0
Figure 3.15: ONERA 7A and ONERA 7AD blade properties.
3.3.4 Summary of the rotor properties
The main properties of the various rotors used in this work are shown in Table 3.3. The properties of 
the other rotors meshed using the technique explained in this Chapter are described in Appendix A.
Table 3.3: Comparison of the geometrical properties of the rotors used in this work.
Rotor Blades
Number
Aspect
Ratio
Aerofoil
Sections
Linear
Twist
HART-II 4 16.528 NACA23012 with tab —8deg/7?
UH-60A 4 15.476 SC 1095 and SC1094R8 -20deg//?
ONERA 7A/7AD 4 15 OA209 and OA213 —8 deg//?
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Figure 3.16: Notation for cell skewness definition.
3.4 Mesh Quality Assessment
The mesh quality has then to be assessed. Two criteria were used: the cell volume and the cell skewness, 
defined as:
Sk = max(n/• n,) , i^j , (3.2)
where n, is the normal of the i-th face with the notations shown in Figure 3.16. The cell volumes are 
checked as all being positive. The skewness also has to be kept within reasonable levels.
The quality is demonstrated for a UH-60A rotor blade mesh in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. The grid 
is adapted for hover flight, with a cylindrical hub and a refined area under the blade. The grid contains 
8.6 million nodes. The refinement under the blade tip area is clearly visible in the cell volumes plot. 
Despite a high increase of the cell volume being expected at increasing radii due to the O-topology, the 
cell volume is still set at a rather low level, allowing for a lower numerical diffusion of the tip vortex. The 
skewness shows that highly skewed cells tend to be out of the C-part of the mesh where a high quality 
is needed in order to accurately predict the flow field around the aerofoil and the tips. The skewness on 
the leading edge is one of the main problems linked to this grid topology due to the high suction that 
appears on the blade tip leading edge when the blade tip is blunt. If the quality of the mesh needs to be 
increased, an O-grid can be introduced in the block at the leading edge, allowing a smoother grid at the 
leading edge while increasing the computational cost and introducing constraints on the mesh in other 
parts as shown in Figure 3.6c.
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Figure 3.17: Mesh quality assessment on a UH-60A rotor grid for hover — Cell volume.
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Chapter 4
Blade Structural Modelling Methods
Blade structures are often modelled as beams, since their properties are mainly distrubuted in the span- 
wise direction and 1-D Finite element models (FEM) can be used. In this work, the beam modelling 
approach has been chosen, as it is also well adapted to the blade geometry: the blade span tends to be 
much larger than the chord and the aerofoil thickness.
4.1 Modal Approach
For forward flying rotors, the modal approach is used to lower the cost of computing the blade defor­
mations. It expresses the blade deformation as a function of the blade eigenmodes. The blade shape <]) 
is then described as a sum of eigenvectors representing the blade displacements for each eigenmode 
multiplied by the coefficient a,-:
llm
<l> = <|>o + 2 «/<!>/ (4.1)
/=!
where (|>o is the undeformed eigenvector. The problems is then reduced to solving for the coefficients a,-.
In the modal approach, the coefficients can be obtained by solving the following differential 
equation:
d2a/ dctj 9
-^2“ + 2^/co/^- + co,2 a, = f • (j)/ (4.2)
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where f are the external forces applied to the blade projected at each structural node, co, is the eigenpul- 
sation and the structural damping coefficient, which tends to be small.
For hovering rotors, a static deformation under a prescribed loading was found more adapted to 
the steadiness of the problem and therefore used.
4.2 Structural Models: Finite Element Models
In order to solve the blade eigenmodes, a finite element model is used due to the complexity of getting 
analytical solutions for problem with the complex blade properties. Two methods were compared: the 
Myklestad’s method described in Appendix B and a finite-element model using NASTRANt'1^. Myk- 
lestad’s method is simple and allows for quick evaluation of the eigenmodes and natural frequencies, 
however, the numerical stability of the method induces limitations on the rotational speed range and the 
range of natural frequencies. Therefore NASTRAN was used in this work to extract the blade natural 
frequencies and vectors.
4.2.1 Structural Model Design
y elem
Figure 4.1: CBEAM/PBEAM element properties, from lml.
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In NASTRAN, the blades are modelled using CBEAM elements with a set of PBEAM proper­
ties. CBEAM/PBEAM element properties are shown in Figure 4.1. These elements allow the use of the 
following properties:
• chordwise and flnpwise area moment of inertia (/c, If) defined at each end of the beam with a 
linear variation, intermediate values can be added,
• torsional stiffness (J) defined at each end of the beam with a linear variation, intermediate values 
can be added,
• linear mass distribution^/;?) defined at each end of the beam with a linear variation, intermediate 
values can be added,
• location of the shear centre compared to the actual node location (v?0, v^) allows for the 
structural model to be located on the quarter chord line,
• mass centre position relative to the shear centre z„,aiyn,b, zmb) defined at each end of the 
beam with a linear variation,
• neutral axis relative to the shear centre (y,m zna,y„bi znb) defined at each end of the beam with 
a linear variation,
• radius of gyration defined at each end of the beam with a linear variation.
Inertial forces and an arbitrary loading can be introduced using RFORCE and PLOAD entries respec­
tively.
The blade properties are usually spread on 25 to 100 CBEAM elements along the blade span. 
This number of elements is shown to be sufficient for the modal analysis (see Section 4.3.3) and gave a 
fine enough base for the interpolation on the fluid grid. The interpolation of the structural movements to 
a group of triangular elements covering the blade surface perpendicular to the vertical axis was helped 
by the use of CBARS connected to the CBEAM nodes and going in the chordwise direction. A typical 
rotor blade model is shown in Figure 4.9.
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4.2.2 Eigenmodes Extraction
The blade eigenmodes are extracted using SOL 106 of NASTRAN with the Modified GIVens (MGIV) 
Method. The SOL 106 is a non-linear simulation, allowing to extract both the static deformation under 
a prescribed loading and the structure eigenmodes. The centrifugal forces are taken into account in the 
stiffness matrix by recomputing them after each iteration to update their orientation in the local beam 
element frame. The eigenvectors are then extracted with the modified Givens (MGIV) method^111!.
The MGIV method first rearranges the matrix of the eigenvalue problem using a Cholesky de­
composition of the positive definite matrix:
K + ^M = LL7’ (4.3)
where Xs > 0 is selected by the program.
The eigenvector equation is then written as:
[j — Xl] w — 0, <
J = L“1ML
(4.4)
The J matrix is then converted to a tridiagonal matrix using Givens’ method. The eigenvalues 
of this tridiagonal matrix are then extracted using a modified QR algorithm^112!. The eigenvectors are 
computed over the specified range. The physical eigenvectors are then recovered as:
u = Lr’ (4.5)
the modal matrix is calculated using:
Mw0/ = 4>rM<I>. (4.6)
Mnodal is then decomposed following
M^modal — IJ L, (4.7)
*7"and the refined eigenvectors are found by a forward pass on the equation:
LOr = <I»r (4.8)
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4.3 Blade Eigenmodes Demonstration and Validation
NASTRAN analyses were compared to experimental results for several test cases including Wilkie’s 
blade^, the UH-60A blade!110] and the HART-II blade£49L
4.3.1 Wilkie’s Blade Validation
The first validation was realised on Wilkie’s blade!3!. This blade was experimentally tested and the 
natural frequencies were extracted. The main blade properties were also measured and are shown in 
Figure 4.2. The blade natural frequencies were tested for non-rotating and rotating rotors with the 
rotational speed varying between 150 and 660RPM. This rotor was chosen to assess both NASTRAN 
and the Myklestad’s method.
The blade was divided into 51 CBEAM elements along the quarter chord line. The attachment 
on the hub consisted of a lead-lag damper, modelled as a perfect elastic CELAS2 element and the blade 
root was rigidly attached to the hub in translation, and no torsion was allowed on the hub attachment. 
The blade model is shown in Figure 4.3 comparison between the experimental measurements and the 
simulation results is shown in Figure 4.4.
The Myklestad’s method showed very strong limitations on the frequency range of both the 
natural frequencies and rotational speed due to numerical stability issues. The results however proved 
accurate when in the non-rotating test-case. However, for a rotating blade, the frequency are over­
predicted. Therefore, it was decided to only use the NASTRAN finite element for the rest of this work. 
The test case is entered in NASTRAN as shown in Table 4.1. The included nasamodel file contains 
the blade structural model data as MAT, GRID, CBEAM and PBEAM entries, as shown in Table 4.2. 
The amplitude can be scaled either to a unit mass or a unit maximum displacement (in translation or 
rotation). The default scaling is the mass one.
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(a) Sectional area and linear mass distribution (1 in2 = 6.45 x 10~4m2 and 
1 Ib/in = 17.86kg/m)
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(b) Chordwise, flapwise and torsional area moments of inertia 
(1 in4 = 4.16 x 10_7m4)
Figure 4.2: Main properties of Wilkie’s blade.
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Table 4.1: NASTRAN input file for Wilkie’s blade case.
Instruction Description
1 PROJ='WILKIE' Project name
2 ID NASA ROTOR Project ID
3 SOL 106 Solution number
4 TIME 20 Maximum computational time
5 CEND End of execution control section
6 TITLE=NASA SHAKE TEST ROTOR Case name
7 LABEL=CF LOAD 11 HZ ROTATION Case label
8 SUBTITLE= NORMAL MODES RESTART SOL 106 Case sub-name
9 ECHO=BOTH Print sorted and unsorted bulk data in the output
10
11
DISP=ALL Generate the displacements of all grids
12 OLOAD=ALL Print the applied loads in the output
13 SEALL=ALL All superelements matric need to be generated 
and assembled
14 LOAD=1 Loading ID
15 NLPARM=100 Non-linear parameters ID
15
16
METHOD=10 eigenvalue extraction method ID
17 BEGIN BULK Start the bulk data cards
18 PARAM, TINY, 0.999 Do not display elements with small energy
19 PARAM, GRDPNT, 0 Reference GRID point for the weight genera­
tion, 0=(0.,0.,0.)
20 PARAM, MAXRATIO,1.+13 Min. eigenvalue ratio for the matrix to be con­
sidered as singular
21 PARAM, COUPMASS,! Use coupled masses
22 PARAM, WTMASS, 0.00259 Scale the masses if using a non-consistent unit 
system
23 PARAM, AUTOSPC,YES Remove very small degrees of freedom
24 PARAM, LGDISP, 1 Enable the large displacement capability
25 PARAM, NMLOOP, 1 Compute the normal modes with the update 
nonlinear stiffness
26 NLPARM, 100, 2, , ITER, 1 Non-linear calculation entry
27 PARAM, TESTNEG, 1 Continue if negative terms are encountered on 
the factor diagonal
28 EIGR, 10, MGIV, 0., 100. Eigenvalue extraction method
29 RFORCE, 1, 0, , 11., 0., 0., 1., 2 Inertial forces
30 INCLUDE 'nasamodel' Include the entries from the ’nasamodel’ file
31 ENDDATA End of the input file
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CBEAM
Centre of rotation 
Lead-lag spring
Figure 4.3: Wilkie’s rotor blade model in NASTRAN.
Table 4.2: NASTRAN input file for Wilkie’s blade properties.
Instruction Description
1 MAT1, 1000 1.0+7, , 0.3 MAT1, ID, E, G, Poisson’s coefficient.
2 GRID, 200, ooooooro 1234 GRID, ID,, X, Y, Z,, Boundary condi­
tion.
3 CBEAM, 200 200, 200, 201, 0.0, 1.0 , 0.0 CBEAM, ID, PBEAM ID, Endl GRID 
ID, End2 GRID ID, Xorientation, Yori- 
entation, Zorientation
3 CBEAM, 200, 200, 200, 201, 0.0, 1.0 , 0.0 CBEAM, ID, PBEAM ID, Endl GRID 
ID, End2 GRID ID, orientation vector 
(X,Y,Z)
4 PBEAM, 200, 1000, 5.500, 0.5000 , o. 5000, , PBEAM, ID, As, Ic, /y, 1crossi JWa
, 0.2632, 0.42511,+P2001
5 +P2001, , t $ i t $ t +P2002
6
7
8
+P2002, , , , 2.200-1 ntB
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the natural frequencies on Wilkie’s blade predicted by NASTRAN and the 
Myklestad’s method with experimental results.
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The output file, with a .f06 ending, contains both the natural frequencies and displacements. The 
output file contains first the natural frequencies for every mode, which are presented as shown:
REAL EIGENVALUES
MODE EXTRACTION EIGENVALUE RADIANS CYCLES GENERALIZED GENERALIZED
NO. ORDER MASS STIFFNESS
1 1 - 3.523759E-08 1.077168E-04 2.987605E-05 1.OOOOOOE+OO -3.523759E-08
The CYCLE field contains the natural frequencies and the GENERALIZED MASS field contains 
the mass (here the mode was mass scaled, meaning that the amplitude was scaled so that the mode scale 
reached one). The mode shape is then described for each eigenvalue:
CYCLES - 2.987605E-05 REAL EIGENVECTOR NO. 1
POINT ID. TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
200 G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.470830E-01 2.683275E-29
(...)
1051 G 3.734695E-08 2.332878E+01 -S.448011E-06 2.607854E-09 4.200116E-07 4.5249S7E-01
For each grid node (identified by its ID in the first row), the displacements along the X-, Y- and 
Z-axis (Tl, T2 and T3) are presented followed by the rotation around the X-, Y- and Z-axis (Rl, R2 and 
R3).
NASTRAN predictions were relatively close to the experimental results, however, the error in­
creased with the frequency, and the first torsional frequency is under-predicted by about 10Hz. Wilkie^ 
had the same error and point out the link between the rotor head and the blade not being modelled but 
being replaced by a rigid link between the two in the analysis.
A more detailed description can be found in the HMB Technical Note TN09-002.
4.3.2 UH-60A Blade Validation
The second validation of the NASTRAN structural modelling technique was done on the UH-60A rotor 
blade. The UH-60A blade properties are shown in Figure 4.5 and were obtained from Hamade et alSA\ 
The blade natural frequencies were measured by Kufeld et alSn3\ The experiment was done for a blade 
suspended to the roof by four elastic strings. The experiment aimed at reproducing a free-free condition
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Figure 4.5: Main properties of the UH-60A rotor blade.
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(a) General view (b) Zoom on the root
Figure 4.6: Hanging UH-60A blade model in NASTRAN.
for the test. The blade model is shown in Figure 4.6 and contains 89 CBEAM elements along the quarter 
chord line, with the nodes being spaced by .01^?. The four attachment strings are modelled as elastic 
elements and the shaker is modelled as CBAR elements. The main difference in the NASTRAN deck, 
apart from the FEM model is the loading: the inertial forces entry (RFORCE) has been replaced with a 
gravity entry, set to 32.174ft/s2 (9.807m/s2):
GRAY,21,0,32.174,0.0,-1.0,0.0
The natural frequencies obtained from the NASTRAN model compared well with experimental 
measurements, as shown in Figure 4.7. The eigenmode shapes are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Modal frequencies (Hz)
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1 I I T
Experiment
NASTRAN
Figure 4.7: Comparison of the natural frequencies obtained by NASTRAN for a hanging UH-60A blade 
with experimental measurements from Kufeld et a/Jll3K
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(a) First flapping mode at 4.36Hz
Bl*d« without deformation
2nd Dapping
(b) Second flapping mode at 12.81 Hz
D47/R'
(c) Second flapping mode at 25.09Hz
Figure 4.8: Eigenmodes of a non-rotating UH-60A blade. Continued.
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(d) First chordwise mode at 25.55Hz
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Figure 4.8: Eigenmodes of a non-rotating UH-60A blade. Concluded.
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Evolution of the Eigenmode Shapes w ith the Rotational Speed
The blade was later modelled as part of a full rotating rotor. In order to simulate the blade attachment to 
the rotor, the blade root was fixed in translation as well as in rotation around the X-axis which represents 
the blade pitch axis. This corresponds to a blade root that is fixed in space and can only rotate about the 
flap and lead-lag planes. The approximation of a fixed rotation around the span axis in order to simulate 
the collective setting command was deemed acceptable to model the usually complex rotor head. A 
lead-lag damper is added as a linear elastic element creating a moment that is a function of the lead-lag 
angle. Its strength was set at 3531bf.fi/rad (478.6Nm/rad). A flapping spring with the same strength 
was also added for computational stability. The new blade model is shown in Figure 4.9.
Z
CBEAM
Centre of Rotation 
RBARS
Figure 4.9: Rotating UH-60A blade model.
The evolution of the eigenmodes and natural frequencies with the rotational speed was analysed 
in NASTRAN. The rotational speed tested were between 0 and 300RPM with the rotor nominal rota­
tional speed being 258 RPM. The natural frequencies evolution with the rotational speed is shown in 
Figure 4.10. Due to the increased stiffness of the blade from the rotation, the natural frequencies tend 
to increase at variable speeds. The most stable natural frequencies are the torsional natural frequencies. 
Some natural frequencies cross and some interact as also shown by Bramwell^1141.
The effect of the increased stiffness is also visible on the eigenmodes shape evolution shown in
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Figure 4.11. The increase in the rotational speed moved the peaks of the eigenmodes further outward.
77 7 Z
/ / / /
C 40
Rotational speed (QyQnom)
Figure 4.10: Evolution of the frequency of the various modes of the UH-60A blade with the rotational 
speed of the rotor. 0„om = 258 RPM. F denotes a flapping mode, C a chordwise mode and T a torsional 
mode.
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(a) Second flapping mode
0* r/ft 0*
(b) Third flapping mode
(c) First torsional mode
Figure 4.11: Evolution of the UH-60A eigenmode shapes with the rotational speed. Continued,
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(d) Second chordwise mode
TTZ ' 0 4 r/R 0 8 08
(e) Forth flapping mode
(f) Fifth flapping mode
Figure 4.11: Evolution of the UH-60A eigenmode shapes with the rotational speed. Concluded
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4.3.3 HART-II Blade Demonstration
Assessment of the Influence of the Number of Elements
A structural model for the HART-II was also developed. The blade properties were obtained in t11 5^ and 
are shown in Figure 4.12.
The HART-II rotor has been chosen to assess the dependency of the results to the model size. 
For this test, the number of elements was modified in the main part of the blade with constant properties 
but kept unchanged in the root area were the properties are varying. The blade is linked to the hub by not 
allowing any translation of the root or around the blade axis, but rotation around the Y- and Z-axis (flap 
and lead-lag motions respectively) are free. Lead-lag and flap dampers with stiffnesses of 253N/rad 
each were added. The coarser model contained 13 elements, and the finer grid was obtained by dividing 
each element on the main part of the blade in two, leading to model sizes of 17, 25,40 and 71 elements. 
The natural frequencies obtained with the various models are shown in Figure 4.13. The frequencies 
were well converged from 25 elements. The higher number of elements tended to mainly modify the 
frequencies of the higher natural frequency modes. For the rest of this work, the blade model containing 
40 elements will be used and is shown in Figure 4.14.
Validation of the Structural Model Against FEM Analysis of DLR
DLR published in i115i the HART-II eigenmodes shape and frequencies obtained through an in-house 
finite-element code. These results were used to validate the present structural model for NASTRAN. 
For the HART-II experimental setup presented in Section 8.4, the blade was clamped to the hub to match 
the experimental measurements. The comparison of the natural frequencies predicted by NASTRAN 
with the ones from the DLR is shown in Figure 4.15. NASTRAN predictions compare well with the 
DLR ones, except for the first torsional mode at low rotational speed where NASTRAN predicts lower 
frequencies. However, the predictions are equivalent at the nominal rotational speed (1040RPM). The 
blade shape predictions at the nominal rotational speed are compared in Figure 4.16. Two main differ­
ences appear between the predictions. Firstly the maximum of the flapping modes are more outward
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Figure 4.12: Main properties of the HART-II rotor blade.
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of the natural frequencies of the HART-11 blade with the number of elements on 
the structural model, at the nominal rotational speed.
in the NASTRAN predictions and tend to have a higher amplitude relatively to the tip displacement. 
Secondly, the boundary condition at the root of the blade seems to be different: the tangent of the blade 
is fixed in the NASTRAN predictions while it seems to have some rotational freedom in the DLR model. 
This might explain the difference in location for the peaks of the eigenmodes. The difference in bound­
ary condition created a large difference in torsion at the root of the blade for the torsional mode: the 
torsion was set to zero in NASTRAN while it had some freedom in the DLR model. The shape of the 
eigenmode is however the same if this offset is not taken into account.
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Figure 4.14: HART-II blade structural model.
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Figure 4.15: HART-II blade natural frequencies evolution with the rotational speed: comparison of the 
NASTRAN predictions (solid lines) with the DLRtl,5l ones (symbols). Sinom = 1040RPM. F denotes a 
flapping mode, C a chordwise mode and T a torsional mode.
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HART-II Documentation'
NASTRAN
(a) Flapping eigenmodes (b) Lead-lag eigenmodes
HART-II Documentation 
HART-II Documentation (Root 
NASTRAN
(c) Torsional eigenmodes
Figure 4.16: Comparison of the eigenmode shapes prediction from NASTRAN (solid lines) and the 
DLR (symbols) at the nominal rotational speed.
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Aeroelastic Coupling Method for 
Rotors
The aeroelastic coupling can be divided in three repeated steps:
• transfer of the fluid loads to the structural model,
• computation of the blade shape,
• transfer of the blade structural deformation back to the fluid grid.
The main problem associated with the information transfer comes with the size difference between the 
blade surface in the fluid mesh (typically more than 10000 nodes) and the structural beam model (typi­
cally 50 nodes). Therefore an interpolation method is needed. To transfer the fluid loads from the CFD 
simulation to the structural model, a simple addition of the forces from the cells on the blade surface is 
sufficient to obtain a sufficient level of accuracy for the forces. The transfer of the structural deformation 
to the fluid mesh requires an advanced interpolation able to deal with the strong deformations a rotor 
can undergo during its flight. A new method developed for HMB has been developed and is introduced 
in this chapter before presenting the aeroelastic coupling method.
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5.1 Mesh Deformation Method for Rotor Blades
The deformation of the fluid mesh is done in three main steps. Firstly, the constant volume tetrahe­
dron (CVT) method is used to interpolate the deformed shape of the blade surface. Secondly, the block 
vertices are moved accordingly to the spring analogy method (SAM). Finally, the full mesh is regener­
ated with a trans-finite interpolation (TFI).
5.1.1 Constant Volume Tetrahedron
Method Description
F
Figure 5.1: Notations for the projection of a point from the fluid grid (F) with a structural ele­
ment (S\,S2,Si)
The Constant Volume Tetrahedron (CVT) method was developed by Gourat"6^. This method 
projects each fluid node to the nearest structural triangular element and moves it linearly with the ele­
ment.
The first step in order to calculate the transformation is to find the nearest triangular element 
(5|,52,53) to each fluid point (F) as shown in Figure 5.1. Then, the location of the fluid element can be 
expressed as follows:
c = aa + pb-t-yd (5.1)
where a = S\S2, b = S\S$, c = S\F and d = a Ab. The coefficients a, P andy can then be expressed as:
(a ‘c) llb|l2 — (a • b) (b • c)
a||2||b||2 — (a • b)2
(b • c) |lal|2 — (a • b) (a • c) 
llal|2||b||2 — (a • b)2
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Y ||a||2||b||2-(a.b)2'
The new position of the deformed blade fluid point is obtained by calculating:
c' = aa' + pb'+Y^,
where a', b\ c' and d' are the same vectors after the structural deformation.
Demonstration of the CVT for Rotor Blades
Two test cases representative of the various geometries for rotor blade have been chosen to validate 
the blade deformation method. The HART-II and its rectangular geometry is representative of the most 
basic geometries, while the UH-60A blade is used to demonstrate the method for more advanced tip 
shapes. CVT was applied to the blade surface and the general smoothness of the blade surface was then 
assessed.
Example on a rectangular blade: the HART-II blade The HART-II blade was described in 3.3.1. A 
grid adapted for a hovering rotor was used, with a size of 8.9Mnodes. CVT was first applied to the blade 
surface and the surface was inspected for discrepancies. A deformed surface with a mild deformation 
typical of an in-flight deformation is shown in Figure 5.2. The second flapping mode with an amplitude 
of 0.1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude of -5 degrees at the tip were applied to 
the blade surface. CVT coped well with this deformation keeping a smooth surface on the whole blade 
and equivalent spacings. This is particularly visible at the tip of the blade where the surface quality has 
to be kept due to the high suction on the blunt tip and the vortex formation.
CVT was then used to apply a strong deformation to the blade. The amplitude of the second 
flapping mode was increased to 1c at the tip and the amplitude of the first torsional mode to —10 degrees. 
The blade surface is shown in Figure 5.3. Despite the strong deformation, the blade surface is still good 
enough for a fluid computation, and the grid at the tip remained properly fine as needed to predict the 
vortex formation.
(5.4)
(5.5)
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Figure 5.2: HART-11 blade surface deformation obtained by CVT when applying the second flapping 
mode with an amplitude of 0.1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude of-5 degrees 
at the tip. The undeformed blade is in grey and the deformed one in blue.
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Figure 5.3: HART-II blade surface deformation obtained by CVT when applying the second flapping 
mode with an amplitude of 1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude of — lOdegrees 
at the tip. The undeformed blade is in grey and the deformed one in blue.
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Figure 5.4: UH-60A blade surface deformation obtained by CVT when applying the second flapping 
mode with an amplitude of 0.1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude of-5 degrees 
at the tip. The undeformed blade is in grey and the deformed one in blue.
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Example on a blade with swept-back tip: the UH-60A blade The previous encouraging results lead 
to the test of a different rotor geometry. The UH-60A rotor blade described in section 3.3.2 was used to 
test the method compatibility with a swept-back tip. The grid was designed for a hovering rotor and had 
a size of 8.9M nodes. The same mild deformation was first used: the second flapping mode was used 
with an amplitude of 0.1c upward at the tip and the first torsional mode was used with an amplitude of 
—5 degrees at the tip. The surface deformation is shown in Figure 5.4. The blade surface proved smooth 
once again after deformation, and the tip area kept the high quality mesh on the blade surface.
Figure 5.5: UH-60A blade surface deformation obtained by CVT when applying the second flapping 
mode with an amplitude of 1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude of -lOdegrees 
at the tip. The undeformed blade is in grey and the deformed one in blue.
A stronger deformation using the second flapping mode with an amplitude of 1c upward and the 
first torsional mode with an amplitude of— lOdegrees at the tip were then applied. The deformed blade 
surface is shown in Figure 5.5. The flapping amplitude at the tip is increased due to the offset between
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the quarter chord line at the tip and the blade main axis. This strong deformation did not introduce 
surface discrepancies.
No in-flight measurements of the blade deformation were carried out, and model rotors tend to 
be stiffer than real blades. However, Datta etal. ^Il7' predicted for the UH-60A rotor a deformation 
up to —9degrees in torsion, using the air-loads to assess the actual blade shape. This deformation was 
obtained for a high-speed flight, and is considered as extreme. Therefore, the proposed method appears 
to be able to cope with large rotor blade deformations in flight.
Figure 5.6: Discontinuities in the mesh obtained by the use of CVT in the blocks in contact with the 
blade surface.
CVT is an efficient deformation method, however, it showed limitations when used further from 
the blade surface. This is visible in Figure 5.6, showing the mesh deformation when the CVT is applied
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to the full blocks in contact with the blade. Strong discontinuities in the mesh appear on the block 
surfaces opposite to the blade, and the resulting cell skewness does not allow for a CFD calculation to 
be carried out on this mesh.
(a) Undefonned
V
(c) Strong torsion
Figure 5.7: Deformation of three mesh lines (black) at various height from the structural model (blue) 
with a torsional deformation. The undeformed structural shape is shown in dashed lines.
The linear association with the triangular structural elements can create discontinuities between 
two nodes close to each other, but associated with two different structural elements. If two of these fluid 
nodes are associated with two different neighbour elements which are angled in the deformed shape, the 
linear association means that they will move according to their corresponding elements, and the distance 
between the two nodes will be increased with the node height. This is shown in Figure 5.7, and also 
available as an animation in the CD attached to this thesis. A torsional difference was applied between 
the extremities of the structural elements in blue at both ends, the first one being small and the second
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one strong. Three lines of nodes projected on the triangular elements are represented: the first one on 
the structural model surface, the second one at a height of 0.1 / and the third one at a height of 0.6/ with 
/ the side length of the structural model. The mild torsional deformation is well coped with for the two 
first lines, however on the top line, the junction between the nodes projected on each element already 
shows a high level of deformation. When the structural deformation becomes strong, this line deforms 
at a very high level and might create cells with negative volumes on a blade mesh. The two lower lines 
however showed reasonable deformations for such a strong deformation.
Therefore the mesh deformation away from the blade surface has to be performed with a different 
method. A transfinite interpolation (TFI) of the mesh was therefore introduced in the C-part of the mesh.
5.1.2 Trans-Finite Interpolation
Due to the CVT limitations further from the blade surface, it was decided to interpolate the mesh for 
blocks in direct contact with the blade. The Trans-Finite Interpolation (TFI) is used in order to re­
interpolate the cells inside these blocks.
Method Description
Figure 5.8: Notation for the TFI application on a block face.
The Trans-Finite Interpolation (TFI), described by Dubuc et a/J118^, is used for interpolating 
the block face deformation from the edge deformations and then the full block deformation from the 
deformation of the block faces.
The mesh deformation uses a weighted approach to interpolate a face/block from the boundary
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vertices/surfaces respectively. The weight depends on the curvilinear coordinate divided by the length 
of the curve. The notation used here is shown in Figure 5.8. The generation of the mesh on a block face 
(X[,X2,X3,X4) can be expressed as:
dx(5,1!) = f, (i; ,-n) + ^(Ti) [dx, (5) - f, (i;, 0)] + (|>20(il )[<i« ($) - ft (S, 1 )|, (5.6)
where fi is defined as:
fi (5.) = V? (S )dx4 (fi) + V? (4) dx2 (fi), (5.7)
with dxj, dx2, dxa and dx4 representing the displacements of the four faces corners and <|) and \j/ 
representing the blending functions in the fi and § directions. The blending functions are expressed as 
a function of the stretching functions s\,S2, S3 and 54:
v?(5) = l-*i($) (5.8)
V20(S) = Kit) (5.9)
<t>l°(fi) = 1-J4(fi) (5.10)
<ta°(fi) = S2(fi). (5.11)
(5.12)
The stretching function S{ is defined by:
xix(^)O)
xlx2 (5.13)
where X1X2 is the curvilinear length between xj and X2. .s'2, ^3 and 54 are defined in a similar way for the 
curves *2*3, X3X4 and X4X1 respectively. The interpolation of the inside of the block from the shape of 
the block faces follows the same method.
Demonstration of the TFI with CVT for Rotor Blades
This interpolation was introduced in the blade-adjacent blocks after having moved the blade surface 
using CVT giving good results in terms of mesh quality. The same test cases and the same grids were 
used as in the previous section.
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(b) Mid-span section
(c) Tip section
Figure 5.9: Evolution of the mesh quality for the HART-II blade in sections perpendicular to the blade: 
the surface deformation was applied with CVT and the blocks around the blade were computed with 
TFI. The second flapping mode with an amplitude of 0.1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an 
amplitude of —5degrees at the tip were used.
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Example on a rectangular blade: the HART-II blade The CVT was first applied on the blade 
surface, and TFI was used to recreate the mesh inside the blocks in direct contact with the blade. The 
second flapping mode with an amplitude of 0.1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude 
of —5 degrees at the tip were applied to the blade. The blade quality evolution due to the changes in 
three sections perpendicular to the blade is shown in Figure 5.9. Two criteria were used: the volume 
ratio Vr = {gy and the grid skewness described in Section 3.4. The volume and quality changes are 
limited to the blocks around the blade. Despite the strong modification of the volumes at the tip due 
to the blade movement (more than 50%), the grid skewness was kept within reasonable values. The 
main skewness increase is however located at the leading edge at the tip, which is critical due to the 
importance of keeping a high quality in this area.
Example on a rectangular blade with a swept-back tip: the UH-60A blade The same criteria were 
used at four sections perpendicular to the UH-60A blade. Those are shown in Figure 5.10. The blade 
was deformed following the second flapping mode with an amplitude of 0.05c at the tip and the first 
torsional mode with an amplitude of —2.5 degrees at the tip. Due to the swept-back tip coupled to the 
torsional deformation and the close location of the block boundaries from the blade surface, the changes 
could not be increased without an unacceptable loss of quality for the mesh. The volume changes were 
very high at the tip of the blade. The skewness was also increased above the surface of the blade at the 
tip, and this is probably just acceptable.
Limitations of CVT on the blade surface with TFI
TFI is not able to move the block edges if the vortices are not moved. Therefore, if the blade deformation 
amplitude brings the blade close to the C-part boundary, TFI will not be able to generate a good quality 
mesh around the blade. However, the C-part of the mesh can be located no further than 0.25c from the 
blade, which is not acceptable for the high deformations the blade might undergo. Figure 5.11 shows 
what happens if a deformation with a higher amplitude than the distance of the C-part of the mesh is 
added to the blade. The CVT moves the blade to its final position, and the TFI generates a mesh that
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(a) Root section
(c) Sweep-back start section
(d) Tip section
Figure 5.10: Evolution of the mesh quality for the UH-60A blade in sections perpendicular to the blade: 
the surface deformation was applied with CVT and the blocks around the blade were computed with 
TF1. The second flapping mode with an amplitude of 0.05c at the tip and the first torsional mode with 
an amplitude of —2.5 degrees at the tip were used.
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Figure 5.11: Limitations on the displacement amplitude due to the use of CVT and TF1. The blade tip 
was moved vertically with an amplitude of 0.6c. Contours of the cell skewness are represented with 
every third mesh line shown.
is not usable for CFD. To overcome this limit, the boundaries of the blocks around the blades also have 
to be moved according to the blade deformation, and damping must be introduced when getting further 
from the blade to get no deformation at the calculation boundaries. Particular attention must also be paid 
to the mesh quality close to the blade as CFD calculations are extremely sensitive to a loss of quality in 
the refined mesh parts close to the blade.
5.1.3 Spring Analogy Method
The method developed for HMB first deforms the blade surface using CVT, then obtains the updated 
block vertex positions via spring analogy method (SAM) and finally generates the full mesh via TFI. 
The TFI first interpolates the block edges and faces from their new vertex positions and then interpolates 
the full mesh from the surfaces. This method uses the properties of multi-block meshes and maintains 
efficiency as the number of blocks increases, particularly in the spanwise blade direction. The use of 
spring analogy on the block vertices only allows for efficient calculation, large deformations of the blade 
and good mesh quality.
The SAM 119J consists of adding springs on each surface side and diagonal of the mesh, as shown 
in Figure 5.12. The springs along the sides of the surfaces tend to avoid large compression or dilatation 
of the block surfaces and the ones on the diagonals tend to limit skewness, which is critical in some
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Figure 5.12: Projection of the fluid grid on the structural model through CVT. (a) Blade structural model, 
(b) Blade shape, (c) Fluid mesh block boundaries, (d) springs for the spring analogy not in contact of 
the blade and (e) springs for the spring analogy in contact of the blade
parts of the mesh like the tip of the blade where the cells are usually skewed.
The strength of the springs is set as the inverse of their length and the springs in contact with the 
blade are usually made stiffer in order to make the blocks close to the blade surface extremely rigid. An 
example of spring location and stiffness for a C-mesh around an airfoil is shown in Figure 5.12, where 
the springs on two faces are shown with black and red dashed lines. The black lines represent the normal 
springs inside the computational domain and the red ones are in contact with the blade and are therefore 
made stiffer. The force on each vertex is calculated as the sum of the forces due to the neighbouring 
springs:
F/=S^(6y-8/), (5.14)
;=i
where is the stiffness of the spring between the i-th and j-th nodes, 8/ is the displacement vector of 
the i-th node and w, the number of vertices linked by springs to the i-th one. A segmented spring method 
uses the nodes displacement in order to compute the force on each node, and was preferred to the vertex 
spring method which uses the original nodes location instead. The former method was judged more 
suitable for our meshes as the displacements could be significant close to the blade and the C-part of the
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mesh has to be kept as near as possible to the imdeformed blade.
The displacement of the nodes on the blade surface is forced and a new equilibrium is reached. 
The nodes on the blade and the far-field are fixed, and the new equilibrium position of the interior nodes 
is obtained by solving, for each node, the equation;
»/
SF</ = °, (5.15)
y=i
where Fy is the force exerted on the i-th node by the spring between the i-th and j-th nodes and is defined 
by F/y = kij (8;- — 8,-). Equation 5.15 can then be written as:
=:0-
y'=i
The above system of equations can also be written for each 5| as:
* SjLiMy
8'=TOT
and solved iteratively, by using the algorithm:
(5.16)
(5.17)
S,,,. X/LlyTTi 7~ (5.18)
The process is initialised with the vertices located in the original grid except for vertices on the blade 
surface which are moved to the deformed position. This iterative process is repeated about 1,000 times, 
which was enough to reach a convergence of less than 10-15 even on meshes with a large number 
(about 3000) of vertices. The convergence criterion employed is:
error=
f «v
(5.19)
where >?v is the total number of vertices.
One of the drawbacks of the TFI method is that it does not modify the shape of the edges. 
Therefore, several cuts in the block topology along the blade span have to be added when creating 
the blade. These cuts allow the surface opposite to the blade blocks to conform more closely to the 
new blade shape. Larger deformation amplitudes can thus be used without having the blade surfaces 
becoming too close to the flat block outer surface. The more cuts along the blade span are added to the 
topology, the easier it is for the mesh to conform to the blade deformation.
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Method Assessment
The same two examples as in the previous section are used here to demonstrate the method.
(b) Mid-span section
(c) Tip section
Figure 5.13: Evolution of the mesh quality for the HART-II blade in sections perpendicular to the blade: 
the deformation was applied using the full hybrid mesh deformation method. The second flapping mode 
with an amplitude of 0.1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude of-5 degrees at the 
tip were used.
HART-II Blade Mesh Deformation A mild deformation was first applied to the blade using the 
second flapping mode with an amplitude of 0.1c at the blade tip and the first torsional mode with an 
amplitude of —5 degrees. The grid quality is shown in Figure 5.13. The use of SAM allowed the volume
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changes to be limited at very low values (less than 15%) and the cell skewness is kept similar. Only a
slight increase of skewness in the blocks in contact with the blade can be noticed on top of the aerofoil
section, but the skewness is kept within reasonable levels.
(b) Mid-span section
(c) Tip section
Figure 5.14: Evolution of the mesh quality for the HART-II blade in sections perpendicular to the blade: 
the deformation was applied using the full hybrid mesh deformation method. The second flapping mode 
with an amplitude of 1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude of — lOdegrees at the 
tip were used.
A stronger deformation was then applied to the blade with amplitudes increased to 1c and 
— lOdegrees at the tip for the second flapping and the first torsional modes, respectively. The grid 
quality is shown in Figure 5.14. This deformation is stronger than what would be expected to happen on
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a flying rotor. The deformation method spreads the cell volume changes on the surrounding blocks and 
the cell volume changes at the tip do not exceed 25%. While the skewness is increased at the tip, the 
overall skewness levels are kept similar. The largest modification happens at a mid-span station, where 
the volume changes are high near the leading edge. The skewness is also increased, but due to the very 
low skewness of the initial undeformed grid, the new skewness levels are acceptable for HMB.
UH-60A Blade Mesh Deformation The same deformations were applied to the UH-60A grid. This 
test case is more challenging, not only due to the sweep back at the tip which creates strong flapping 
displacements with the torsional deformation, but also by the small height of the blocks in contact with 
the blade. Therefore, the method has to force most of the mesh deformation outside the blocks in contact 
with the blade, or the grid quality will become unacceptable.
The grid quality for the mild deformation at four sections perpendicular to the blade is shown 
in Figure 5.15. Once again, the volume changes are limited in the blocks in contact with the blade, not 
exceeding 15%. The skewness is also kept at equivalent levels.
The strong deformation was then applied. The grid quality at four sections perpendicular to the 
blade is shown in Figure 5.16. Due to the strong deformation, large volume changes appears at the tip 
of the blade. However, this volume changes also spread to the surrounding blocks. At mid-span, the 
volume did not change much in the blocks in contact with the blade (less than 5%). The cell skewness 
in the block in contact with the blade is reasonable, despite some noticeable increase close to the tip and 
particularly at the start of the sweep-back. However, the maximum level reached by the skewness still 
allows for efficient HMB simulations.
The grid quality was also tested for deformations following the second flapping mode with var­
ious tip deflection amplitudes. The results are presented in Table 5.1. The maximum skewness in the 
blocks near the blade Skrmax = is used. The volume ratio was also used to determine
the maximum acceptable deformation. In order to preserve the grid properties (e.g. wall spacings for 
the boundary layer), the volume ratio was better kept between 0.5 and 2. The requested deformation 
amplitude was limited to 1.2c. The location of the max cell volume change is around the main part
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(a) Root section
(b) Mid-span section
(c) Sweep-back start section
(d) Tip section
Figure 5.15: Evolution of the mesh quality for the UH-60A blade in sections perpendicular to the blade: 
the deformation was applied using the full hybrid mesh deformation method. The second flapping mode 
with an amplitude of 0.1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude of —5 degrees at the 
tip were used.
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(a) Root section
(b) Mid-span section
(d) Tip section
Figure 5.16: Evolution of the mesh quality for the UH-60A blade in sections perpendicular to the blade: 
the deformation was applied using the full hybrid mesh deformation method. The second flapping mode 
with an amplitude of 1c at the tip and the first torsional mode with an amplitude of — lOdegrees at the 
tip were used.
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of the blade which was allocated to in a single block in the span-wise direction. Had this block been 
divided in two, the spring analogy would move the block boundaries according to the blade movements 
and would further improve further the grid quality.
Table 5.1: Evolution of the grid quality with the increase of the blade deflection.
Tip deflec­
tion
Volume ratio 
min (near
blade)
Volume ratio 
max (near 
blade)
Skrmax (near 
blade)
Volume ratio 
min (full
grid)
Volume ratio 
max (full
grid)
0.3c 0.8555 1.1423 0.9856 0.8555 1.1939
0.6c 0.7494 1.2654 0.9724 0.7494 1.3879
0.9c 0.6250 1.3343 0.9688 0.6250 1.5820
1.2c 0.5000 1.4322 0.9616 0.5000 1.7762
1.5c 0.3745 1.5437 0.9652 0.3745 1.9705
1.8c 0.2489 1.6572 0.9292 0.2489 2.1649
2.1c 0.1237 1.7724 0.9232 0.1237 2.3595
PM-4 Blade Mesh Deformation The ability of the proposed mesh deformation method to cope with 
complex blade shape was also shown for the PM-4 blade, that features an advanced BERP tip. The blade 
geometry and properties are summarised in Appendix A.3. The test included only the first torsional 
mode, that mainly alters the blade surface. A tip torsion of — 11 degrees was applied at the tip of the 
blade. The grid quality at four sections perpendicular to the blade is shown in Figure 5.17. The grid 
deformation created important volume changes at the leading edge at the end of the transition as well as 
at the tip, however, the cell skewness was kept reasonable.
Method Limitations
A summary of the method containing the advantages and drawbacks of each step is shown in Table 5.2. 
One of the drawbacks of this method is due to the TFI: as this interpolation does not deform the edges, 
and in order to avoid mesh quality problems after a strong deformation, the mesh needs to contain a 
sufficient number of block layers along the blade, as these will be giving the shape of the outer C-part 
of the mesh. The blade cuts along the blade need to be almost equally spaced in order to capture the 
shape of the blade. Usually splitting blocks to improve the load-balance leads to blocks with roughly the 
same number of nodes in the direction of the blade chord. Due to the refined mesh at the tip to predict
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(a) Mid-span section
(b) Beginning of the transition to the BERP tip
(d) Tip section
Figure 5.17: Evolution of the mesh quality for the PM-4 blade in sections perpendicular to the blade: 
the deformation was applied using the full hybrid mesh deformation method. The first torsional mode 
was applied with an amplitude of — 11 degrees at the tip.
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Table 5.2: Summary of the methods used in the proposed hybrid mesh deformation method.
Method Domain of application Advantages Drawbacks
CVT On the blade surface Quick and memory-saving Discrepancies far from the 
structural model
TFI Inside the blocks Quick Not able to move the block 
boundaries
SAM Between the vertices Efficient at propagating 
a deformation, flexible to 
choose were most of the 
deformation is applied
CPU-time and memory
the vortex rolling process, this would mean narrower blocks at the tips in order to get equivalent block 
sizes. Therefore, a compromise has to be found for the location of the cuts along the span between the 
load-balance and the structural deformation method. A solution is to highly increase the number of cuts 
along the span, generating many blocks and allowing for both a good load-balance and an efficient grid 
deformation.
Method Implementation in HMB
In HMB, the mesh deformation was adapted to the settings of the solver. The method had to be able to 
cope with parallel simulations, as well as being repeated often, meaning that the computational cost had 
to be reduced as much as possible. Each processor of a parallel computation only stores a part of the full 
grid, containing only the locally solved blocks. In the preprocessing of the calculation, the blocks are 
visited, and only the two first layers of blocks around each blade are selected to be deformed. Blocks 
that will not be deformed are just revolving in forward flight calculations, which decreases the size of 
the SAM problems to be solved as well as the number of blocks were TFI needs to be applied. For each 
grid deformation step, the blade surface is deformed following the structural deformation using CVT, 
and then, the SAM is applied. The location of all the vertices for the SAM in the grid is known by all 
the processors to allow a reduced number of communications between the processors at this step. The 
deformed blocks are then recomputed using TFI.
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5.2 Aeroelastic Coupling Methods for Rotors
5.2.1 Hovering Rotor Coupling Procedure
Coupling is realised using an iterative method, shown in Figure 5.18. NASTRAN is used as the struc­
tural solver, using SOL 106 to solve the blade shape. A static computation is used, and no modal analysis
Start of the simulation
Are the loads 
converged?
End of the 
simulation
Compute the flow 
around the rigid blade
Compute the flow around 
the deformed grid
Extract the 
sectional loads
Deform the 
CFD grid
Obtain the static 
deflection from NASTRAN
Figure 5.18: Aeroelastic coupling strategy for a hovering rotor.
is performed in this case. The loading is first extracted from the fluid grid, using a sectional pressure 
integration. NASTRAN is then used to compute the deformed shape of the blade with the loads in­
troduced as PLOAD elements (linear loading between both ends of the element) and this new shape is 
applied to the fluid grid using the previously described mesh deformation method. This iterative process 
is repeated until a load convergence is reached. This convergence appeared rather quickly: in the test 
case of the UH-60A rotor described in Section 7.2, only 3 iterations were needed to obtain the final 
deformed shape.
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5.2.2 Forward Flying Rotors Coupling Procedure
A strong coupling approach was chosen due to its flexibility and ability to predict complex manoeuvres
for rotors. The modal approach was selected to allow for the eigenmodes to be computed before the 
fluid simulation.
Start of the simulation Start of the simulation
For each time step For each time step
Compute the modal amplitudes For each pseudo-time step
Deform the CFD grid Compute the modal amplitudes
For each pseudo-time step Deform the CFD grid
Update the flow field Update the flow field
Extract the blade loading Extract the blade loading
End of the simulation End of the simulation
(a) Leap-frog method (b) Implicit method
Figure 5.19: Aeroelastic coupling strategies tested for a forward-flying rotor.
As described in Section 4.1, the blade shape <}> is expressed following the eigenmode shapes as 
follows:
"m
+ . (5.20)
/=i
The differential equation on the modal amplitude is solved at each time step:
^2' +2C/C0/-=^ + C0/20C; = f • <J)/ . (5.21)
For stability purposes, the analysis is started with a strong damping level of = 0.7 for each mode. The 
high starting damping in the equation is used to damp the oscillations created by the step that appear
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at the beginning of the simulation, due to the sudden change in the forcing applied to a second order 
system. Once the blade reaches an acceptable level of deformation, usually after half of a revolution, 
the damping is then brought back to a smaller value of £,■ = 0.3 for each mode to allow the system to 
start oscillating. When convergence is reached, the damping can be lowered to its final value.
Two approaches were tested and compared: a leap-frog method computed the modes amplitudes 
between each time step, and an implicit method computed the mode shape amplitudes between each 
pseudo-time step. A flow chart showing the different steps for each method is shown in Figure 5.19.
The Leap-Frog Method
Equation 4.2 is solved at the end of each time step, as shown in Figure 5.19b. The i-th mode forcing is 
extracted from the computed time step t as:
The i-th amplitude a,- is then assessed for time step / + 1 as:
3 a/
dt A/ +
r32a/
dt1
A/2
J t
The time derivative of the amplitudes are then computed as:
r92a/
3/2 r+l
9 a/
'9a/‘ 1 f r92a/l ’32a/'
[dt J , n .3/2 , +/ [ dt2 \J/+i
dt
y
using the non-updated amplitudes derivatives estimates from the previous time step t.
(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)
(5.25)
The Implicit Method
The discretisation of the derivatives of the modal amplitudes is expressed as follows:
'3a/'
3/
_ Mi-fa)f-2 , [a/]|-2fa],_!+[«/],_2
— 35/ r A/
3[<X/]f-4[<x/]f-i +[otf]/~2
(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)
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which, if applied to the modal amplitudes and their time derivatives, gives:
dat
dt
rd2(X;
J t
dt2
Equation 4.2 is discretised as:
+ & n>/
-1 —
3[a/],-4[af],_|+(ct/]f_2 
2At
— 2Af
(raa,l \ A,,,
Vtu^ 2A?
do.!
It It
2At \ [aA j \
4M/-1 "N,-2
2Ar /
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
and solved at the end of each time step. The matrix is inverted using Cramer’s rule and the modal 
amplitudes coefficient updated for the following pseudo-time step. This method implies the computation 
of the new grid at each pseudo-time step, as shown in Figure 5.19b, compared to each time step for the 
leap-frog method, but was deemed more robust.
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Chapter 6
Results and Discussion — NACA0021 
Test Case
The NACA0021 aerofoil has a substantial thickness and at a high incidence of a,„c = 60degrees behaves 
like a bluff body, with a K&rm&n way created in its wake. This test case involving a lifting body with 
a highly detached flow was deemed interesting as a test of the implementation of hybrid turbulence 
models and for assessing their performance. This highly stalled flow was also seen as interesting for 
rotorcraft flows, because deep stalls can occur on the retreating side, when the blade reaches cross flow 
conditions, and flow separation also occurs along helicopter fuselages behind the rear ramp or the dog 
house and hub region.
6.1 Test Case Description
The NACA0021 aerofoil shown in Figure 6.1 was tested in the post-stall regime by Swalwell et al. in ^19^.
The experiment covered angles of attack from 20 to 90 degrees. The wing model had a span 
of 7.2 chords and was spanning the wind tunnel test section in order to get an airflow equivalent to an
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Original NACA0021 
Calculation NACA0021
Trailing edge detail
-0.05
Figure 6.1: Shape of the NACA0021 aerofoil used by Swalwell et al. t119l. The shape of the aerofoil 
used in the HMB simulation as well as the probe locations are also shown.
Voo — c
—
c
(a) Experimental setup
Figure 6.2: Experimental setup used for the NACA0021 with the location of the sections where mea­
surements were taken at.
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infinite wing in most of the wing flow. Pressure measurements were taken at two stations each one 
chord away from the wing mid-span as shown in Figure 6.2a. The mean values of the lift and drag 
coefficients were computed from these pressure measurements. A short part of the signals can be seen 
in Figure 6.3. The authors were also interested in measuring the frequency content of these coefficients.
Figure 6.3: Time evolution of the wing lift and drag coefficients during the experiments by Swal- 
well et al. f19^, obtained by integration from the pressure measurements.
Two peaks appeared after Fourier transformation of the experimental signals with their corresponding 
frequencies identified in t119l The Reynolds and Mach numbers of the experiment were 2.7 x 105 and 
0.10 respectively.
The European research program DESider used this experiment as a test case in order to assess 
the DES models. The chosen incidence of 60 degrees corresponds to an experimental lift coefficient of 
0.931 and an experimental drag coefficient of 1.517. The first frequency peak corresponds to a Strouhal 
number of about 0.2 and the second to 0.4. The equivalent frequencies were 54.45Hz and 108.90Hz, 
respectively. The Strouhal number is the frequency non-dimensionalised with the reference length and 
speed. In this particular case, the freestream velocity and the chord length are used, so:
»=/£■ (6.1)
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6.2 Predicted Flow Properties
The flow was computed on a grid with about 1.1 million nodes. The CFD model of the wing had unit 
chord and a span of 2 chords. An O-topology was used for the mesh. Symmetry boundary conditions are 
used on both planes at the tips of the wing. The far field of the CFD domain was located at 15 chords, and 
the trailing edge was sharpened for the calculation. The 2c span was chosen to be the length advised by 
Guenott120}. Guenot’s study was performed at an incidence of 45 degrees and DESider members found 
this length to be underestimated. The under-estimation is probably due to the change in the incidence. 
A more appropriate length of 2.8c should be considered though in this work the wingspan of 2c adopted 
in DESider was maintained.
The models that were tested in this work are all based on the SA model. The SALSA modifi­
cation was first assessed before switching to the DES model, the DES model with the SALSA modi­
fication (DES SALSA), the DDES model, and finally the DDES model with the SALSA modification 
(DDES SALSA). The influence of the C^es coefficient in DES was also assessed by using Cdes = 0.325 
instead of the usual Coes = 0.65. Finally, the results between the grid developed by the NTS was also 
used with DES to compare the results on both grids.
6.2.1 Flow Topology
Some instantaneous isosurfaces of the Q-criterion using the SA-DES turbulence model[61] as well as the 
pressure in slices orthogonal to the wing can be seen in Figure 6.4. The animation of the Q-criterion can 
be seen in the CD attached to this thesis. The flow develops a K&rm&n way in the wake. It is not 2D but 
fully 3D as some spatial irregularities can be seen in the Q-criterion. The wake structure is dominated 
by the leading and trailing edges vortices and does not change much from slide to slide.
Most of the DES models resulted in an unsteady fully 3D flow. In these cases, long stream-wise 
structures are visible through Q-criterion isosurfaces.
The low shedding activity is recognised with smaller variations of the lift coefficient as well as 
lower depressions in the vortices cores. This shedding activity variation is not predicted by all turbulence
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Figure 6.4: Instantaneous isosurfaces of the Q-criterion at 0.125 and pressure on slices perpendicular to 
the wing from a calculation with the DES turbulence model with a halved Cdes coefficient. The main 
frequency in the normal force coefficient corresponds to the shedding frequency. a,MC = 60° , M*, = 0.10 
and Re = 2.7 x 105. Continued.
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(d)/ = 451.8
Figure 6.4: Instantaneous isosurfaces of the Q-criterion at 0.125 and pressure on slices perpendicular to 
the wing from a calculation with the DES turbulence model with a halved Cdes coefficient. The main 
frequency in the normal force coefficient corresponds to the shedding frequency. a/wc = 60° , M*, = 0.10 
and Re = 2.7 x 105. Continued.
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Figure 6.4: Instantaneous isosurfaces of the Q-criterion at 0.125 and pressure on slices perpendicular to 
the wing from a calculation with the DES turbulence model with a halved CDEs coefficient. The main 
frequency in the normal force coefficient corresponds to the shedding frequency. alnc = 60° , A/oc = 0.10 
and Re = 2.1 x 105. Continued.
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(h) / = 454.2
Figure 6.4: Instantaneous isosurfaces of the Q-criterion at 0.125 and pressure on slices perpendicular to 
the wing from a calculation with the DES turbulence model with a halved Cdes coefficient. The main 
frequency in the normal force coefficient corresponds to the shedding frequency. a/wc = 60° , Moo = 0.10 
and Re = 2.1 y, 105. Concluded.
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models though, and at certain time steps, two small countra-rotating vortices are also created at the 
leading edge.
The mean pressure coefficient distribution on the aerofoil section is shown in Figure 6.5. The 
prediction is quite good but the suction on the upper surface is slightly under-predicted for the calcula­
tions that gave a steady flow and over-predicted by the rest. The experimental error bars, however, were 
not given and all the experimental values are located inside the computed RMS bars of the computed 
pressure coefficient for calculations with an unsteady result.
6.2.2 Mean Flow analysis
Spatial and temporal mean flows are shown in Figure 6.6. The flow is dominated by the main leading 
and trailing edges vortices, the leading edge vortex being bigger in size than the trailing one. The area 
between the two vortices is located between 65 and 75% of the chord. The mean flow topology is the 
same for all employed turbulence closures, whether these resulted in a steady or unsteady flow.
6.2.3 Analysis of Points Probes
Probes were added on the surface of the blade. 50 probes were put around each of three sections along 
the wing span. The distribution of the probes is shown in Figure 6.1, and the three sections are located 
at zjc — —0.5, zjc — 0 and zjc — 0.5.
The mean pressure was extracted out of these probes and compared with experiments. The 
results are shown in Figure 6.5. The predicted suction on the upper surface is slightly higher than the 
experimental one, therefore justifying a somehow higher lift coefficient prediction. The experimental 
results are still inside the RMS, however, the CFD and the experimental error margins are not known.
The correlation between the upper surface probes was also studied. Four locations on the aerofoil 
section were chosen on the upper surface in order to study the pressure on the upper surface due to the 
wake structure and their correlation. These probes are equally spaced and their locations are shown 
in Figure 6.1. The spanwise correlation was also studied, using probes in the middle section of the
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o
SA 
DES
DES, half CDES 
DDES 
DES Medium grid 
DES, NTS grid
(a) SA-based models
o
SALSA
DES SALSA
DDES SALSA
(b) SALSA-based models
Figure 6.5: Comparison of the mean pressure coefficient on the NACA0021 aerofoil. The error bars 
indicate the RMS of the pressure coefficient, computed by the DES models.
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(c) DES (d) DES, NTS grid
Figure 6.6: Comparison of the time-averaged pressure and flow in the midspan-plane obtained with 
various turbulence models. ainc = 60° , M*, = 0.10 and Re = 2.7 x 105. Continued.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the time-averaged pressure and flow in the midspan-plane obtained with 
various turbulence models. a/wc = 60° , A/oo = 0.10 and Re = 2.7 x 105. Concluded.
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(a) Probes 26 and 35 (b) Probes 26 and 41
(c) Probes 26 and 50 (d) Probes 35 and 41
(e) Probes 35 and 50 (f) Probes 41 and 50
(g) Probe locations
Figure 6.7: Correlation between various probes pressure measurement on the upper surface of the 
NACA0021 aerofoil at the middle section.
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(b) Probes 26 and 126(a) Probes 26 and 76
(c) Probes 35 and 85 (d) Probes 35 and 135
(e) Probes 41 and 91 (f) Probes 41 and 141
(g) Probes 50 and 100 (h) Probes 50 and 150
(i) Probe locations
Figure 6.8: Correlation of pressure measurements at probes on the upper surface of the NACA0021 
aerofoil. The probes 76, 85, 91 and 100 in section z/c = -0.5 correspond respectively to the locations 
of probes 26, 35, 41 and 50 on the described aerofoil section, and the probes 126, 135, 141 and 150 in 
section z/c = 0.5 correspond respectively to the locations of probes 26, 35, 41 and 50 on the aerofoil 
section.
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wing (z = 0) and at two other sections located at zjc — 0.5 and zjc = -0.5, using the same four probes 
locations at each sections.
The first remark is the correlation at —1 (with a small lag) between the leading and trailing 
edges. This corresponds to the main wake vortices in the wake of the aerofoil and shows the formation 
of a vortex at the leading edge that is shed in the wake followed by a trailing edge vortex. The lower 
correlation between probes 35 and 41 seems to come from the fact that the limit between the trailing 
and leading edges vortices is located in between these probes and at least probe 41 is located near the 
area where the leading edge and trailing edge vortices are both dominant at alternating time instants.
The second remark deals with the spatial correlations in the spanwise direction, where some lag 
appears. The flow is fully 3D with some vortices formed perpendicular to the span-wise direction. There 
also seems to be a small wave along the span wise direction whose origin is unknown and this could be 
the reason for the lag appearing in this correlation. The frequency is doubled on the spatial correlation 
for probe 41 due to the presence of alternating leading and trailing edge vortices. The lower correlation 
peaks are due to the comparison at twice the shedding frequency and with every other peak being lower 
due to the comparison of the influence of the leading edge vortices and the trailing edge vortices.
6.3 Comparison of the Various Turbulence Models with the Ex­
periment
The flow was computed with various revisions of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model: the URANS 
version of Spalart-Allmaras, the hybrids DES and DDES and the same models with the SALSA produc­
tion term modification^^. Furthermore, the DES model was also tested with a finer grid (2.2 million 
nodes instead of 1.1) and another calculation was carried out with the Cqes coefficient halved.
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SALM'SALSA
SALSA
MMsii
NTS gri
(a) Lift coefficient
(c) Lift coefficient obtained by integration at the probe (d) Drag coefficient obtained by integration at the 
locations probe locations
Figure 6.9: Comparison of the lift and drag coefficient of the NACA0021 aerofoil at an incidence of 60 
degrees obtained with various turbulence models and the experimental value from Swalwellf119^. The 
coefficients obtained by other groups and presented in [ 121 ] are also added.
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6.3.1 Comparison of the lift and drag coefficients
The mean lift and drag coefficients are presented in Figure 6.9. Two integration methods were used to 
calculate them: firstly, the pressure was integrated along the wing surface to obtain the force along the 
wing, and this technique was then compared to the integration of the mean pressure at the experimental 
tap locations. They show an overestimation of the lift as well as the drag. The reason of this estimation 
is not known, and the pressure distribution on the aerofoil surface appears otherwise normal. The 
DESider partners reached a better agreement with the experimental measurements, which can be due to 
the integration procedure. A grid dependency could also be the reason: the supplied NTS grid allowed 
for a better lift prediction, and was more refined in the separated flow area. However, the drag predictions 
was not improved by the use of this grid.
The first main difference between the calculations comes from the flow properties: while the 
URANS models converged to a steady output, the hybrids one converged to a fully unsteady flow, 
apart for the DES-SALSA which converged to a steady flow. The lift coefficient evolution during the 
unsteady calculations is shown in Figure 6.10. While the DBS with a halved CDEs coefficient seems to 
accurately predict the evolution of the shedding activity with lows and highs, DDES-SALSA seemed to 
under-predict this variation. The DDES did not predict any evolution of the shedding activity.
An interesting comparison concerns the mean pressure coefficient shown in Figure 6.5. While all 
the models that predicted a steady flow under-predicted the suction on the upper surface, the unsteady 
flows appear to produce an over-prediction of this suction. The DBS with a halved CDEs coefficient 
seems to give slightly better predictions while the differences between the DES and DDES are extremely 
small probably due to the coarseness of the grid. The DDES SALSA resulted in over-prediction.
The second interesting comparison is the power spectra of the lift and drag coefficients obtained 
with the various calculations with fully unsteady flow. The Power Spectrum Density (PSD) plots of the 
lift and drag coefficients during the unsteady calculations can be seen in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. The two 
first peaks in both coefficients at St = 0.2 and St = 0.4 are well predicted by all calculations that resulted 
in unsteady flows but tend to have a slightly higher amplitude than the experiment. Most of the models
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(a) SA-based models
(b) SALSA-based models
Figure 6.10: Comparison of the evolution of the lift coefficient during the calculations as a function of 
time. The calculations resulting in a steady state flow are not shown.
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Experiment
DES, NTS grid
(a) SA-based models
Experiment 
DES, coarse grid
DDES SALSA, coarse grid
(b) SALSA-based models
Figure 6.11: Comparison of power spectral densities (PSDs) of the lift coefficients obtained with various 
turbulence models on the coarse and fine grids.
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(a) SA-based models
Experiment
DES SALSA, coarse grid
DDES SALSA, coarse grid
10'
St
(b) SALSA-based models
Figure 6.12: Comparison of power spectral densities (PSDs) of the drag coefficients obtained with 
various turbulence models on the coarse and fine grids.
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also predict other peaks at higher frequencies but these are not present in the experiment. Only the DES 
with halved Cqes coefficient did not predict these. Furthermore, the slope on the high frequencies of 
the spectra of the lift and drag coefficient higher frequencies is over-predicted, particularly in the case 
of the DDES-SALSA. This model also predicted the highest peaks at higher frequencies. The use of a 
lowered Cdes resulted better results. A more refined grid in the wake area allowed for a better slope as 
well, as shown by the use of the medium grid with the DES model, or the use of the NTS grid which is 
more refined there.
6.3.2 Flow and Probe Comparison
(a) SA
(b) SALSA
Figure 6.13: Instantaneous Q-criterion and pressure on the mid-span plane with both SA^ and 
SALSAf99] turbulence models, a = 60/wc° , A/„ = 0.10 and Re = 2.1 x 105.
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Instantaneous flow visualisation in the mid-plane of the domain, for computations that resulted 
in a steady flow are shown in Figure 6.13 and instantaneous isosurfaces of the Q-criterion obtained by 
the unsteady calculations as well as pressure distributions at slices perpendicular to the wing are shown 
in Figures 6.14.
A comparison of the mean flow for the various calculations shows that, while the mean flow 
structure is the same for every calculation, the leading edge vortex tends to be bigger in size and its centre 
moves further back when the calculation goes steady. A comparison of the mean flows streamlines and 
pressures is shown in Figure 6.6.
The effect of DES can also be seen when comparing the mean turbulent Reynolds number Rer in 
slices perpendicular to the wing as shown in Figure 6.15. While the maximum of Rej is almost 20000 
in the steady predictions, the energy of the main vortices is not included in the unsteady predictions 
which leads to lower Rer between 220 and 660, the lowest value appearing for the DES with a halved 
Cdes coefficient. This simulation is also the one that predicted stronger structures in the flow, that were 
filtered by the other models. These structures are not simply modelled, and when added to the turbulent 
energy the level of Rer lowered.
The PSD of the pressure of the 4 probes selected earlier in Figure 6.1 is shown in Figures 6.16 
and 6.17. The probes output in the DES calculation was damaged, therefore it does not appear in this 
comparison. The probes behave fairly similarly with every turbulence model. The first peak is dominant 
when the flow is driven by one vortex at the leading and one at trailing edge of the wing. The second 
peak becomes more and more important as the leading vortex alternates between the leading and trailing 
edge vortices. Depending on the turbulence model, some peaks also appear at higher frequencies. These 
models are also the ones showing peaks at high frequencies in the lift and drag coefficients spectra.
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(a) DES
(b) DES, NTS grid
Figure 6.14: Comparison of instantaneous Q-criterion isosurfaces at 0.125 and pressure at mid-span. 
All flow visualisations are obtained at / = 450. a/MC = 60° , A/oo = 0.10 and Re = 2.7 x 105. Continued.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of instantaneous Q-criterion isosurfaces at 0.125 and pressure at mid-span. 
All flow visualisations are obtained at / = 450. cx,>,c = 60° , A/*, = 0.10 and Re = 2.7 x 105. Continued.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of instantaneous Q-criterion isosurfaces at 0.125 and pressure at mid-span. 
All flow visualisations are obtained at t = 450. a,„c = 60° , M*, = 0.10 and Re = 2.7 x 105. Concluded.
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X/C X/C
(c) DES (d) DES, NTS grid
Figure 6.15: Comparison of the time-averaged turbulent Reynolds number on the mid-span plane as 
obtained with various turbulence models. CLinc = 60° , A/*, = 0.10 and Re = 2.7 x 105. Continued.
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(g) DDES (h) DDES SALSA
Figure 6.15: Comparison of the time-averaged turbulent Reynolds number on the mid-span plane as 
obtained with various turbulence models. (X/MC = 60° , = 0.10 and Re = 2.7 x 105. Concluded.
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Probe 26 Probe 35
(e) Probe locations
Figure 6.16: Comparison of the Pressure PSD on the aerofoil surface at various probe positions. SA- 
based models. Continued.
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Probe 26 Probe 35
DES SALSi
DDES SALSA
Probe 41 Probe 50
DDES SALSA
(j) Probe locations
Figure 6.16: Comparison of the Pressure PSD on the aerofoil surface at various probe positions. 
SALSA-based models. Concluded.
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Probe 26
DDES
DES, medium grid
DES, WTS grid
0.6 0.8 1
St
Probe 35
DDES
DES, medium grid
DES, WTS grid
0.6 0.8 1
St
(a) (b)
Probe 41
160
140
Probe 50
CO
CL
120
100
St
(c)
St
(d)
(e) Probe locations
Figure 6.17: Comparison of the Pressure PSD on the aerofoil surface at various probe positions. SA- 
based models. Continued.
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Probe 26 Probe 35
DDES SALSA
0.6 0.8 1
DDES SALSA
0.6 0.8 1
St St
(a) (b)
Probe 41
uco, nan v^DES
DES SALSA
DDES SALSA
0.6 0.8 1
St
Probe 50
uca, nan i«D,t
DES SALSA 
DDES SALSA
0.6 0.8 1
St
(C) (d)
(e) Probe locations
Figure 6.18: Comparison of the Pressure PSD on the aerofoil surface at various probe positions. 
SALSA-based models. Concluded.
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Chapter 7
Results and Discussion — Hovering 
Rotors
In this chapter, results obtained for rigid and elastic hovering rotors are presented and discussed. Firstly, 
the HART-II rotor is computed on grids of various densities to assess the grid convergence before being 
used to demonstrate the mesh deformation method. This is followed by an aeroelastic simulation of the 
UH-60A rotor. Hovering rotors are computed as steady-state, single-blade cases, allowing for shorter 
computations.
7.1 HART-II Rotor in Hover
7.1.1 Mesh Convergence Study
The first test case concerns the HART-II rotor in hover. Due to the lack of experimental data, the tip 
Mach number as well as the Reynolds number were chosen close to the HART-II experiment^ tip 
Mach number of Map = 0.641 and tip Reynolds number of Retip = 2.659 x 106. Furthermore, a high 
loading case was considered, leading to a collective at Go = 12.5 degrees. The coning angle was set at 
po = 2.2 degrees.
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Table 7.1: Integrated loads for the HART-II rotor as obtained for the grid convergence study.
Grid size CT x CQf x 103
•nOX FM
3.3M 2.057 2.993 4.872 0.485
5.9M 2.095 2.769 4.973 0.538
11.2M 2.102 2.615 5.066 0.564
14.9M 2.116 2.567 5.060 0.588
Four grids were used to assess the grid convergence, ranging from 3.3 million nodes to 14.9 mil­
lion nodes. Most of the grid refinement was localised under the rotor blade to improve the wake predic­
tion. The spanwise distribution of the rotor integrated loads is shown in Table 7.1 for 4 grid densities. 
The predictions of the thrust coefficient showed a rapid convergence, while the torque coefficient in­
creased with the grid size and the corresponding wake resolution. The figure of merit showed higher 
differences between the grids due to the sensitivity of this criterion to the torque coefficient. The torque 
coefficient changes were mainly driven by the pressure term, while the viscous term only showed lim­
ited changes. Furthermore, reaching convergence requested more iterations on the bigger grids, which 
increased even more the computational time. Overall, the differences between the grids appeared to de­
crease as the mesh density increased. For example, the 11.2M and 14.9M grids showed less difference 
than the 5.9M and 11,2M grids.
The evolution of the loads with the grid size is shown in Figure 7.1. While the normal loading 
reached convergence quickly, the sectional drag and moment would probably need even more refined 
grids. This is linked to the influence of the vortices in the wake. With more vortices predicted, their 
influence is also taken into account. The refinement of the grid in the spanwise direction also allowed 
for a better definition of the 3D-effects in the flow and their influence in the sectional drag and moments.
7.1.2 Mesh Deformation Method Assessment
It was also decided to use the hovering HART-II test case to demonstrate the efficiency of the mesh 
deformation method. Thus three calculations were performed, increasing the blade bending deforma­
tion: the first calculation used the undeformed blade, while the second and third ones computed a blade 
deformed according to the second flapping mode. The amplitudes of the deformation were set at about
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11.2M
14.9M
11.2M
14.9M
o.o4
(a) A/2Cw (b) M2C,
0.035
11.2M
14.9M
0.025
0.015
0.005
Figure 7.1: Mach-scaled normal force (M2Cn), tangential force (M2Ct) and moment (M2Cm) coefficients 
convergence along the HART-II blade depending on the grid size.
0.3c and 0.6c at the tip respectively (called half-deformed and deformed blades respectively). Two 
collective values were tested: 9o = 8 degrees and 0o = 12.5 degrees. The grid quality for the strongest 
deformation at three sections of the blade (root, middle and tip) is shown in Figure 7.2. The cell volume 
changes were kept out of the C-part of the mesh (the mesh topologies were discussed in Chapter 3), and 
the results show that the cell skewness was kept close to the original.
A collective of 0o = 8degrees was first tested to check the mesh deformation method. The 
surface pressure coefficients on the deformed blade Cp are shown in Fig. 7.3. The deformation resulted 
in a higher suction at the tip. After switching from an absolute frame of reference to a relative one, 
streamlines are generated on the blade surface to identify the flow topology. At the root of the blade, the 
effect of the root vortex appears to be similar for all cases and is concentrated close to the root with the
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(b) Middle of the blade
(c) Tip of the blade
Figure 7.2: HART-II rotor deformation following the second flapping mode with an amplitude of 0.6c at 
the tip. The first column shows the comparison of the cell volume ratio. The second and third columns 
show the skewness (Sk) of the undeformed and deformed grids. Three sections along the blade are 
shown: (a) root of the blade, (b) mid-span and (c) blade tip.
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(b) Deformed blade, with the outline of the undeformed blade
Figure 7.3: Pressure coefficient distribution on the upper surface of the HART-II blade at Go = 8 degrees.
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tip of the blade not affected. The flow was found to be attached on the whole blade.
Undeformed blade 
Deformed blade
Figure 7.4: Comparison of the sectional force coefficient Sf along the blade span at 0o = 8 degrees.
The increase in loading due to the higher suction at the tip is also visible in Fig. 7.4 which shows 
the distribution of the sectional force loading Sp along the span. Apart from the loading, the blade 
twist was extracted from the deformed mesh and plotted along with the geometric deflection of the 
blade on Figure 7.5. The results are consistent with the decrease of blade twist linked with the structural 
deformations. The effect of blade deformation is the opposite of what one would expect, when compared 
to the results by Yoon et al. l26l. They suggest a reduction in loading for the elastic blade with respect 
to the rigid one. However, the deformation applied here follows the second flapping mode which is 
coupled with a torsional mode resulting in less twist near the tip as shown by the geometric angle in 
Fig. 7.5, obtained by adding the blade twist to the collective and the torsional deformation from the 
second flapping mode deformation obtained through the structural analysis. Consequently, the loads 
were higher for the deformed blade. Overall, up to 3 degrees of difference in twist can be seen between
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(a) Geometric angle (b) Flapping deflection
Figure 7.5: Deformation applied to the HART-II blade in hover at Go = 8 degrees.
the undeformed and the deformed blades with a maximum tip deflection.
The second case studied was at 0o = 12.5 degrees. Fig. 7.6 shows, for the deformed blade, the 
pressure coefficient distribution Cp. Stalled conditions were selected so that the quality of the deformed 
mesh has a strong influence on the solution. In general, to resolve the velocity and pressure gradients 
encountered in flow recirculation regions , a higher quality mesh is needed. Again, an increase of the 
loading at the tip due to the deformation appears, represented by the increase of the size of the white 
surface. Looking at the streamlines, the flow is attached on most of the blade, however, a stall cell 
appears over the last 10% of the blade radius. At the tip of the blade, the footprint of the tip vortex can 
also be seen, and the stall cell is larger in the deformed blade case. The stall however is not caused by 
the deformation but the high collective of 12.5 degrees. On the other hand, the deformed blade has a 
more pronounced stall.
The above is shown in Fig. 7.7, where the span-wise sectional force coefficient is computed 
along the blade. The tip is clearly stalled as suggested by the peak near 85%. Inboard of this peak, the 
effect of the deformation is more pronounced: the upward bending tip increases the blade loading over 
the undeformed value. Amongst the three configurations, the undeformed blade is less loaded near the 
tip and appears to have a slightly higher loading inboards as can be seen for r/7? between 0.2 and 0.5. 
The blade deformation is shown in Figure 7.8. The equivalent twist suggests that the deformed blade 
maintains a relatively low twist between r//? = 0.6 and r/7? = 0.85. This is related to the higher loading
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(a) Undeformed blade
U X Tip
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(b) Deformed blade, with the outline of the undeformed blade
Figure 7.6: Pressure coefficient distribution on the upper surface of the HART-II blade at 0o = 
12.5 degrees.
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Undeformed blade 
Half deformed blade 
Deformed blade
Figure 7.7: Comparison of the sectional force coefficient Sf along the blade span at 0o = 12.5degrees.
Undeformed blade 
Half deformed blade 
Deformed blade
(a) Geometric angle
Undeformed blade 
Half deformed blade 
Deformed blade
(b) Flapping deflection
Figure 7.8: Deformation applied to the HART-II blade in hover at Go = 12.5 degrees.
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and more pronounced stall. In the other two cases, the twist is more linear, which offloads the tip further. 
However, the increased loading at the tip due to the blade deformation is less pronounced than for the
attached flow case of Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.9: Comparison of the flow field at two blade sections at rjR = 0.61 and rjR = 0.94 for the 
undeformed and deformed blades.
Extracting the sectional flow field at two sections at rjR = 0.64 and rjR = 0.94 and converting 
the velocities from an absolute to a relative frame of reference as shown in Figure 7.9, one can see 
attached flow at rjR — 0.64 and separated flow at rjR = 0.94. The shape of the surface streamlines and 
the isobars suggest that the loading is similar for both cases. This is not the case further out where the 
stall is fully developed. The 3D pattern of the stall is evident from the surface streamlines and one can 
notice the larger extent of the stalled area on the deformed blade. Again, the same range of pressure 
contours is used and the deformed blade appears to be more loaded.
The pressure coefficient distribution at these two sections over the blade is extracted and com­
pared in Figure 7.10. The difference between the cases on the section at rjR = 0.61 is minimal, with a 
slightly higher suction peak for the undeformed case, which suggests that the loading is similar for both 
cases. However, at rjR = 0.94, a mild shock forms on the upper surface, and moves forward compared 
to the original rigid blade. The flow behind the shock is stalled. The pressure appears to be lower for 
the deformed case. This difference in the pressure distribution is consistent with a change of incidence 
experienced by the airfoil.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of surface pressure coefficient distributions at blade sections rjR = 0.61 and 
rjR — 0.94 for the deformed and undeformed blades.
The HART-11 rotor was never tested in hover flight, therefore it is difficult to establish the stall 
boundary for the blade in hover flight. On the other hand, the obtained results appear reasonable and the 
performance of the mesh deformation method was very good with minimal overhead on the computa­
tional cost, only due to applying the grid deformation before starting the actual simulation.
7.2 Aeroelastic Computation of the UH-60A Rotor in Hover
A second test case to demonstrate and assess the aeroelastic coupling method used the UH-60A rotor. 
Wind-tunnel measurements were obtained by Lorber et al t122*l23l for a thrust coefficient of Cr/a = 
0.170 on a model rotor. This corresponds to Ct = 0.01404. The UH-60A rotor was Mach-scaled 
with a diameter 5.73 times smaller than the real rotor and some deformation was included in the blade 
to reflect the deformations undergone by the blade in flight. The exact geometry of the model blade 
along with its structural properties were not available, and there is some uncertainty about the blade 
twistf1241. Therefore, it was decided to compare the experimental results with a numerical simulation of 
the full scale rotor at the same thrust coefficient. The calculation was performed at tip Mach number 
of Mnp = 0.63, and Reynolds number based on the tip speed and chord length Retip = 7.833 x 106. It 
was also decided to use a Reynolds number Retip = 1.367 x 106 closer to the model experiments for
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comparison, since viscous effects would influence the torque. This Reynolds number was assessed from 
the tip Mach number using ISA conditions. The experimental results contain integrated values including 
the thrust and torque moments and figure of merit, pressure taps along the blade span at 8 radial stations 
and the vortex position in the wake. The pressure taps, located at rjR — 0.4, 0.55, 0.675, 0.775, 0.865, 
0.92, 0.945 and 0.965, were used for comparison.
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Figure 7.11: Trim convergence history for the UH-60A rigid (blue) and elastic (third iteration, red) 
blades in hover (viscous calculations at Retip = 1.367 x 106, Mtip = 0.63).
The first calculation was done for an inviscid flow with a small grid (1.5 million nodes), while the 
following ones were on grids of 9 million nodes, with a viscous flow model and the co BSL turbulence 
model of Menter^41!. The viscous calculation was first run for a rigid blade at each Reynolds number, 
and then structural deformations were introduced. Each calculation was trimmed to the experimental 
thrust coefficient. To obtain the coning angle from the trimmer, a lock number of 8 was used for both 
the full-scale and model blades, as used by Kim^125^. The structural model used corresponds to the real 
blade, due to the lack of properties for the model rotor. An example of rotor trimming is presented in 
Figure 7.11, where the trimming of the rigid and elastic (third aeroelastic coupling iteration) UH-60A 
blades with viscous flow model is presented. A converged trim state was obtained after seven iterations
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for the rigid case and three for the elastic case, due to a better assessment of the initial collective angle 
based on the previous elastic iterations.
Elastic blade, Ite. 1 Elastic blade, Ite. 1Elastic blade, Ite. 2 Elastic Made, Ite. 2
(a) Flapping deformation (b) Torsional deformation
Figure 7.12: UH-60A blade deformation obtained from viscous calculations at Ct/(? = 0.170 at Re,jP = 
1.367 x 106, taken at the quarter chord line.
The structural deformations were recomputed after each CFD simulation, and the convergence 
of the blade loads was quick: three elastic iterations allowed to get converged loads. The main difference 
between the inviscid and viscous results is located in the tip area, between r/R = 0.70 and r/R = 1. This 
is mainly due to the coarseness of the inviscid grid compared to the viscous: the flow features in the 
area near the sweep back were not well resolved by the inviscid case. The vertical loading of the elastic 
blade is slightly stronger in the main part of the blade than the loading of the rigid blade, while it is lower 
closer to the tip. The blade deformations at Reap = 1.367 x 106 are shown in Figure 7.12. The loading 
is consistent with the torsion added to the blade due to the structural deformations, and the tip of the 
blade undergoes a torsion up to —0.8 degrees downwards. The trim state of each simulation is given in 
Table 7.2. The collective had to be increased by about 0.5 degrees for the deformed cases to compensate 
for the blade torsion. The coning was also higher for the rigid blade simulations. The relatively high 
coning angle for the rigid blade may be due to the simplified aeromechanics algorithm used in the 
trimmer. The obtained torque coefficients and figure of merit are compared to Lorber et al. t122-123]’s 
measurements in Figure 7.13 and show good agreement. The predicted torque coefficients for deformed 
and undeformed blades are very close at Ct = 0.01404 and these are mainly influenced by the Reynolds
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Table 7.2: Trim state and integrated coefficients for the various UH-60A calculations.
Case Reynolds
number
e0 Po CT Cq,p CG FM
Inviscid - Rigid blade — 8.07 4.74 0.01374 0.001015 0.001015 0.7936
Viscous - Rigid blade 1.367 x 106 8.42 5.48 0.01403 0.001017 0.001083 0.7231
Viscous - Elastic blade 1.367 x 106 8.94 4.21 0.01406 0.001023 0.001157 0.7206
Viscous - Rigid blade 7.833 x 106 8.23 5.07 0.01402 0.000982 0.001070 0.7758
Viscous - Elastic blade 7.833 x 106 8.71 4.21 0.01403 0.000983 0.001072 0.7746
number. The structural deformation created some downward torsion at the tip of the blade, which had to 
be compensated by an increase of the collective. The influence of the structural deformation on the figure 
of merit is very limited (less than 3%). This low influence was already noticed by Schmitz et al t1243, 
but no more details about the differences between the rigid and elastic cases are detailed in this paper. 
However, at higher thrust, the effect of the blade deformation tends to be more important, even though 
not as important as viscosity. The required torque coefficient is then lower for the elastic blade, unlike 
what happened at lower thrust. These results are similar to solutions reported in the literature.
The sectional thrust Ct and the sectional torque coefficient Cq were extracted. Their distribution 
is compared with the experimental results of Lorber et al t122, ,23^ in Figure 7.14. On the main part of the 
blade, the obtained results are very close to the experiment, however the peak at the tip is over predicted. 
This poor prediction may be due to the approximations on the blade shape, due to uncertainties on the 
blade shape, or the location of the proceeding blade tip vortex, which comes extremely close to the 
blade at about r/R = 0.92. The proximity of the vortex from proceeding blade with the following blade 
is clearly visible in Figure 7.15. It passes near the blade surface at about r/R — 0.93 and seems to have 
a strong influence on the air flow over the blade surface. However, the coning of the blade could not be 
compared to the experimental one, and neither is the position of the vortex from the proceeding blade 
relatively to the blade position. A study by Schmitz et al fl24l showed the effect of taking into account 
only the pressure at the tap locations and showed that the moment coefficient could be overestimated 
by more than 50% in the tip area. The influence of the Reynolds number was marginal, mainly at 
r/R = 0.90 where the sectional lift and moment coefficients were slightly increased.
The pressure coefficients along the blade are plotted against the chord position and are shown in
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of the thrust and torque coefficients (Ct and Cg respectively), and the figure 
of merit (FM) with experimental measurements from Lorber et al. I122, ,2^.
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Experiment
Inviscid simulation - Rigid 
Viscous simulation - Rigid - low Re 
Viscous simulation - Elastic - low Re 
Viscous simulation • Rigid - high Re 
Viscous simulation > Elastic - high Re
(a) Sectional thrust coefficient
Experiment
Inviscid simulation - Rigid 
Viscous simulation - Rigid - low Re 
Viscous simulation - Elastic - low Re 
Viscous simulation - Rigid - high Re 
Viscous simulation - Elastic - high re
-0.02,
(b) Sectional moment coefficient
Figure 7.14: Comparison of the computed sectional thrust and moment coefficients (C, and Cq respec­
tively) along the rotor radius with the experiments from Lorber et al. I122-123!.
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Figure 7.15: Wake visualisation in the tip area using the Q-criterion of hovering undeformed (blue) and 
deformed (red) UH-60A full-scale rotors at Cf/ct = 0.170.
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(g) r/R = 0.945 (h) rjR = 0.965
Figure 7.16: Comparison of the sectional pressure coefficients at various blade radial positions obtained 
with a rigid and elastic blade simulation with experimental measurements for hovering model (low Re) 
and full-scale (high Re) UH-60A rotors at Cjr/a = 0.170. Experiments by Lorber et al. ^122^
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Figure 7.17: Comparison of the sectional pressure coefficients at various blade radial positions obtained 
with a rigid and elastic blade simulation with experimental measurements for hovering model (low Re) 
and full-scale (high Re) UH-60A rotors at Cr/a = 0.170. The pressure coefficients are projected on the 
aerofoil thickness. Experiments by Lorber et al. ^122^
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Figure 7.16. The blade deformation increased the suction on the main part of the blade, but decreased 
it close to the tip, which is consistent with the torsional deformation undergone by the blade. The 
pressure coefficients from the simulations show good agreement with the experimental measurements 
up to the station at r/R = 0.675. The higher suction peak predicted on the elastic blade was closer to 
the experiment, particularly at r/R = 0.40. However, between r/R = 0.775 and r/R = 0.92, the suction 
peak was under predicted and the pressure side showed a lower C/>. This explains the lower load in 
this part of the blade on the thrust distribution of Figure 7.17. After r/R — 0.945, the suction on the 
upper surface is over predicted, explaining the higher predictions of the sectional thrust coefficient in 
the tip area in Figure 7.14a. These results could be due to a poor interpretation of the local twist of 
the original blade, or the position of the vortex from the preceeding blade, as explained previously. 
The predicted pressure coefficients show an equivalent angle of attack lower than the experimental 
predictions at the section r/R — 0.865 and higher at the sections r/R = 0.945 and r/R = 0.965. This is 
consistent with the vortex effect around r/R = 0.92 increasing the downwash at sections before r/R — 
0.92 and decreasing it at sections after r/R = 0.92. The effect of the Reynolds number was limited on the 
pressure coefficients. Similar results for the chordwise pressure distribution were obtained by Wake and 
Baedert17^ and Schmitz et al. t124l. Schmitz et al. i124^ also projected their pressure distribution along the 
aerofoil thickness, and better agreement was obtained, particularly for sections inboard of r/R = 0.675, 
probably due to a better interpretation of the local twist of the original blade.
When the pressure coefficients are projected along the thickness of the aerofoil, as shown in Fig­
ure 7.17, the differences between the simulation and experimental results appear clearer. This projection 
shows the effect of the pressure coefficient on the sectional torque of the rotor, and therefore the bigger 
the differences, the worse the prediction of the rotor torque. Due to the few measurement locations on 
the sections, some important features are not well captured, like the stagnation point. This lack of res­
olution can explain the important differences between the predicted and experimental sectional torque 
seen in Figure 7.14b.
The vortex core location in the wake of the rotor has also been measured and compared to 
experimental results in Figure 7.18. The effect of the Reynolds number on the vortex trajectory was
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Figure 7.18: Vortex radial and vertical location in the wake of hovering UH-60A model (low Re) and 
full-scale (high Re) rotors at Ct/g = 0.170. Experiments by Lorber et al. f122^
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marginal. The vortex vertical displacement is well predicted, while in the horizontal plane, the vortices 
tend to come slightly too fast inboard. Furthermore, after 270 degrees, the grid cells become too loose to 
accurately predict the location of the vortex cores and this explains the lack of agreement at the higher 
azimuth angles.
Overall, the flow predictions showed very good agreement with the experimental data on the 
main part of the blade, with some discrepancies with experiments near the tip. These are apparently 
due to uncertainties in the blade definition. The lack of structural data for the model blade or the 
unknown blade shape during the experiment did not allow for a further investigation of this problem. 
The mesh deformation and trimming methods were found to be robust and needed a minimal increase 
of CPU cost. For the rigid rotor, 135,000 steady iterations allowed to get a converged flow at a settled 
collective, and an additional 60,000 were required to trim the rotor to the correct thrust coefficient. A 
further 100,000 iterations allowed for a trimmed aeroelastic solution.
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Chapter 8
Results and Discussion — Rotors in 
Forward Flight
Forward flight simulations were also carried out using moving meshes of the complete rotor as described 
in Chapter 3. A steady flow field is first computed around a static rotor and then, the blades are accel­
erated to their final speed within 90 degrees of azimuth. The ONERA 7A and 7AD rotors were first 
analysed using DBS to evaluate its potential for rotorcrafl: flows, and this is combined with a study of 
the mesh deformation method using the ONERA 7A rotor. The UH-60A rotor in high-speed flight was 
subsequently used to demonstrate and validate the aeroelastic coupling method. The very demanding 
HART-II rotor case was finally used with DES and prescribed deformations.
8.1 7A/7AD Rotors in Forward Flight — DES Assessment
Encouraged by the DES results for the stalled aerofoil case, rotors in forward flight were then attempted. 
Due to its popularity in CFD works and the availability of experimental data from several wind tunnel 
campaigns, the ONERA 7A/7AD rotors, described in Section 3.3.3, were considered. Table 8.1 shows 
the selected test cases from the database of the HELISHAPE campaign1451. For this complex mesh
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topology, there was less flexibility to optimise the mesh for DES computations like for the NACA0021
cases, though care has been taken to refine the mesh near the blades while maintaining some of the mesh
orthogonality at the rotor disk plane where the wake is expected to be concentrated.
Table 8.1: ONERA 7A and 7AD flight conditions and trimming for the various simulations. The angles 
are given in degrees.
Case CT as e0 01c 01s Po Pic Pis
Case 1 0.1673 0.1031 0.007 2.0 4.87 -2.2 3.1 2.13 0.11 0.32
Case 2 0.355 0.2180 0.0105 -5.0 8.57 1.89 7.56 2.12 0.12 0.51
Case 3 0.390 0.2399 0.005 11.0 14.0 -2.0 4.5 0.0 4.5 0.0
The computation was undertaken using 16.8 million nodes with good load balancing and due 
to CPU time limitations only three rotor revolutions were attempted using an azimuthal step of 0.25 
degrees. This time is close to what is used for URANS computations though further refinement would 
lead to overwhelmingly expensive computations.
The results obtained from the URANS and the DES solutions are compared against experimental 
data*43] in Figure 8.1 for case 3 of Table 8.1. Three stations are shown corresponding to 0.7, 0.825 
and 0.9 of the rotor radius. Inboards, the flow appears to be well-resolved by both DES and URANS 
solutions and the overall agreement for the Mach-scaled normal force coefficient is fair on the advancing 
side of the blade and the rear of the disk. Some differences exist on the retreating side and the DES 
solution fares somehow better in that region. This is especially true for the pitching moment coefficient. 
At the r/R = 0.825 station, the situation shows some of the DES benefits though these are mainly 
concentrated on the retreating side. For the selected test case, the experimental data show the presence of 
some blade-vortex-interaction near 100 degrees of azimuth. None of the employed models captured the 
BVI and this is apparently due to the lack of spanwise mesh resolution as well as the selected azimuthal 
step of 0.25 degrees. Interestingly, the dip of the normal force coefficient on the advancing side of the 
rotor is well-captured in terms of magnitude and phase by both models. This issue is revisited later on in 
the thesis for the HART-II rotor case. For the third available station {r/R = 0.975) the URANS and DES 
results are fairly close for the pitching moment and normal force coefficients. Again, it is interesting to 
see that regardless of some minor differences near the advancing side, both models follow the trend of
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of the Mach scaled normal and moment coefficients at three sections obtained 
with URANS and DES turbulence models during a revolution with the experiment for an ONERA 7A 
rotor in case 3 conditions.
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Figure 8.2: X2 isosurfaces comparison for URANS and DES turbulence models simulations in case 2 
conditions.
Further insight in the differences and similarities of the models can be obtained by looking at the 
^-criterion iso-surfaces for case 2 in Figure 8.2. The overall distribution and shape of the surfaces look 
similar between URANS and DES. The DES solution, however, appears to have more fine structures 
super-imposed on some mean flow field. This prompted further investigation in the data and for this 
reason, the mean blade loads as well as the first harmonic were removed from the rotor-integrated 
forcing. The results are shown in Figure 8.3 and it appears that at the front of the disk as well as the 
advancing side, the two solutions are very close to each other. For the back of the disk, the situation is 
different. The DES solution shows higher peak-to-peak variations and higher level of oscillations that 
diminish as the inflow of the rotor disk is approaching. This suggests that since no inflow forcing^126} 
has been used for the computations near the free-stream, the DES behaved more-or-less like URANS 
for that part of the flow domain. The presence of the vortices and the complex wake further downstream 
has triggered the LES part of the DES model and much reduced levels of eddy-viscosity were observed. 
For this reason, more and more flow structures were resolved on the relatively coarse DES mesh.
From the available experiment, it is difficult to extract information about the level of turbulence 
present around the rotor. The use of DES is therefore only suitable for qualitative comparisons. On 
the other hand, based on the simpler cases studied for flows around aerofoils, DES appears to have
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of the pitching moments vibratory part for the 7A and 7AD rotors during a 
revolution for two test cases.
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some merit. Clearly, experiments providing detailed spectra are needed to screen DES models and help 
improve the predictions of CFD. The use of a more suitable case is deemed necessary and this will be 
attempted in Section 8.4.
8.2 7A Rotor in Forward Flight — Mesh Deformation Method As­
sessment
The proposed mesh deformation method was also tested for a forward flying ONERA 7A rotor. The 
chosen test point for the calculations was Datapoint 156 of the HELISHAPE experiments^45^ which 
corresponds to a moderately high speed flight. The advance ratio is set to p = 0.35513. The free stream 
Mach number equals = 0.219 and the thrust coefficient is set to Cr/o = 0.08415, where a = 0.085.
The control angles used for this calculation are summarised in Table 8.2. The pressure on the blade
Table 8.2: ONERA 7A and 7AD flight conditions and trimming for the various simulations. The angles 
are given in degrees.
AL Ct!<s 00 01c 01s Po Pic Pis
0.35515 0.219 0.084H -4.98 7.37 -2.16 6.23 2.12 -0.12 -0.51
was measured at five sections: r/R = 0.5, 0.7, 0.82, 0.92 and 0.98. The tip displacement was extracted 
from the HART experiment and it was arbitrarily decided to use the second and third flapping modes 
for the mean tip deformation, using an amplitude of half the mean displacement at the tip for each 
mode. Then the five first harmonics were extracted from the HART-II tip displacement. The one- and 
two-per-revolution harmonics were introduced using the second flapping mode, while the three- to five- 
per-revolution harmonics were introduced using the third flapping mode. This was necessary due to the 
lack of structural deformation for the 7A rotor. However, the 7A and HART-II rotors were of similar 
construction.
The comparison of the Mach scaled normal coefficient at various spanwise sections shown in 
Figure 8.4 showed some important differences despite the low torsional deformations of the blade. The 
introduced flapping deformation tended to largely modify the Mach-scaled normal force and moment
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(b) r//? = 0.825
Figure 8.4: Comparison of the Mach scaled normal force coefficients of the elastic and rigid 7A blades 
with wind tunnel test data at various sections.
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of the pressure coefficients on the upper surface of the 7A blade at four az­
imuthal positions for Datapoint 156.
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coefficients. The differences appear to be located at the most outboard section of the blade: the down 
peak has been delayed and the force coefficient reaches a far lower level, which is closer to experimental 
results. On the most inboard station, due to the low flapping amplitude, the differences due to the 
introduced deformation are small and mainly located at the front and the back of the disk. The pressure 
coefficient at various azimuthal stations is shown in Figure 8.5. The suction is increased on the blade 
at an azimuth of 190 degrees and the stalled area at an azimuth of 280 degrees is bigger on the elastic 
blade.
8.3 Coupling Method Assessment on the UH-60A Rotor in For­
ward Flight
The UH-60A rotor was chosen to assess the aeroelastic coupling strategy. This rotor was tested in flight
by NASA and the US Army (see Section 1.2.5). In the high-speed flight (Flight Counter 8534), it has
been shown^117,127^ that the torsional deformation played an important role in the loading predictions.
This torsional deformation is triggered by the movement of a shock on the advancing-side and the
formation of a shock on the blade lower surface. This case was used by Steijl et al. f127^, who showed
that the inclusion of torsional deformation extracted from flight test data allowed for an improvement of
the loads on the advancing side, that were mainly driven by a high amplitude pitch-down torsion around
'P = 140 degrees. It was therefore deemed as an interesting test-case to assess the coupling method.
Table 8.3: UH-60A flight conditions and trimming for flight counter 8534. The angles are given in 
degrees.
Mo Rex as 0o 0i, 01s Po Pic Pis
0.368 0.256 2.735 x 10b -7.31 11.6 -2.39 8.63 3.43 -0.70 -1.00
The flight conditions and control angles are summarised in Table 8.3. The grid contained 8.0 mil­
lion nodes. A first simulation was carried out using a structural damping of £ =0.3 for every structural 
mode and an azimuthal step of AVP = 0.25 degree. The implicit coupled method was used. The first 
half of the revolution was run as a rigid case, before the blade was allowed to elastically deform. Three
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revolutions allowed for convergence on the deformations.
The blade geometry was estimated from publications in the literature, however, uncertainties 
are left on the exact blade geometry, twist distribution and structural model, and those are therefore 
approximates.
8.3.1 Deformation and Loads Analysis
The blade deformations were extracted from the coupled simulations and are shown in Figure 8.6. 
The most noticeable property of the blade deformation was the strong dip at 'F = 160 degrees in torsion 
deformation. This deformation was caused by a shock formed on the lower surface, shown in Figure 8.7. 
With the torsional deformation, the shock was moving on the lower surface and increased the amplitude 
of the blade deformation. The blade recovered from the torsional deformation when the local free 
stream velocity decreased enough. Small oscillations also appeared on the retreating side and a slight 
increase of torsion was also noticed at T — 25 degrees. The amplitude of second torsional mode seemed 
negligible compared to the amplitude of the first torsional mode. The flapping deformation also seemed 
to be dominated by the second flapping mode, with a strong 1/Rev component, leading to a dip of the 
tip flapping at ¥ = 135 degrees.
The Mach-scaled sectional normal force and pitching moments were extracted. The influence 
of the torsional deformation around 4* = 160 degrees is clearly visible, with the normal force being 
negative. High frequency oscillations can also be noticed on the advancing side. These were caused 
by BVIs. Looking at the pitching moments, the transitions between aerofoil sections and the start of 
the sweep can be noticed through the moment discontinuities in the radial direction. The BVI area 
is also visible with the high-frequency changes on the advancing side. The higher moments due to 
the SC1094-R8 seemed to trigger the dip in the torsional moment, due to the higher amplitude of the 
pitching moment between 4' = 45 degrees and 4/ = 120 degrees.
The sectional normal force was compared with flight-test measurements^5^ at rjR — 0.675 and 
rjR = 0.865. The dip in the sectional forces on the advancing side showed much stronger in the sim­
ulations than in flight test measurements, and was delayed by 15 degrees. However, the loads on the
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Figure 8.6: Predicted UH-60A blade deformation during a revolution for Flight Counter 8534.
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of the pressure coefficient on the blade lower surface between a rigid blade 
assumption and an elastic blade for Flight Counter 8534.
retreating side agreed well with the flight test measurements. At r/R = 0.675, the BVIs predicted by 
the simulations did not seem to occur in the flight tests on the advancing-side, but at r/R = 0.865, their 
locations and amplitudes seemed to agree with the flight test data. The mean normal force in the first 
quadrant is, however, over-predicted. The predicted loads were also compared to the ones obtained with 
a rigid blade and the ones obtained by Steijl et al. ^1271, using a prescribed torsion based on the flight 
tests. The effect of the blade in-flight deformation was mainly located on the advancing side. On the 
retreating side, the only difference between the simulations occurred in the coupled one, predicting a 
higher increase of the Mach-scaled loading in the forth quadrant, in better agreement with flight test 
measurements. On the advancing-side, the differences in the dip amplitude and phase between the cou­
pled simulation and the flight test measurements appeared to be due to different torsional levels between 
the coupled simulation and the flight test data, as the simulation with a prescribed torsion agreed well 
with the flight test data. The BVIs around ^ = 85 degrees also appeared to be stronger in the coupled 
simulation compared to the others, which may come from the inclusion of the flapping deformation. 
Clearly, the approximate blade shape and the lack of detailed data for the structural properties have an 
influence on the results. The mesh deformation method, however, managed to produce good quality 
grids.
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(a) A/2Cw
(b) M2Cm
Figure 8.8: Loading of the UH-60A for Flight Counter 8534.
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of the sectional normal force of the UH-60A with flight test measurements for 
Flight Counter 8534. The prescribed twist predictions were obtained by Steijl et al. [,271.
8.3.2 Evolution of the Blade Deformation with the Structural Damping Coeffi­
cient
It was decided to study the influence of the structural damping coefficient £ (see Equation 4.2) on the
blade in-flight deformation. Therefore, £ = 0.1 and £ = 0.02 were compared to the original value of
’0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360
Azimuth (°)
'0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360
Azimuth (°)
(a) Tip flapping (b) Tip torsion
Figure 8.10: Evolution of the predicted UH-60A blade tip deformation with the structural damping 
coefficient £ during a revolution for Flight Counter 8534.
0.3. The evolution of the blade tip deformation with the damping coefficient can be seen in Figure 4.2.
The main features of the blade deformation did not change. The tip flapping showed a difference in
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the recovery from the dip on the advancing side. With the lower damping, the recovery happened at a 
higher speed, and the overshoot was also more important. Higher differences can also be noticed on 
the tip torsion. The first remark deals with the converged state. While all the blade converged to the 
same equilibrium state at £ = 0.3, it can be noticed that, for lower damping coefficients, the converged 
deformation of blades 1 and 3 was different from the one of blades 2 and 4. This difference appeared 
mainly in the amplitude and the azimuth of the down-peak as well as the oscillations on the retreating 
side. Also, the aerodynamic damping of the oscillations on the retreating side proved low, and a decrease 
in the structural damping allowed the blade to vibrate at the frequency of the first torsional mode.
8.3.3 Evolution of the Blade Deformation with the Azimuthal Time Step
'0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315
Azimuth (°)
*0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360
Azimuth (°)
(a) Tip flapping (b) Tip torsion
Figure 8.11: Evolution of the predicted UH-60A blade tip deformation with the time step A'P during a 
revolution for Flight Counter 8534. Method 2 is the implicit coupled method.
The influence of the azimuthal time step was also studied, using AH' = 1 degree and AH' = 
0.25 degree. The difference in the blade deformation predictions was limited, showing just a slight 
difference on the advancing side in tip torsion. This was the result of a higher gradient predicted between 
y = 315degrees and H' = 360degrees.
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8.3.4 Evolution of the Blade Deformation with the Coupling Method
The two methods introduced in Section 5.2.2 for the strong coupling strategy were also compared for
this case. Two time steps A'P = 1 degree and AT = 0.25 degree were used. Figure 8.12 shows the tip
'5. -1
-30 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360
Azimuth (°)
(a) Tip flapping
o o
'0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315
Azimuth (°)
(b) Tip torsion
Figure 8.12: Evolution of the predicted UH-60A blade tip deformation with the time step AT and the 
coupling method during a revolution for Flight Counter 8534. Method 1 represents the leap-frog method 
and Method 2 the implicit coupled method.
deformation for the two methods. The difference between the two methods proved limited. Although
the leap-frog scheme predicted slightly higher gradients before the dip, leading to a slightly earlier dip.
The offset did not exceed 3 degrees and the amplitude of the dip were the same.
8.4 HART-II in Forward Flight
The deformation method was also applied to the HART-II rotor in forward flight, with experiments 
carried out by Van der Wall et al.l49^. The rotor was flying at a low advance ratio of 0.1508, a free 
stream Mach number of A/* = 0.0963 and a tip Reynolds number of = 2.88 x 105. These particular 
flight conditions were chosen to create blade-vortex interactions (BVIs) and study the effect of the BVIs 
on the loads and the flow field around the rotor. The measurements included the blade loading as a 
function of the azimuth at r/R = 0.87, the blade in-flight deformation and PIV planes at the core of 
vortices. More details about the experiment can be obtained in Section 1.2.5. This test case is nowadays
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considered the hardest test for rotor CFD.
The blade deformation was measured using the SPR technique, and was projected against the 
blade eigenmodes by Van der Wall^128!. These modal amplitudes were used with the mode shapes pre­
dicted with NASTRAN as described in Section 4.3.3 to prescribe the blade deformation in the CFD 
simulations. The induced torsional deformation in the flapping modes was also corrected when recom­
puting the modal amplitudes. The resulting blade deformations are shown in Figure 8.13. The elastic 
flapping deflections were dominated by the second flapping mode, with the blade tip bending down 
on the advancing side and up on the retreating side. The chordwise bending was also dominated by a 
1/Rev frequency, while the torsional deformation was dominated by a 2/Rev component, with peaks of 
lower torsion around the areas where the BVIs occurred (around VF = 90 degrees and VF = 270 degrees). 
The prescribed deformation at the blade tip is compared to experimental measurements in Figure 8.14. 
The flapping deformation agreed well with experimental measurements. The chordwise deformation 
was, however, offset. The tip torsion also tended to be slightly under-estimated on the advancing side, 
particularly the down-peak at T = 170 degrees.
Table 8.4: Control angles for the HART-II rotor simulation, in degrees.
Case 00 01s 01c
antrimmed 4.5 2.96 0.97 -1.57
trimmed 4.5 2.96 1.47 -1.57
During the simulations, a fine grid containing 34.8M nodes was used. This fine grid was also 
used to assess the interest in DES, therefore two simulation were run: one using the SA model and the 
other one the DES model. It was noticed during the simulation that an increase in amplitude of the sinus 
component of the cyclic allowed for a better trimming and loading. This second simulation was called 
trimmed in this section. The trim states used for the HART are summarised in Table 8.4. Due to the 
higher DES requirements, the simulations were run with an azimuthal time step AT* = 0.1 degrees. This 
is perhaps a harder test for the method since most researcher trim and re-trim the rotor to obtain good 
agreement with tests even if at different CT than the experiments.
Iso-surfaces of the ^-criterion from the trimmed DES simulation are shown in Figure 8.15 and
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(b) Chordwise deflection
X/R
(c) Torsional deformation (degrees)
Figure 8.13: Prescribed deflections to a HART-II blade during a revolution.
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Figure 8.14: Comparison of a HART-II blade tip deformation with experimental measurements by 
Van der Wall et al. t49].
Figure 8.15: ^-criterion iso-surfaces for the flow around the HART-II rotor, coloured with the pressure. 
View from the top of the rotor.
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animated in the CD attached to this thesis, showing the location of the vortices. Due to the low thrust 
coupled with the backward shaft angle, the vortices generated by the blades at the front of the disk pass 
over the rotor before moving downward and crossing the rotor disk at the rear. Due to the low advance- 
ratio, the vortices are progressing very slowly along the rotor. The hub wake as well as the blade root 
vortices are also clearly visible and interact with the blade in the rear of the disk.
8.4.1 Loads Comparison
Figure 8.16 presents the computed Mach-scaled normal force coefficient along the span during the 
rotation of the HART-II rotor using both the DES and SA turbulence models. Both simulation predicted 
BVIs around ¥ = 80 degrees and 'F = 270 degrees, as the strong oscillations in the normal coefficient 
indicate. The interaction of the blade with the wake of the hub is also clearly visible at the back of 
the disk. The predictions from the SA and DES turbulence models were very similar, and the main 
differences are located in the BVIs area where differences reached 5% of the peak-to-peak variation of 
the Mach-scaled normal force coefficient.
The Mach-scaled pitching moment coefficients were also extracted and are shown in Figure 8.17. 
Once again, the difference between the two simulations was limited to the areas were the BVIs occur, 
mainly on the advancing-side. The maximum difference between the DES and SA simulations reached 
10% of the peak-to-peak variation of the Mach-scaled pitching moment coefficient.
The loading at section r/R = 0.87 was then extracted and compared with experimental mea­
surements in Figure 8.18. The BVIs are clearly visible around 'F = SOdegrees and SP = 280degrees, 
with large variations in amplitude. While the predictions followed the experimental trend, the down- 
peak at V = 150 degrees tended to be over-predicted. The loads in the first quarter of a revolution were 
also under-predicted. The trimmed solution improved the predictions on the advancing side, with an 
upward peak around 'F = 90 degrees following the experimental values instead of being higher. This 
improvement proved limited when focusing on the vibratory part of the loads. The BVIs from the CFD 
simulations tend to happen more forward in the rotor disk. This might be linked to the higher thrust 
from the rotor (Cr = 0.0140 in the simulations, and Ct = 0.00886 in the experiments) which brought
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(a) SA
x/R
(b) DES
(c) Difference (DES-SA)
Figure 8.16: Mach-scaled normal force coefficient for the HART-II rotor, using the SA and DES turbu­
lence models
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M*c,: -0.006 -0.0045 -0.003 -0,0015 0
(c) Difference (DES-SA)
Figure 8.17: Mach-scaled pitching moment coefficient for the HART-II rotor, using the SA and DES 
turbulence models
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(b) Vibratory part (mean and l /Rev removed)
Figure 8.18: Comparison of the Mach-scaled normal force coefficient for the HART-II rotor at 
r/R = 0.87. Experiments by Van der Wall et al. ^49].
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the vortices through the rotor disk earlier. The amplitude of the loads variations was also smaller in the 
CFD simulations. This might come from the numerical dissipation of the vortex, despite the use of a 
fine mesh.
-o.ooi
-0 002.
-0.004
-0.005
DES • Etortlc, trimrrwd
-0.006
0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360
Azimuth (°)
(a) A/2Cm
0.002
-0.001
-0.002
-0.003
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Azimuth (°)
(b) Vibratory part (mean and 1 /Rev removed)
Figure 8.19: Comparison of the Mach-scaled pitching moment coefficient for the HART-II rotor at 
rjR = 0.87. Experiments by Van der Wall et al.
The Mach-scaled moment coefficient at section r/R = 0.87 was also extracted and is compared 
with experimental measurements in Figure 8.19. The sectional moment tended to be under-predicted 
during the whole revolution. A very strong peak, that did not appear in the experiment, was predicted 
around azimuth 'P = 80degrees. The trimmed solution however reduced the amplitude of the peak and 
improved the predictions on the advancing side, but the sectional moments were still under-predicted.
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Again, the amplitude of the variations due to the BVIs was under-predicted, particularly on the retreating 
side. In the literature, several authors have recently attempted this case and the present results are in 
broad agreement with all published simulations. This shows the difficulty in obtaining accurate results 
for this extreme test case.
8.4.2 Comparison with PIV Data
Figure 8.20: Location of the PIV planes in the wake of the HART-II rotor when the first blade is at 
¥ = 70 degrees, from t128^.
In order to assess the numerical dissipation of the vortex cores linked with the mesh refinement, 
planes perpendicular to the vortex cores were extracted and compared with PIV measurements on the 
HART-II model by Van der Wall et al. t49^. The plane positions for the PIV are shown in Figure 8.20. 
Plane 17 is the most important and proved popular in the literature for comparison. Planes 17 and 18 
were extracted when the first blade was located at 4* = 70 degrees. The measured vortices were gen­
erated by the blades at 4* = 160 degrees and 4/ = 250 degrees, respectively. The cores of the vortex 
were located in the plane y/R = 0.7 and the planes were oriented such that they were perpendicular 
to the vortex. For the experimental measurements, an angle of 30.47 degrees was used. Therefore, the 
measured vortices had an age of about 28 degrees and 118 degrees.
The comparison of the predictions for plane 17 with experimental measurements is shown in
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Figure 8.21: Comparison of the flow velocities measured in Plane 17 obtained from the SA and DES 
simulations with PIV measurements. Experiments by Van der Wall et al.
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Figure 8.21. The V and W components were corrected by subtracting 2m/s and 5.5m/s due to differ­
ences in trim. The differences between the SA and DES simulations proved limited. The comparison 
with the PIV measurements however showed that the small core of the vortex was already wider in the 
simulations, as shown in the V component. The separation between the lifting sheet and the vortex core 
is still visible, but was milder than the one in the PIV measurements. The high gradients visible in the 
measurements on the U and IV components were much smaller in the simulations, showing the numeri­
cal dissipation, even for the 34.8 million nodes grid. Recently, improvements were showed by Lim and 
Strawnt129! , using a 113 million nodes mesh.
(a) U
Figure 8.22: Comparison of the flow velocities measured in Plane 18 obtained from the SA and DES 
simulations with PIV measurements. Experiments by Van der Wall et al. f49^.
The comparison of the CFD simulations with the PIV measurements in plane 18 is shown in
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Figure 8.22. The V and W components were corrected by subtracting Im/s and 5 m/s. The difference 
between the DES and SA simulations is once again limited. On this older vortex, the amplitude of the V 
component was smaller then the experimental one and the gradients on the U and W were much smaller 
at the core of the vortex, showing the dissipation of the vortex. This dissipation in the vortex could 
explain the lack of the strength in the loads oscillations due to the BVI.
For this case, a mesh refinement near the core would certainly provide better comparison. On the 
other hand, HMB showed no lack of stability or convergence due to the new mesh deformation method.
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Conclusions
9.1 Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis, an aeroelastic coupling strategy was developed, using HMB as the CFD solver and 
NASTRAN as the structural solver. Rotor blade models tend to use the beam theory, meaning that the 
number of nodes is very low while the blade surface in a CFD grid is usually represented using 20,000 
nodes or more. Therefore, a method has to be used to interpolate the deformation of the structure to the 
fluid grid, and adapt the fluid grid to the new blade shape. In order to address this issue, a new mesh 
deformation method was developed. The grids employed by HMB have certain requirements related 
to the blade actuation. Due to this, the mesh deformation method had to respect the tagging of blocks 
as rigid or deformable, or blade fixed, or fuselage-fixed. It was therefore necessary to build the maxi­
mum possible flexibility in the mesh deformation method and this was achieved using a combination of 
techniques.
The final method was based on the use of CVT[11CJ, SAM[19] and TFI[I18]. The CVT interpolated 
the blade deformation from the structural model based on triangular elements, and proved able to deal 
with large blade deformations. Although CVT has been used in the past, this is the first time that it is 
employed on rotor blades for cases with large deformations and, due to its limitations, it is restricted to
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the blade surface only. The SAM was used to move the block vertices of all blocks in the computational 
domain. This restricted use of the SAM resulted in CPU economies, since SAM is an iterative technique, 
without compromising the final grid quality. TFI is finally used to recompute the inner part of the blocks. 
TFI is renowned for its efficiency and since this applies to blocks that already have deformed solid 
surfaces and solid vertices, the final mesh quality is high. The hybrid mesh deformation method was 
applied to a range of rotors and proved able to deal with usual blade in-flight deformations. In addition 
to rotor cases, the method was used to calculate the static deflections for wind turbine cases as well as 
the dynamic deformation of the fins of missiles at high speed.
Once the mesh deformation method was developed, efforts were directed towards development 
test cases with available experimental data. This proved difficult. So, a lot of weight was put on the 
verification of the solution, in terms of mesh convergence, size of the computational domain and time 
convergence for unsteady calculations. A first study on the grid convergence for a hovering rotor showed 
that a fine grid in the rotor wake is required to accurately capture the rotor wake and thus the rotor 
performance, and more specifically the torque coefficient.
A demonstration of the hybrid mesh deformation method on a highly-loaded HART-II rotor 
showed that the grid quality was maintained after the transformation, leading to similar stall predictions. 
The method showed no overhead in terms of CPU-cost, and no loss of stability. The method was also 
demonstrated for the ONERA 7A rotor in forward flight, showing the effect of prescribed flapping 
deformations. The blade deformation led to important changes in phase and amplitude of the main flow 
features in the blade loading, mainly in the normal force dip on the advancing side.
The aeroelastic coupling was applied to a hovering UH-60A rotor. An iterative method was 
adopted, based on exchange of data between the FEM and fluid flow domains. Sectional loadings 
were extracted from the fluid simulation and used in NASTRAN to compute the blades static structural 
deformation. This structural deformation was then imposed on the blade, and the rest of the CFD 
grid had to be updated using the new hybrid method. After convergence, the aerodynamic loads were 
transferred again to NASTRAN and the cycle was repeated until a final blade shape was reached. The 
method needed three iterations to converge. The resulting blade deformation was small, which induced
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limited changes to the aerodynamic loads. However, the trend in the evolution of the Figure of Merit 
with the thrust coefficient was improved by the inclusion of aeroelastic effects. The agreement of the 
results with experimental measurements was good on the main part of the blade, but the tip loading 
in the area where the blade crossed the vortex from the preceeding blade showed discrepancies with 
experimental data. Uncertainties on the blade geometry and the structural properties could account for 
these differences. Overall, the performance of the hybrid method was adequate and the results from 
tests where large deformations were imposed on the blade did not show any substantial limitations of 
the method.
Moving on from the development of the structural deformation method, a study on the impact 
of DBS on rotorcraft flow predictions was also carried out. The aim was to assess the capability of 
DES in predicting higher frequency content of the aerodynamic loading, which, in turn, might improve 
the predictions for the structural stimulations and vibration levels. The DES was first assessed on a 
stalled flow, using a NACA0021 wing with an incidence of 60 degrees. DES was able to improve the 
frequency content of the loads, capturing the Karmen way in the wake of the aerofoil, while URANS 
only predicted a steady flow. DES was also able to predict spanwise variations of the loads and this was 
a further improvement over the URANS method. The integrated loads also showed improvement. While 
URANS was predicting limited time variation, DES managed to deliver results in broad agreement with 
the experiments across the frequency spectrum. The shedding frequency of the vortices was captured 
and the results were in fair agreement with experiments. In the literature, several versions of DES 
have recently been proposed. It was therefore challenging to find out a DES method that is particularly 
suited for stalled flows. The challenge was harder because of the limitations in grid size and run times 
throughout this PhD study. There were differences between the various DES models predictions, with 
some models giving similar results. However, the DES model with a halved Coes coefficient was more 
suitable for predicting the structures in the flow when used in coarse grids. For rotorcraft flows, the 
ability of DES models to predict the stalled flow behind a stalled aerofoil should in principle improve 
the predictions of the flow in the wake of the hub, at the root of the blades and at stalled sections, where 
detached flows appear. Similar shedding could be captured thanks to DES and interact with the flow
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around a blade in the back of the disk, therefore improving the predictions. This could be particularly 
useful in vibration predictions and acoustics where higher frequencies need to be accurately captured.
DBS was then applied to forward flying rotors. A first study on the ONERA 7A and 7AD rotors 
showed a high level of vibrations at very high frequency at the back of the disk. This high variation 
due to the flow turbulence were expected, because the rotor was flying through the wake it generated. 
Regardless of this positive results, new test cases had to be solved, since the ONERA 7A and 7AD 
rotors did not have adequate experimental data to be compared against DES. For this reason, more 
recent experiments were identified in the literature. DES was then applied to the HART-II rotor in slow 
descending flight. The blade elastic deformation were prescribed, using experimental measurements. 
The mesh deformation showed no lack of stability, and a limited overhead in terms of CPU-cost. Thanks 
to the fine grid, strong BVIs were captured at the rear of the disk. They agreed with experimental 
measurements, but appeared slightly more forward in the disk. This appeared to come from the rotor 
trim state, that did not match the experimental one. The amplitude of the loads vibration was also 
smaller than in the experiments. The differences between DES and URANS showed limited, despite the 
use of a finer grid and smaller time steps. Slight improvements in the BVI amplitudes were however 
noted on the rear of the disk. A comparison of the vortex cores with PIV-measurements showed that the 
numerical dissipation of the vortices strength lead to lower loads vibration in the BVIs. To realise the 
full potential of DES, finer grids and further reductions in the time step of the simulations are necessary.
As a final test for the employed methods, the well-known experiments of NASA/US Army were 
used, where the solver was asked to predict both the aerodynamics and the shape of the blade. A strong 
aeroelastic coupling strategy was chosen. In general, with a structural damping level at C, =0.3, three 
revolutions were enough to reach convergence on the deformations. The aeroelastic coupling method 
proved able to capture the characteristic dip in the normal force on the advancing side, due to the high 
torsional deformation, which was already shown in previous works in the literature. The study showed 
the dependency of the results to many parameters. The most important ones were the time step and 
mesh sizes. The structural damping was also shown to have an influence on the blade deformation, due 
to the low aerodynamic damping. Out of these calculations, the first conclusion was that the coupling
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method, implicit or leap-frog, did not have a strong influence on the obtained results. On the other hand, 
the time step and mesh size appeared to have an influence. This conclusion agrees with what was found 
from our DES studies where, again, the employed grid and time step were perhaps not enough to fully 
resolve the complex rotor flow.
9.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Future studies shall look at the effect of the trim state and develop a trimming method compatible with 
the current strong coupling method. The current trim method, changing the trim step between two time 
steps, may introduce oscillations in the simulation that need long time to be damped out. The effect of 
the grid size should also be studied. The influence of the fuselage in some flight conditions, as well as 
the hub wake could also improve the predictions, mainly at the back of the disk where the blade passes 
over the tail of the helicopter and in the wake of the hub. Clearly, multi-million nodes grids are required 
to resolve vortex cores and fine scales of turbulence.
Acoustic predictions should also be looked at. Aeroelastic deformations have been shown to 
have an effect on the location and the strength of the BVIs, which lead to high noise levels. Their 
prediction could be improved by the inclusion of aeroelastic effects, especially if combined with a high 
order spatial scheme of low dispersion and fine grids.
The availability of comprehensive data at usual flight conditions in the open literature could 
improve the validation of the aeroelastic coupling. The BVI conditions used in the HART-II test case 
led to costly simulations. Comprehensive measurements at more standard flight conditions would allow 
for affordable validation of the coupling method. At present, no such data is available.
A further study of DES should be carried out. The minimum grid and step size to obtain notice­
able differences between URANS predictions and DES ones should be investigated. However, such a 
study would require extremely high computational resources.
The aeroelastic coupling method should also be generalised to other flows. Studies are in 
progress in Liverpool to assess the influence of aeroelastic deformation for flows around wind-turbines
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and missiles inside a cavity. Other domains of application could also be envisioned, such as turbo­
machinery and propeller flows.
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Appendix A
Additional Blade Properties
During this research, CFD grids and structural models were also developed for several rotors. They are 
presented in this appendix, as evidence of the flexibility and robustness of the developed methods.
A.l The HIMARCS Rotor
The HIMARCS is a four-bladed rotor. The properties of the HIMARCS blade were obtained from Noo­
nan et al t48l. Two aerofoil sections are used along the span. The inboard sections up to r/R = 0.8 uses 
the RC(4)-10 aerofoil. Between r/R = 0.85 and the tip, a RC(6)-08 aerofoil is used, and a linear tran­
sition is added between r/R — 0.80 and r/R ~ 0.85. The blade has a diameter of 56.224 in and a chord 
of4.454 in, leading to an aspect ratio X = 12.6. The blade has a built-in twist of 8degrees/7?. The blade 
geometry is shown in Figure A. 1. The blade structural properties were obtained from Noonan et al ^48^, 
and are shown in Figure A.2.
The structural model consists of 27 CBEAM elements along the quarter-chord line. The NASTRAN 
model is shown in Figure A.3. The frequencies of the seven first blade modes were extracted and com­
pared to experimental measurements from Noonan et al ^ for a cantilever blade in Table A.l. While 
the frequency of the first modes was accurately predicted, the error increased quickly with the frequency. 
The first torsional mode frequency was underestimated by 37%, which could lead to problems when
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RC(6)-8RC(4)-10
Figure A.l: Geometry of the HIMARCS blade.
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Figure A.2: Structural properties of the HIMARCS blade.
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Figure A.3: Structural model of the HIMARCS blade.
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used in a coupled simulation due to the importance of the torsion in the blade in-flight deformations.
Table A.l: Comparison of the natural frequencies of the HIMARCS cantilever blade between 
NASTRAN simulation and experimental measurements by Noonan et al. I48J, in Hertz.
Mode NASTRAN Experiments
First flap 3.23 3.75
First chord 17.99 17.50
Second flap 21.21 23.50
Third flap 48.57 62.25
Second chord 58.09 n/a
First torsion 61.95 98.50
Forth flap 92.77 n/a
The evolution of the predicted natural frequencies with the rotational speed is shown in Fig­
ure A.4.
Rotating speed (£^nom)
Figure A.4: Evolution of the natural frequencies of HIMARCS blade with the rotational speed. Dwom = 
640 RPM. F denotes a flapping mode, C a chordwise mode and T a torsional mode.
A.2 The SO-1 Rotor
The SO-1 rotor contains four blades, with a RAE 9646 aerofoil section along the whole span. It has a 
radius of 1.5 m and a chord of 0.12 m, leading to an aspect ratio X = 12.5. The blade geometry is shown
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Figure A.5: Geometry of the SO-1 blade.
in Figure A.5. The structural properties of the blade were obtained from QinetiQ. They are shown in 
Figure A.6.
Table A.2: Natural frequencies of the SO-1 blade obtained by NASTRAN.
Mode NASTRAN
First chord 2.49
Second flap 28.84
Third flap 78.28
Second chord 119.32
First torsion 136.15
Forth flap 163.62
The SO-1 blade was modelled in NASTRAN using 30 CBEAM elements. Young’s modulus 
was tuned to get the second flapping mode frequency to match experimental measurements. A lead-lag 
damper was added, with a strength of 155.9N/rad. The NASTRAN model is shown in Figure A.7. The 
frequencies of the six first blade modes are shown in Table A.l.
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(a) Sectional area and linear mass distribution (b) Chordwise, flapwise and torsional area mo­
ments of inertia
Figure A.6: SO-1 blade structural properties.
-------*------- CBEAM
--------------  Center of rotation
--------------  Lead-lag spring
................-..............................\
--------
Figure A.7: Structural model of the SO-1 blade.
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The evolution of the predicted natural frequencies with the rotational speed is shown in Fig­
ure A.8. A flapping spring with a stiffness of 155.9N/rad had to be added for ensuring the convergence 
of the NASTRAN calculation.
Figure A.8: Evolution of the natural frequencies of SO-1 blade with the rotational speed. OM0W = 
1400RPM. F denotes a flapping mode, C a chordwise mode and T a torsional mode.
A.3 The PM-3 and PM-4 Rotor
The PM-3 and PM-4 rotors have four blades with an advanced plan shape, featuring the BERP technol­
ogy.
A.4 Model Main Rotors
Models for two main rotors (SK-1 and SK-2) were also developed. The blade geometries are shown in 
Figure A.9. Both blades have an aspect ratio of X = 20.4. The structural properties of the two blades 
were obtained as follows: the structural properties of the UH-60A blade were extracted at mid-span 
and scaled using the sectional area of the SK-1 aerofoil section. Furthermore, the blade properties were 
scaled by the local chord at the tip of the SK-2 blade. The resulting structural properties are shown in
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Figure A. 10.
(b) SK-2 blade 
Figure A.9: Geometry of the SK-1 and SK-2 blades.
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Figure A. 10: SK-1 (solid) and SK-2 (dashed) blades structural properties.
The SK blades were modelled in NASTRAN using 50 CBEAM elements. A lead-lag damper 
was added, with a strength of 3531bf/rad (478.6Nm/rad) as the UH-60A one. A flapping spring with 
a stiffness of 3531bf/rad (478.6Nm/rad) was also added in order to ensure the convergence of the 
calculation.
The evolution of the predicted natural frequencies with the rotational speed is shown in Fig­
ure A. 12. Due to the different tip properties and twist, the difference between the natural frequencies 
showed limited when the blade was not rotating but increased with the rotational speed. At high rota­
tional speed, the blade did not behave the same way anymore.
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CBEAM-SK1
CBEAM-SK2
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i
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Figure A.l 1: Structural model of the SK-1 and SK-2 blades.
Rotating speed (RPM)
Figure A. 12: Evolution of the natural frequencies of the SK-1 (solid) and SK-2 (dashed) blades with the 
rotational speed.
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Myklestad’s Method
Myklestad’s method was developed to predict the natural frequencies of a beam. The beam is discretised, 
and stimulated at a frequency of to. The boundary conditions allow for finding the natural frequencies.
B.l Theory
B.l.l Uncoupled Bending
A first method presented in l13°J aims at obtaining the blade eigenmode shapes and frequencies for 
a bending blade, without coupled torsion. The blade is discretised in b nodes. The deformation is 
represented through the^w and parameters, that represent the vertical displacement and bending angle 
of the blade at the n-th node, as shown in Figure B.l. The beam is modelled by a mass distribution on
Figure B.l: Myklestad’s method notations for the blade deformation.
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each node on the elastic axis. The deformations obtained through a unit force or moment are calculated 
at each section, using the notations described in Figure B.2.
Figure B.2: Notations for the properties of the n-th section of the beam: deformation of the section for 
an unit bending force and moment applied at the tipt130].
For a rotating beam, the shear force and bending moment at the n-th node, noted S„ and M„,
equal:
S* = £ mi(02yt - P„ £ miXiCl2 (B.l)
/=! ;=1 
n—\ rt-1
A/„ = £ OT/toVi (*/ -*»)-£ W/X/Q2 0/ -yn) (B.2)
f=i i=i
P is supposedly small, so the centrifugal force is parallel to the straight beam axis. Therefore, the beam 
deformation can be expressed as:
Prt+l = P« - VFnSn - VA/nMr (B.3)
Tn+t =yn~ /rtPrt+1 — dpnSn — d^n^n (B.4)
which, using S„ and Mn definitions in B.l and B.2, gives:
1 + £ m/X/Q2 ) - v/rM ^ m/CO2^/ - vMn J [miQpyt {xi - xn) - w/X/Q2 0/ ->»„)]
/=>! / i=l i=l
(B.5)
Tn+1 — Tm — Pn 4 + (/f,VF„ -dFn) £ AM/X/fi2
/=1
+ (lnVP„ ~^)£ W/CoV/
j=l
n—l
+ (InVMn - dMn) £ [mi®2yi (Xi -X„) - m/X/Q2 (yi ->>„)] 
/=i
(B.6)
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The blade deformation is computed for a tip displacement^! — 1 and a tip bending angle pi = 
Because of the linear character of the problem, p„ andy,, can be projected on the (pi = %iptyi — 1) 
basis:
P« — ftyntytip Jn (B.7)
y>i — gn (B.8)
The following notation is now introduced:
InVFn - dpi! — UFn (B.9)
hivMn ~ ~ MMn (B.10)
n
^tniXiCl2 = a„
/=!
(B.ll)
1+Vyr„(7;i =A„ (B.12)
In + llfnC!,, = A,,' (B.13)
Variables tyip and^i are independent, so Equations B.5 and B.6 lead to:
yip/H-l = ■dnfyn + VFnGqn + VMnGipn (B.14)
fn+i ~ Altf, 4- vpnG„ 4- vmuG,/ (B.l 5)
^(p«+l = gyn + tlpnGyn + UMnGyn (B.l 6)
g'tpH+l = gn A-An'fn + UF„Gn 4- UMiiG,/ (B.17)
where:
n
Gyn — y, ffl/td2ff(p/ 
f=l
(B.18)
n
Gn -
i=l
(B.l 9)
n—\
Gyn ~ 2 [A'<J!(p/4-«i (g(p/+l — gq>/)]
/=t
(B.20)
G,/ = X [IiGi + cti(gi+i ™g/)] (B.21)
/=!
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These equations can be solved iteratively to obtain the tip bending angle <p//p by assuming no displace­
ment at the root {yt = 0):
<P,/p = — (B.22)gyb
Then the natural frequencies are located by using the boundary conditions at the root: no bending 
(P* = 0) for a cantilever beam, or no moment (Afi = 0) for an articulated blade, with:
Pft := fybtytip ~ fb (B.23)
Mb = Gb — Gyb'^tip (B.24)
B.l.2 Coupled Bending-Torsion
If the shear centre and the elastic axis are offset, torsional deformations along the span will appear aside 
the bending ones. A sectional torsion moment Tn is added, modifying the sectional torsion angle 0„. 
The previous notations are used, but in this case, the n-th mass is located at a distance sn from the shear 
centre, and the torsional stiffness \sJ„. The additional notations are shown in Figure B.3.
mnJJn
Figure B.3: Notations for a beam with coupled bending and torsional deformations^130^
The same notations are used for the displacement due to an unit bending force or moment on the 
n-th section, and a torsion angle is added for a unit torsion moment at the tip of the n-th section, as 
shown in Figure B.4.
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Figure B.4: Notations for the deformation of the n-th section of the beam for an unit bending force, 
bending moment and torsional momend130h
The new shear force, bending and torsion moment are expressed as:
n it
s>t — X OT*'a)2 O'/+‘s/e/) - X 
/=1
H—1 H—1
K = X m/c°2 (y/+J/0/) {Xi-X„) - X rnpiQ2 (yi+SiQi -y„ -s„Q„)
i=\ /=i
T„
n ft
X (WW - Ph X mixis&2
i=l i=\
(B.25)
(B.26)
(B.27)
P is supposedly small, so the centrifugal force is parallel to the straight beam axis. Therefore, 
the beam deformation can be expressed as:
Ph+1 == Ph “ VFiiS,, - Vm>}M„ (B.28)
y>i+1== y>i ~ Ph+1 “ dfuS), ~ dMnMn (B.29)
0/H-l = >1
CDII (B.30)
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Sn, M„ and Tn are replaced using Equations B.25, B.26 and B.27:
IWl = ( 1 + VFn X mtx&2 j - X Mi®2 (yi+sfii)
i=l i-l
n-l
VMn X lm‘®2 (y<+sfii) (Xi-X„) - m/X/Q2 (yi + 5/0/ -y„ - s„6„)]
;=1
Tn+1 =Tn“PM /n + (/flVfn - ^Fm) X mixfa2
/=!
ft
+ (InVFn ~ dFn) X O''- + ^Z9')
i=l
rt-1+ X [Mi®2 (yi + sfii) (*i ~ x„) - m/XiCl2 (yt + Sj6j -y„ - sn0„)]
/=!
0H+1 = 0» + P«vr« X MjXiSiQ1 - vT„ X (Misyi+JiQi) co2
/=i i=\
(B.31)
(B.32)
(B.33)
The blade deformation is computed for a tip displacement >>i = 1 and tip bending and torsional 
angles Pi = (p,^ and 0] = \p//p. Because of the linear character of the problem, yn, P„ and 0„ can be 
projected on the (pi = <p^,0i = \i/,jP,yi = 1) basis:
P/» = fyntyiip — fn~~ fyntytip (B.34)
yn — —gyntytip +gn -ygyriVtip (B.35)
8n ~ htp„(ptip ~ h/t-h hynytip (B.36)
The following notation is now introduced:
AiVFm ~ dFn = Upn (B.37)
InVMn “ ^Mn = UMn (B.38)
n
X MiXjCl2 = a„ 
f=l
(B.39)
1 + VFnCIn = A„ (B.40)
In “b UFnQn == ^n (B.41)
X rttiXiSjCl2 = bn 
i=\
(B.42)
VTnbn = B„ (B.43)
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Variables^i, tyup and ^tip are independent, so Equations B.28, B.29 and B.30 lead to:
/(p/i-H “ “b VFnGtyn “b vMn^(pH (B.44)
fn-\-1 := ^nfn + vFn Gn + VMn Gn' (B.45)
— Aufyn + VFnGyyn *b VMnGyn (B.46)
S'cp/i-l-t — +^y/y<p/j + UpnGyn + ttMnGyn (B.47)
£<p/i-|-l ~ gn A}jjn UpnGn + 'llMnGfj i (B.48)
S'fpH-H — g\\m “bJ\\iii + UfiiGyn + UMnGyn (B.49)
hyii+l — h^H "b Bnjqn “bVy’/j/Zfp,, (B.50)
^(p/i+i = hn + Bnjn + vTn^n (B.51)
htpii+l — ^\|/» "b Bnfytt + VTnHyn (B.52)
where:
n
Gyn = (Sfpi-^ipi)
1=1
(B.53)
n
G» =
i=\
(B.54)
n
Gy„ = Sm/CD2 (gyl-Sthyt) 
i=l
(B.55)
n
^>/i = ^ — .TiCO^/fq)/)
/=!
(B.56)
Hn = X (misito2gi -Ji®2hi)
i=\
(B.57)
n
= X (miSi(02gyi-Jt(02hyi) 
i=\
(B.58)
H—1
Gyn ~ X [^^(p' "1' al (5(p/+l ~ g<-pi "b'S/^ip/ —
i=l
si+ihtft+i)] (B.59)
1
G,/ = X [4-G/ + fl/(g/+i -gt+stht-si+iht+i)]
i=i
(B.60)
n—l
G\yi/ = X [hGyj + Ctj (gyl+l g\\li "bSjh\yj -
i=l
- Sj+1 hyi-^ i) ] (B.61)
This equations can be solved iteratively, giving the tip bending angle (p,/p and the tip torsion angle \\ftip
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by forcing no root displacement (y* — 0):
<Vtip = gybhyb '^'gybhyb
Vtip =
gybhb ~ gbhyb 
gybhyb +g\ybh<pb
(B.62)
(B.63)
Then the natural frequencies are located by using the boundary conditions at the root: pa = 0 for 
a cantilever beam, or Afj, = 0 for an articulated blade, with:
— fpbtytip ~ fb~ f^b^ftip (B.64)
Mb = Gb — Gyb%tp + GybVtip (B.65)
B.2 Computation of the Sectional Displacements from the Beam 
Theory
The beam theory can be used to extract the displacement and angular deformation of a section due to an 
unit force or moment. For an unit force, dpn and vpn become:
<a66>
^=4 (B-67)
where Ey is the Young’s modulus and 7 is the moment of inertia of the beam cross section. For an unit 
bending moment, d^n and va/« become:
/J
dh1n ~ 2E1
k
EI
VMn —
(B.68)
(B.69)
In the case of an unit torsional moment, vpn becomes:
2(1 -f V) /n
Vrn =
EIB
where v is the Poisson’s ratio and lv the torsional moment of inertia.
(B.70)
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B.3 Implementation of the Method
B.3.1 Uncoupled Bending
The following programs reads in the blade properties at various sections, and processes these sectional 
properties to obtain the elementary displacements due to an unit force or moment, and then applies the
method to compute the boundary condition value.
/*
* Read in structural info 
*/
data = fopen ("new_data__with_torsion. txt", "r"); 
node = 1;
while({fscanf(data,"%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf",&m[node],
&r[node],&I[node],&Ip[node],&s[node] ,&J[node])) !=EOF){
node++; } 
nn=node-l; 
ne=nn-l;
for (node=sl ;node<=nn-l ;node++) {
1[node]=r[node]-r[node+1] ;
uf[node]=1[node]*1 [node]*1[node]/(3.*E*I[node]);
um[node]=1[node]*1[node]/(2.*E*I[node]);
vf[node]=um[node];
vrn [node] =1 [node] / (E*I [node] ) ;
vt[node]=2*(1+nu)*1[node]/(E*Ip[node]);
plot = fopen{"plot", "w");
/* location of each node */ 
x [nn] =0;
f or(node =nn-1;node >=1;node--) { 
x [node]=x[node+1]+1[node];}
/* mx/100 */
for(node=l;node<=nn?node++) { 
tnx [node] =m [node] *x [node] ;}
/* ms */
for(node=l;node<=nn;node++) { 
ms[node]=m[node]*s[node];}
/* elastic coefficients uf x 10*6 um x 10*6*/ 
for(element=l;element<=ne;element++) {
uf[element]=1[element]*vf[element]-df[element]; 
um[element]=1[element]*vm[element]-dm[element];}
/* centrifugal component alpha */ 
alphasum=0.;
for(node=l;node<=nn;node++) {
alpha[node]=alphasum+m[node]*r[node]*Omega*Omega; 
alphasum=alpha[node];}
/* A and A'*/
for(element=1;element<=ne;element++) {
A[element]=1.+vf[element]*alpha[element]?
AA[element]=1[element]+uf[element]*alpha[element];}
/* centrifugal component beta */ 
betasum=0.;
for(node=l;node<=nn;node++) {
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beta [node) -be t a sum-nn [node] *r [node] * Omega* Omega *s [node] ; 
betasum-beta[node];}
/* B */
for(element*1;element<=ne;element++) {
B[element]=vt[element]*beta[element] ;}
/* start solving the problem */ 
while (omega <= stop_omega) { 
omega2-omega* omega;
/* sweep tip to root */
fphi-1.;
f-0;
fpsi-0;
gphi=0;
g-1. ;
gpsi-0;
hphi-0;
h-0;
hpsi-1.;
Gphin-0;
Gn-0;
Gpsin-0;
GGphin-0;
GGn-0;
GGpsin-0;
Hphin-0;
Hn«0;
Hpsin-0;
for(node-1;node<=nn-l;node++) {
Gphin*Gphin+m[node]*omega2*(gphi-s[node]*hphi);
Gn -Gn +m[node]*omega2*(g -s[node]*h); 
Gpsin=Gpsin+m[node]*omega2*(gpsi+s[node]*hpsi);
Hphin-Hphin+omega2*(ms[node]*gphi-J[node]*hphi);
Hn -Hn +omega2*(ms[node]*g -J[node]*h);
Hpsin-Hpsin+omega2*(ms[node]*gpsi+J[node]*hpsi);
dgphi=AA[node]*fphi+uf[node]*Gphin+um[node]*GGphin? 
dg =AA[node]*f +uf[node]*Gn +um[node]*GGn;
dgpsi=AA[node]*fpsi+uf[node]*Gpsin+um[node]*GGpsin?
dhphi- B[node]*fphi+vt[node]*Hphin; 
dh- B[node]*f +vt[node]*Hn;
dhpsi=-B[node]*fpsi-vt[node]*Hpsin;
/* store for plotting */ 
gstore[node]=g; 
gphistore[node]-gphi; 
gpsistore[node]-gpsi;
hstore[node]=h; 
hphistore[node]-hphi; 
hpsistore[node]-hpsi;
fphi=A[node]*fphi+vf[node]*Gphin+vm[node]*GGphin; 
f =A[node]*f +vf[node]*Gn +vm[node]*GGn; 
fpsi=A[node]*fpsi+vf[node]*Gpsin+vm[node]*GGpsin;
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GGphin=GGphin+l[node]*Gphin+alpha[node]*(dgphi-s[node]*dhphi); 
GGn =GGn+l [node] *Gn -falpha [node] * {dg -s [node] *dh) ;
GGpsin=GGpsin+l[node]*Gpain+alpha[node]*(dgpsi+s[node]*dhpsi);
gphi=gphi+dgphi; 
g =g +dg;
gpsi=gpsi-s-dgpsi;
hphi=hphi+dhphi; 
h =h +dh;
hpsi=hpsi+dhpsi; }
gatore[node]=g; 
gphiatore[node]=gphi; 
gpsiatore[node]sgpsi;
hstore[node]=h; 
hphistore[node]=hphi; 
hpsiatore[node]=hpai;
aa=gpsi*h +g *hpai;
bb=gphi*hpai+gpai*hphi; 
cc=gphi*h -g *hphi;
var=-GGphin*aa/bb +GGn +GGpain*cc/bb; 
fprintf(plot," %e \t %e \n", omega/2/PI, var);
/* calculate diaplacement y */ 
for(node=l;node<=nn?node++) {
y[node]=( gatore[node]-gphiatore[node]*aa/bb 
+gpsiatore[node]*cc/bb);
theta[node]»(-hatore[node]+hphistore[node]*aa/bb 
+hpsiatore[node]*cc/bb); 
omega=omega+interval; }}
close(plot);
B.3.2 Coupled Bending-Torsion
A similar implementation was developed for the coupled bending-torsion method:
/ *
* Read in structural info 
*/
data = fopen(Mnew_data_with_torsion.txt", "r"); 
node = 1;
while ((fscanf (data, "Srlf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf",
&mF[node],&r[node],&I[node],&Ip[node],&s[node],&J[node]))1=EOF){ 
node++; } 
nn=node-l; 
ne=nn-l;
for (node=l ;node<Hnn-l ,*node++) {
1[node]=r[node]-r[node+l] ;
uf[node]=1[node]*1[node]*1[node]/(3.*E*I[node]); 
um[node] =1 [node] *1 [node] / (2 . *E*I [node] ) ; 
vf[node]=um[node]; 
vm[node] =1 [node] / (E*I [node] ) ;
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vt[node]*2*(l+nu)*1 [node]/(E*Ip[node]);}
plot * fopen("plot", "w");
/* location of each node */ 
x[nn] «0;
for(node-nn-1;node>=l;node--} { 
x [node]«x[node+1]+1[node] ;}
/* tnx/100 ★/
for (node«l;node<»=nn;node++) { 
mx[node][node]*x[node];}
/* ms */
for(node*l;node<=nn;node++) { 
ms[node]=m[node]*s[node];}
/* elastic coefficients uf x 10A6 um x 10A6*/ 
for (elemental; element<=ne; element+-f) {
uf[element]=1[element]*vf[element]-df[element]; 
um[element]=1[element]*vm[element]-dm[element];}
/* centrifugal component alpha */ 
alphasum=0.;
for(node«l;node<=nn;node++) {
alpha[node]»alphasum+m[node]*r[node]*Omega*Omega; 
alphasum=alpha[node];}
/* A and A'*/
for(element-l;element<=ne;element++) {
A[element]*1.+vf[element]*alpha[element];
AA[element]=1[element]+uf[element]*alpha[element];}
/* centrifugal component beta */ 
betasum=0.;
for(node-1;node<ann;node++) {
beta[node]=betasum+m[node]*r[node]*Omega*Omega*s[node]; 
betasum-beta[node];}
/* B */
for(element-1;element<-ne/element++) {
B[element]-vt[element]*beta[element];}
/* start solving the problem*/ 
while (omega <= stop_omega) { 
omega2-omega*omega;
/* sweep tip to root */ 
fphi-1./omega2; 
f-0 ; 
fpsi-0;
gphi-0; 
g*l./omega2; 
gpsi-0;
hphi-0; 
h=0 ?
hpsi-1./omega2;
Gphin=0;
Gn-0;
Gpsin-0;
GGphin-0;
GGn-0?
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GGpsin=0;
Hphin=0;
Hn=0;
Hpsin=0;
for(node=l;node<=nn-l;node++) {
Gphin=Gphin+m[node]*(gphi-s[node]*hphi);
Gn =Gn +m[node]*(g-s[node]*h);
Gpsin=Gpsin+m[node]*(gpsi+s[node]*hpsi);
Hphin=Hphin+ms[node]*gphi-J[node]*hphi;
Hn =Hn +ms[node]*g -J[node]*h;
Hpsin=Hpsin+ms [node]*gpsi+J[node]*hpsi;
dgphi=AA[node]*fphi+uf[node]*Gphin+um[node]*GGphin; 
dg =AA[node]*f +uf[node]*Gn +um[node]*GGn;
dgpsi=AA[node]*fpsi+uf[node]*Gpsin+um[node]*GGpsin;
dhphi= B[node]*fphi+vt[node]*Hphin; 
dh= B[node]*f +vt[node]*Hn;
dhpsi=-B[node]*fpsi-vt[node]*Hpsin;
/* store for plotting */ 
gstore[node]=g; 
gphistore[node]=gphi; 
gpsistore[node]=gpsi;
hstore[node]=h; 
hphistore[node]=hphi; 
hpsistore[node]=hpsi;
fphi=A[node]*fphi+vf[node]*Gphin+vm[node]*GGphin; 
f =A[node]*f +vf [node] *Gn +vm [node] *GGn; 
fpsisA[node]*fpsi+vf[node]*Gpsin+vm[node]*GGpsin;
GGphin=GGphin+l[node]*Gphin+alpha[node]*(dgphi-s[node]*dhphi); 
GGn =GGn+l[node] *Gn +alpha[node]*(dg -s[node]*dh);
GGpsin=GGpsin+l[node]*Gpsin+alpha[node]*(dgpsi+s[node]*dhpsi);
gphi=gphi+dgphi; 
g =g +dg;
gpsi=gpsi+dgpsi;
hphi=hphi+dhphi; 
h =h +dh;
hpsi=hpsi+dhpsi; }
gstore[node]ag; 
gphistore[node]=gphi; 
gpsistore[node]=gpsi;
hstore[node]=h; 
hphistore[node]«hphi; 
hpsistore[node]=hpsi/
aa«gpsi*h +g *hpsi; 
bb=gphi*hpsi+gpsi*hphi;
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cc*gphi*h -g *hphi;
var»-(GGphin*aa/bb +GGn +GGpsin*cc/bb); 
fprintf(plot," %e \t %e \n", omega/2/PI, var);
/* calculate displacement y */ 
for(node«l;node<=nn;node++) {
y[node]=omega2*( gstore[node]-gphistore[node]*aa/bb 
+gpsistore[node]*cc/bb);
theta[node]=omega2*(-hstore[node]+hphistore[node]*aa/bb
+hpsistore[node]★cc/bb);}
omega+»interval; }
}
close(plot);
B.4 Demonstration of the Method
The method was implemented and tested, using the examples supplied by Myklestad^13^. Both the 
uncoupled bending and coupled bending-torsion methods were tested for a rotating cantilever beam.
B.4.1 Uncoupled Bending
0015 -
0 005 -
0 -.....
-0 005
o> (rad/s)
Figure B.5: Evolution of the root bending angle (3/, with the frequency
The Myklestad example, described in t130^, consists of a cantilever beam rotating at lOrad/s. 
Figure B.5 shows the variation of the root bending angle with the frequency. The natural frequencies
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are found when the tested mode has no bending angle at the root (P/, = 0), due to the cantilever boundary 
condition. Six modes were captured between 0 and 500 rad/s. The three first bending modes were 
extracted and are shown in Figure B.6.
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Figure B.6: First three eigenmodes obtained by the bending only approach.
B.4.2 Coupled Bending-Torsion
The Myklestad example described in consists of a beam rotating at lOrad/s. Figure B.7 shows 
the variation of the root bending angle P/, with the frequency. The natural frequencies are found when 
the tested mode has no bending angle at the root (P^ = 0), due to the cantilever boundary condition. 
Nine modes were captured between 0 and 500rad/s. The three first bending modes as well as the first 
torsional mode were extracted and are shown in Figure B.8.
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Figure B.7: Evolution of the root bending angle with the frequency
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3rd flap mode b
(a) Bending deformation
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(b) Torsional deformation
Figure B.8: First four eigenmodes obtained by the coupled bending-torsion approach.
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Appendix C
Simulation of a Tiltrotor and its 
Nacelle
The tiltrotor test case was introduced in the TILTAERO European research program. Two blade geome­
tries were experimentally tested in the ONERA wind tunnel of Modane. The first TILTAERO blade was 
optimised by Beaumier et al. I108! to obtain the ADYNE blade. The optimisation process dealt with the 
hover flight efficiency, while trying to keep the cruise flight efficiency of the TILTAERO blade.
The TILTAERO blade has a non-linear twist distribution. The diameter of the rotor is 7.4 m 
meters with a thrust weighted mean blade chord of 0.522 m, leading to an aspect-ratio of A, = 6.9. The 
aerofoil sections came from the aerofoil database of Agusta and had thicknesses between 7 and 12%. 
The ADYNE blade has the same length as the TILTAERO one, but the aerofoils were modified using 
ONERA sections. The quarter-chord line has a double sweep angle: a forward sweep on the main part 
of the blade and backward sweep at the tip. The twist distribution was also modified, and an anhedral 
angle of about 15 degrees was added at the tip. The TILTAERO and ADYNE shapes were compared in 
Section 3.2.
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C.l Simulation without Nacelle
The tiltrotor simulation was for high-speed cruise conditions at Mach M* = 0.52. The rotational speed 
was set to 1100RPM, leading to an advance ratio of (i = 1.07. The Reynolds number was set to 
Re*, — 2 x 106 based on the root chord. The collective was trimmed to reach Ct = 0.13. The first 
simulations were carried out with a long spinner running down to the outflow surface, as previously 
shown in Section 3.2.
Table C. 1: Integrated loads from the pressure on the TILTAERO and ADYNE rotors without nacelle. 
A/- = 0.52,Re — 2x 106,Ct = 0.013 andp. = 1.07.
Rotor CTA CCM ETAA
ADYNE
0o = 55.6 degrees
0.0915 0.0847 0.5741
TILTAERO
0o = 56.1 degrees
0.0563 0.0671 0.4457
TILTAERO
0o = 58.1 degrees
0.1097 0.1011 0.5774
TILTAERO
00 = 57.6 degrees
0.0979 0.0915 0.5688
The computed integrated loads, using a propeller norm, are compared in Table C.l. Unlike 
experimental measurements, the efficiency is found to be higher for the ADYNE rotor. However, 
this difference proved limited, less than 1%.
Iso-surfaces of Q-criterion were used to localise the vortical structures in Figure C.l. An an­
imation of these iso-surfaces around the TILTAERO rotor is also available in the CD attached to the 
thesis. Strong tip vortices were created by the blades. Another vortex was created where the trailing 
edge of the blade is becoming sharp. A shoe horse vortex was created at the root of the blade, due to the 
interaction of the blade root with the spinner. Due to the cylindrical shape of the blade root, a K&rmdn 
way is convected down stream close to the spinner.
The pressure coefficient, scaled by the local free-stream velocity Vioc was extracted on both blade 
surfaces, and is shown in Figure C.2. Higher suction was visible at the root on both sides of the ADYNE 
blade compared to the TILTAERO.
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Figure C.l: Comparison of Q-criterion iso-surfaces at 0.5 around the TILTAERO and ADYN rotors at 
the same time azimuth. = 0.52, Re = 2x 106, Cr = 0.013 and fi = 1.07.
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(b) Lower surface
Figure C.2: Comparison of the pressure coefficient on the TILTAERO and ADYNE blade surfaces. 
A/« = 0.52, Re = 2x 106, Cr = 0.013 and case)ji = 1.07.
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C.2 Simulation with Nacelle
The nacelle used in the experiments was bulky and was not a solid of revolution. Therefore, it was 
decided to investigate its effects. The nacelle geometry was not rotating, leading to the use of sliding 
planes between the rotor and the nacelle, as described in Section 3.2. Due to the shape of the nacelle, 
the sliding plane geometry was complex and was located close to the blade trailing edge. The same 
collective as in the case without nacelle was used.
Table C.2: Thrust and torque coefficients, and Figure of Merit of the two tiltrotor geometries with and 
without nacelle. A/« = 0.52, Re — 2x 106, Ct = 0.013 and p = 1.07.
Rotor case CT Cfi FM
ADYNE without nacelle 0.0123 0.0210 0.586with nacelle 0.0230 0.0308 0.747
TILTAERO without nacelle 0.0127 0.0232 0.547with nacelle 0.0231 0.0334 0.692
The integrated loads on the rotor were extracted and compared to the ones from the simulations 
without nacelle in Table C.2. The effect of the nacelle on the forces proved important: the thrust and the 
torque coefficient were increased by a factor of 1.5 to 2 and the Figure of Merit largely increased by the 
addition of the nacelle, despite using the same collective in both simulations. This brings the question 
of the mesh quality at the sliding plane: the cell size on each side of the sliding plane might increase by 
a high factor in either the vertical and horizontal direction, while it is located very close to the blade. A 
finer mesh around the nacelle may have improved the predictions and lowered the differences.
An animation of iso-surfaces of the criterion for both rotors with nacelle is available in the 
CD attached to the thesis. The influence of the nacelle on the tip vortices was limited, but the nacelle 
strongly modified the convection of the structures close to the blade root. The structures were only 
convected along the flattened part of the nacelle.
The sectional loads were extracted. The variation of the sectional loads for both blades is shown 
in Figures C.3 and C.4. Unlike the case without nacelle, small oscillations in amplitude appear on the 
whole blade span. The oscillations proved stronger on the ADYNE blade. Heavy load fluctuations at a
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(a) ADYNE blade (b) TILTAERO blade
Figure C.3: Variation of the span-wise distribution of the Mach-scaled normal coefficient every 
60 degrees of azimuth when the nacelle was included. = 0.52, = 2 x 106, Cr = 0.013 and
H = 1.07.
M2Cn
(a) ADYNE blade (b) TILTAERO blade
Figure C.4: Variation of the Mach-scaled normal coefficient with the azimuth when the nacelle was 
included. = 0.52, Re = 2x 106, Cf = 0.013 and |i = 1.07.
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frequency of 2/Rev appeared close to the blade root, directly linked to the presence of the nacelle.
Sectional pressure coefficients were extracted and compared to see the effect of the nacelle, as 
shown in Figure C.5 for the ADYNE blade and Figure C.6 for the TILTAERO blade. Despite the use of 
the same collective in both simulations, the suction on the blades with nacelle was always much higher 
than the ones without nacelle, explaining the difference in the integrated coefficients. Higher variations 
of the blade coefficient at the root of the blade can be noticed for both rotors when the nacelle was added 
to the simulation.
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Figure C.5: Evolution of the sectional pressure coefficients along span with the azimuth on the ADYNE 
blade, without and with nacelle (red and blue, respectively). A/* = 0.52, Re = 2x 106, C7- = 0.013 and 
p = 1.07.
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Figure C.6: Evolution of the sectional pressure coefficients along span with the azimuth on the 
TILTAERO blade, without and with nacelle (red and blue, respectively). M*. = 0.52, Re = 2 x 106, 
Ct- = 0.013 and p = 1.07.
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